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Abstract

Abstract

Leakage is common problem in pipelines and pipe network systems around the world. To

minimize the economic and environmental damage caused by leaks in pipe systems,

efficient leak detection methods are necessary. Traditional methods are slow to respond

the occurrence of a leak and expensive to operate. one promising alternative to detecting

leaks is to use controlled transients (water hammer waves) that travel in a pipe network

system at high speeds and pick up a substantial amount of information about the health of

the system. The study presented in this thesis is focused on the fundamental

understanding and interpretation of the effects of leaks on fluid transients and better uses

of fluid transients for leak detection.

The governing equations for transients in a pipeline including a leak have been derived.

The leak is included in the governing equations by using a delta function and

dimensionless linear governing equations have been obtained. Analytical solutions, which

are expressed in terms of a Fourier series, for transients in a pipeline including a leak have

been developed for constant and variable boundary conditions. These analytical solutions

have provided significant insight into, and better understanding of, pipeline transient

problems that are influenced by leaks.

Two new leak detection methods have been developed based on the analytical solutions'

A technique using leak-induced damping on fluid transients in a pipeline under constant

boundary conditions has been developed. This technique is successful in detecting,

locating and quantiffitrg a leak which is 0.1% of the cross-sectional area of the pipeline

based on both numerical and experimental tests. Another technique to locate a leak by

examining the leak-induced resonant frequency responses has been developed under

continuously varying boundary conditions.

The feasibility to detect blockages, another common problem in pipe systems, using fluid

transients has also been investigated. An analytical solution for transients in a pipeline

including a pafüal blockage has been developed. A blockage detection technique that
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enables the locaLing and quantification of a blockage in a pipeline has been developed.

This technique has been successfully verified based on numerical examples and laboratory

experimental tests.

A three-loop laboratory pipe network, for pipe transient study and development of leak

and blockage detection techniques, particularly verification of the inverse transient method

(ITM), has been constructed at the University of Adelaide as part of this ph.D. ,es"ar"ñ.

Two computer programs, NETTRANS for transient simulation in pipe networks by using

the method of characteristics (MOC) and NETFIT for leak detection using the inverse

transient method, have been developed. The program NETTRANS has been verified

against different transient simulation programs and experimental tests. The inverse

transient method for leak detection has been verified for the first time in a laboratory pipe

network. The application of thc ITM for leak detection is able to intlicate presence of a
leak; however, it is difficult to locate the leak due to insensitivity of leak for slow transient

events.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter I

Introduction

As a transportation method, pipelines are becoming increasingly important in many

countries. Many new national and international pipelines are being planned and

constructed every year. According to the latest international survey conducted by

Pipeline & Gas Journal, 96,434 km of oil and gas pipelines are in various stages of

construction or planned for construction (Tubb 2001). Urbanisation in both

developing and developed countries also shows expenditure on water distribution

networks increasing at a significant rate. In the U.S. 19,000 km of new water

distribution pipelines are installed annually based on data from the American Water

Works Association (AWWA) (Smith et al. 2000). With the wide application of

pipelines, a variety of pipeline failures ranging from water pipe rupture, gas pipe

explosion to oil leakage are reported every year. The failure of a pipeline may be the

result of one or several factors including corrosion of the pipe wall, abnormal pressure

surges, poor quality of fittings and workmanship, soil movement, traffic loading and

ageing of the pipeline (Smith 1986; AWWA 1987). Analysis of the most recently

available data from the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) indicates that,

despite emphasis by regulators and operators, the rate at which pipeline accidents

occur showed no significant change over the last 16 years (Hovey and Farmer 1999).

Based on an investigation by the Asia Development Bank, the leakage in water

distribution networks in the Asia region ranged from 8% in Singapore to 620/o in

Dhaka, Bangladesh. The average leakage and unaccounted for-water losses are

approximately 23%o in 23 surveyed developing countries (Rao and Sridharan 1996). In

developed countries, the situation is similar. Some North American cities have water

losses of approximately 25% (Makar and Chagnon 1999). In many countries
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Chapter I Introduction

legislation on environmental protection is becoming stricter. For pipeline utilities,

pipeline leakage means not only a loss of product, but also large fines if the

environment is impacterl upon. Therefore, a.eettra.t-e leak detection methods that enable

a quick response to pipeline failure are necessary to reduce the loss of valuable

materials and to minimise the environmental damage.

Leak detection methods can range Íiom simple line walking and checking visually, to

sophisticated model-based techniques. Among these techniques, the methods using

fluid transients have shown advantages of quick response. In addition, these methods

are easier to apply and more accurate for leak location and size compared to other leak

detection techniques based on numerical simulation and simple laboratory tests.

However, there is still a gap to apply these methods in real pipe systems. The major

objective of this research is to bring these techniques closer to practical application.

The study of fluid transients in a pipe has a history of at least one hundred years. Most

of the previous studies investigated transients in relation to severe conditions, for

example, a transient induced by a power failure in a pumping system. The focus of
these studies was to predict the maximum pressure in a pipe system or to avoid

possible cavitation. The main objective was the safety of the pipeline. In this Ph.D.

research, the focus is to use fluid transients for leak detection. New methods to

generate transients are investigated in this study. Compared to previous transient

studies, a transient for leak and blockage detection should have the following

characteristics: (a) the magnitude and form of the transient should be controllable for

the purpose of leak detection in different situations; (b) the transient should be easy to

control and repeatable so a leakage detection manoeuvre can be repeated; and (c) the

transient should not jeopardise the safety of a pipeline system, and should have little

influence on the normal operation of the pipeline system. .

In addition to leakage, blockages are another problem in pipeline systems. A blockage

can he formerl hy che,mical or physical deposition, or formed by a partially closed

valve (often left inadvertently in this condition). Existence of a pipeline blockage not

only reduces the operation efficiency of a pipeline system, but also sometimes it can

cause severe safety problems if the blockage is not identified and repaired in a limited
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time. A number of different blockage detection methods have been developed based

on different techniques. Like a leak, when a blockage exists in a pipeline or a pipe

network, the transients in such a pipeline are changed compared to the no-blockage

situation. Therefore, fluid transients in a pipeline or a pipe network system may be

used for blockage detection. Although, the main scope of this thesis is on leakage

detection, blockage detection is also addressed by investigating the effects of a

blockage on a pipeline transient.

Transients in a pipeline system can be expressed by either transient flow rates or

transient pressures. Since measurement of transient pressure in pipelines is more

accurate (and considerably less expensive) than measurement of flow in practice,

transient pressures are used as measured transients both in numerical examples and

laboratory studies in this thesis. The fluids in pipelines or in pipe network systems

studied in this thesis are water, although the results presented in this study may be

applied to other fluids such as oil, liquid natural gas (LNG) and some chemical fluids.

The transients used in this study are in such a limited range that no column separation

occurs. The transient problems studied are a one-phase problem and no air is

involved.

L.1 Objectives and achievements

The objective of the research presented in this thesis is to investigate the possibility

and efficiency of fluid transient based methods for leakage and blockage detection in

pipeline and pipe network systems, and to improve some previously proposed methods

for practical application. To achieve these objectives, the following original work has

been conducted in this study

1. Analytical solutions for the transients in a pipeline including a leak or a blockage

are developed in order to understand the mechanism of a leak or a blockage on a

fluid transient.

2. New leakage and blockage detection techniques based on analytical solutions are

developed, and have been tested in a laboratory pipeline.
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3. A computer program called NETFIT, which combines a transient solver

NETTRANS and a nonlinear regression solver NLFIT, has been developed for

leak detection in pipe network systems based on the inverse tra¡sient method.

4. A three-loop pipe network has been constructed in the laboratory and is fully

operational. The inverse transient method, which has shown promise based on

previous numerical simulation and laboratory tests in a single pipeline, has been

tested in this experimental network system.

1.2 Structure of this thesis

In this thesis, Chapter 2 contains a review of various leak detection methods used in

both single pipelines and pipe networks. The focus of this review is on the hydraulic-

based leak detection methods. A simple review of a number of blockage detection

techniques is also presented. Chapter 3 deals with the theoretical analysis of fluid

transients in a pipeline including a leak. The governing equations for the variation in

dimensionless hydraulic grade line are derived. An analytical solution expressed in

terms of a Fourier series is developed under constant boundary conditions. The

analytical solutions are compared with the numerical results obtained using the method

of characteristics (MOC). A new technique for detecting, locating and quantiSzing

leaks in a single pipeline is developed in Chapter 4 based on the analytical solution of
Chapter 3 by checking leak-induced damping on a transient event. The leak detection

technique is verified using numerical examples and laboratory tests. The possibility to

apply this technique into a pipe network is discussed. In Chapter 5, the transients in a

pipeline including a leak under variable boundary conditions are studied. Analytical

solutions based on Laplace transform and an analytical solution expressed in a Fourier

series are obtained. A technique to detect and locate leaks in a single pipeline using

resonance involving transients is presented in this chapter. In Chapter 6, behaviour of
a pipeline blockage on fluid transients is investigated. The governing equations for a

transient in a pipeline including a blockage are derived, and an analytical solution

expressed in a Fourier series is rleveloperl unrler constant boundary conditions. A

blockage detection technique using blockage-induced transient damping is also

developed.
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Up to and including Chapter 6, the main focus is on leak and blockage detection

techniques in a single pipeline. In Chapter 7, the inverse transient method (ITM),

which was developed for leak detection in a water distribution pipe network, is

introduced. Three components of the inverse transient method: forward analysis

(numerical modelling), experimental measurements and objective function

minimisation are discussed. The main focus of Chapter 7 involves issues of forward

analysis in a pipe network. These issues include the minor losses in a pipe network,

effects of dead ends on a transient event and unsteady friction models. A new

computer program called NETFIT, which combines a transient solver NETTRANS

and a minimisation solver NLFIT, is introduced in this chapter. This program is

developed for leak and blockage detection and pipe roughness calibration in a pipe

network systern based on the inverse transient technique. A number of gradient-based

and global searching minimisation methods are available in this program. In Chapter

8, a newly built three-loop pipe network at Robin Hydraulics Laboratory at Adelaide

University is introduced. Various aspects including construction of the apparatus,

network calibration, data acquisition and generation of transients are presented.

Experimental verification of the inverse transient analysis (ITM) for leak detection

based on the threeJoop network is presented in this chapter. Finally, conclusions and

recoÍtmendations of the research presented in this thesis are given in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review on Leakage and Blockage

Detection Techniques

2.1lntroduction

Leak detection methods can range from simple line walking and checking visually to

sophisticated model-based techniques. Each method has advantages and

disadvantages for detecting and locating pipeline leaks effectively. Because leakage

in oil and gas pipelines causes much larger financial losses and environmental

damage compared with the leakage in water pipelines, most leak detection methods

have been developed for oil and gas pipelines. Black (1992) gave a general review of

the available pipeline leak detection techniques, classified as observational methods,

sensor-based methods, intelligent pigs, single measurement analysis, uncompensated

volume balance and model-based leak detection methods. In the review by Furness

and Reet (1998), leak detection methods were divided into three groups: simple leak

detection systems, pig based monitoring systems and computer-based monitoring

systems. Ghafurian et al. (1999) gave a simple introduction to the leak detection

techniques developed and installed by Con Edison of New York. The methods

discussed in these papers focus on oil and gas pipelines or oil-filled electrical cables.

However, concern over water losses in water distribution systems is increasing as the

costs of constructing new water storage, energy for pumping, water treatment and

distribution have risen over the last 20 years, all of which drive thg need for better

leak detection methods. The American Water 'Works Association (AWWA) has

recommended that the goal for water losses in a water distribution system should be

less than 10% (Liston et al. 1996). While some of the leak detection techniques
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invented for oil and gas pipelines can be applied to water distribution systems, most

of them are not suitable because of the more complex topology of water distribution
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networks have been formulated. Although few of them have been applied in

practice, these techniques are reviewed in this thesis in order to givc a comprehensive

view of leak detection techniques. Leak detection methods used for pipelines

(including pipe networks) can be classified into the following four groups based on

the media used for detection:

1. Offline observation and surveillance;

2. Online pig-based methods;

3. Acoustic methods;

4. Hydraulic methods.

The most commonly used leak detection methods are those in the first three groups.

These methods are based on regular rather than continuous operation and their main

disadvantage lies in the fact that they are slow to respond to leakage and expensive to

operate. To monitor a pipeline system continuously, some modelling methods that

are based on hydraulic models using system measurements as boundary conditions

have been developed. Many of these leak detection techniques are still in a

developmental stage. The performance of model-based leak detection techniques is,

so far, unsatisfactory for many reasons (Black 1992; zhang 2001). However, the

model-based leak detection methods may represent the future direction of leak

detection given improvements in pipeline modelling and system measurement. The

u.s. Department of Transportation has adopted API 1130, which specifies

computational pipeline monitoring techniques, into 49 CFR (Code for Federal

Regulation) Part 195 in order to ensure safe operation of national hazardous liquid

pipelines (Scott 1999).

In addition to leaks, blockage development (either completely or partially obstructing

the flow of liquid) is another common problem in pipelino and pipe netr,vork systcms

for the chemical, water and energy industries. A blockage can be formed by

chemical or physical depositions, or formed by a partially closed valve. Blockages

not only decrease the operational effìciency of the pipe systems, but also can cause
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serious safety and environmental consequences if the blockage is not identified and

coffected. Early detection and accurate location of blockages will enable the

operator to take prompt remedial actions that will lower the risk of severe damages

significantly. Some methods have been proposed to detect and locate pipeline

blockage; however, they are developed far less than the leak detection methods,

possibly because blockages cause less significant damage compared to the leaks. No

literature citations have been found to classifu the blockage detection methods, and

the accuracy and efficiency of some of the proposed blockage detection methods

have not been verified. Since only a few of blockage detection methods have been

developed, a review of the blockage detection methods is given separately in Section

2.6 although many of the blockage detection methods can be related to the leak

detection methods.

2.2 Offline observation and surveillance

One of the simplest ways to detect leaks is to patrol the pipeline on a regular basis

making a visual check to assess the integrity of the line. Often, people living nearby

passively perform unofficial pipeline monitoring and inform the operator of a

problem with the pipeline. Tracer gases, using either non-toxic odourants (such as

mercaptans) or electrically detectable gases (helium, SF6), can be injected into some

gas or chemical pipelines to improve the efficiency of surveillance. The

effectiveness of this method strongly depends on the weather conditions and wind

direction (Black 1992; Furness and Reet 1998). In addition to use of tracer gases,

trained tracking dogs can be used to locate the minute odours from leaked fluids and

gases. Some successful cases have been reported, for example three tracking dogs

successfully located 150 leaks in a 150km long gas pipeline in 9 days. However,

other investigations were disappointing, especially when under emergency conditions

(Williams et al. 1983). For some oil and gas pipes, extemal-sensing systems may be

installed along the pipeline to monitor the environment outside of the pipeline. Two

of the most common external sensing systems are vapour monitoring and liquid

detection cable systems (Schwendeman 1987). These systems normally cannot

provide early waming of leakage unless an impervious barrier, which permits the lost

materials to accumulate, is placed beneath or above the pipeline.
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Some non-destructive techniques are able to detect pipeline defects such as leaks,

cracks, and subsurface erosion voids (Bray 1992). Amongst the various non-
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with the aid of computer analysis of thermal images and application of GPS systems

(Williams et al. 1983; Weil et al. 1994). However, the undetermined ambient

conditions around the pipeline limit its application of thermography in urban areas

for water distribution systems.

2.3 Online pig-based leak detection methods

A pipeline pig is a free moving piston inside the pipeline, sealed against the inside

wall using a number of sealing elements. Various pigs are widely used in the oil and

gas industry for pipeline commissioning, cleaning, filling, dewaxing, batching and

pipeline monitoring (Fumess and Reet 1998). Pigs generally need a specially

designed apparatus for launching and receiving vessels for recovery. Pigs can be

located using fixed signallers along the pipe or an electronic tracking system

mounted inside the pig (Pipeline Engineering Inc 2001). Recently, pipeline pigs that

carry a wide range of surveillance and monitoring equipment, such as acoustic or

ultrasound instruments (Furness and Reet 1998), have been used for monitoring in

the oil and gas industry. The pigs are normally used at regular intervals to check the

internal conditions of pipelines. By analysing the data transferred from pigs, not only

can leaks be located accurately, but also pipe wall corrosion, pits and weld

characteristics can be assessed regularly (British Gas 1994).

Although the pig-based leak detection methods are impressive for monitoring the

integrity of pipelines, their application is limited to pipes with diameters larger than

200mm. Pig-based methods are unlikely to be applied in water distribution networks

where the presence of valves, elbows, pipes with different diameters and pipe flanges

limit the pig's movement. Also, even in oil and gas pipelines, the pig-based leak

detection methods need to work with other techniques to ensure a quick response to

pipeline failure since pig-based monitoring is still a batch rather than a continuous

process.
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2.4 Ãcoustic leak detection techniques

A pressured pipeline or a container that is leaking emits an acoustic signal with

different frequency ranges that depend on the fluid in the pipe, pressure in the pipe,

characteristics of the leak and the conditions around the pipe wall. Acoustic-based

leak detection systems have been successfully applied to detect and locate defects in

nuclear power plants, petroleum and chemical systems and water distribution

systems.
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Figure 2.1 - Aî acoustic leak detection correlator (PALS System from Vista

Research Inc.)

The simplest acoustic system is a geophone that is widely used in water distribution

systems (Waller 1969; AWWA 1987; Smith et al. 2000). The acoustic signals are

measured using a microphone and then processed to help the operators interpret the

sounds and locate the leak. The processing includes filtering the unwanted

background noise and amplification to increase the signal strength. The geophone

(or microphone) can be connected with different attachments to allow use in a variety

of situations. The efficiency of the geophone for leak detection depends on the

experience and skill of the operator and the level of background noise.
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Acoustic leak correlators, which are equipped with microprocessors or portable

computers, are used to improve the accuracy of leak location. Figure 2.1 shows a
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transducers are placed in contact with the pipe wall at two positions that straddle the

location of the suspected leak or break. Then the acoustic signals from both

transducers are transferred to a computer for correlation analysis. The correlator is

programmed to match the acoustic spectra from the two signals with a suitable time

delay. The time delay combined with the acoustic velocity, which can be determined

by the pipe size and material information, allows the correlator to calculate the most

probable leak location. Acoustic leak detection with correlation is deveioping

rapidly and many sophisticated correlators have been introduced to the market

(LoKAL-Fuchs and Riehle l99l; LEAKTEC-seaford 1994; pAlS-vista

Research Inc. 2001). Given favourable conditions, leaks with discharges as small as

0.05m3/hour have been located (Fuchs and Riehle 1991). In 1998, most correlators

cost more than $US 60,000 (Smith et al. 2000).

The disadvantages of acoustic leak detection techniques are well known (Fuchs and

Riehle l99l; Seaford 1994), and factors that affect performance are:

1. Various unwanted interference noise such as that from traffic, wind, water and

aircraft;

2. Varying pressure conditions in the pipe, especially varying pipe materials, that

change sound propagation conditions from one pipeline section to another;

3. Characteristics of the leak, o.8., â small orifice with high pressure produces

clearer and stronger signals that are easier to locate than a large pipe burst

surrounded by the water that has escaped or ground water, which produces a

weak signal.

4. Multiple leaks tend to give incorrect leak locations;

5. Strong acoustic damping in plastic pipes.

2.5 Hydraulic leak detection methods

Hydraulic leak detection methods use the hydraulic characteristics of fluids in a

pressured pipeline to detect, locate and quantiff leaks as early as the 1890s
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(Joukowsky 1S9S). Based on the flow conditions of the fluid in the pipeline system,

two different levels of leak detection method have been studied: steady state and

transient (or unsteady) state. Some methods that were originally applied to steady

analysis have been extended to transient analysis. Figure 2.2 descnbes the hydraulic

leak detection methods in relation to the two hydraulic states. Among them, the

transient-based mass balance and pressure-flow deviation methods, which are

commonly called model-based leak detection methods (Black 1992; Furness and

Reet 1998), have been applied in some oil and gas pipelines. The most commonly

used methods in water distribution systems are the steady state-based mass balance

method, also called a water audit, and the acoustic leak detection method discussed in

the previous section.

Stcady State Methods ¡ Transient State Methods
V

. Transient Damping Analysis

. Reflected (or Negative) Waves
. Transient Frequency Analysis

Figure 2.2 Relation of different hydraulic leak detection methods

The various hydraulic leak detection methods presented in Figure 2 are classified

based on the different hydraulic effects of the leaks. The presence of leakage in a

pipeline results in a pressure decline, the concept behind hydrostatic methods, while

the mass balance method is based on mass loss through the leakage. 'When transient

pulses are examined, leaks change the damping, shape and frequency of the transient

response. The three transient leak detection methods, namely the transient damping

method (developed in this thesis), the reflected wave method and the transient

frequency method, analyse changes produced from these three different phenomena.

In the pressure-flow deviation method and the inverse transient method the changes

in damping, shape and frequency are considered collectively. The magnitude of the

leak can be represented by the relative flow rate through the leak with respect to the

. Hydrostatic l. DeviationPressure-Flow

Inverse Analysis

. Mass Balance
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flow in the pipeline; however, for some situations the relative leak area with respect

to the cross-sectional area of the pipe is more suitable.

2.5.1 Hydrostatic methods

Hydrostatic methods hydraulically examine the pipeline in a static state. To veri$z

the integrity of the pipes, the pipes are sealed and pressurised with water, oil or other

fluids. The pressure in pipeline is checked using pre-installed pressure sensors to

observe if there is any reduction of pressure that could mean the presence of a leak.

Pipe manufacturers or utilities mostly use this method before the pipeline operation

(Schwendeman 1987; Hough 1988) together with pipe strength tests. This type of
test is easy to conduct, has good accuracy and sensitivity if the change of pressure

with temperature is considered. This method is also widely used for leak detection in

pressure vessels (Megyesy 1998), in electrical engineering to detect the leaks in high-

pressure oil-filled electrical cables (Williams et al. 1983) and in water distribution

networks (Paquin et al. 2000). Since the pipeline must be sealed, the hydrostatic leak

detection method is difficult to apply to existing pipelines and water distribution

networks, which generally are open systems in operation. In addition, this method

cannot locate the position of leaks. An approximate leak location can be estimated

by checking the flow direction at different sections in the pipeline; however,

currently available flowmeters are not sensitive enough to identiôz the flow rate

induced by small leaks. In some cases, the flow rate due to temperature difference in

the pipe (or cable) is often as large as the flow rate due to the leaks (Williams et al.

1983).

Typically the hydrostatic method is applied jointly with the mass balance method in

which the volume change in relation to a temperature change must be carefully

addressed. Vista Research Inc. developed an HT-100 system that was able to test

large underground hydrant lines that transport fuel at airports by calculating the

expected change in volume due to temperature changes and comparing it to actual

measurelìtents (Maresca attú Ficuu 1996). Vista ulairns that their HT-100 system can

detect leaks as small as 0.004% of pipeline volume in lYz hours (Vista Research Inc

2001). Location of a leak cannot be detected by these methods.
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2.5.2 Mass (or volume) balance methods

Mass (or volume) balance leak detection methods follow the principle that the

metered inlet volume, less the metered outlet volume, less the change in the mass

inventory (or line pack) due to the compressibility of the fluid and pipe wall should

always be zero if the pipeline is not leaking,

V, =V,n -V.,t - LI/ (2.1)

where V¡:leakage volume, V¡n: metered inlet volume, Vout: metered outlet volume

and LV: line pack or inventory volume. This method and the pressure-flow

deviation method (discussed in the next section) are the most commonly used model-

based leak detection programs in the oil and gas industry (Griebenow and Mears

1989; Furness and Reet 1998; Zhang 1996). The accuracy of this method mainly

depends on the accuracy of the flow meters and the calculation of flow inventory,

which can be calculated using the water hammer equations (Liou 1994; Furness and

Reet 1998). The detection time will depend on the size of the leak and the flow

conditions in the pipeline. Large leak sizes and steady flow require less detection

time. Assuming an accurate fluid density is known, the smallest detectable leak has

been estimated as l%o of the maximum flow rate during steady state conditions and

4o/o of the maximum flow rate during strong unsteady state conditions according to

Mears (1988).

In water distribution systems, the volume of water flowing into and out of the

network may be assessed using a water audit. Typically the mass inventory term AV

described in Eq. (2.1) is ignored. A water audit is conducted by first dividing the

distribution network into sub-districts. If a sub-district can be isolated, such that all

inlet and outlet points are metered, or can be accessed for flow measurement, the

leakage in a sub-district can be calculated using Eq. (2.1). Because the flows in a

distribution network are continually changing, a water audit should be performed

over at least a 24-hotx period (Smith et al. 2000). Most water distribution networks

are difficult to divide into sub-districts, especially for looped networks that are very

common in well-designed water distribution systems. Procedures as well as practical

measures for water audits of water distribution systems are found in Smith et al.

(2000) and AWWA (1987). 'When using a water audit, not only leakage but also
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other unaccounted-for water losses, such as water theft, can be detected. However,

the sensitivity of the water audit to leakage is low, and is normally above l0%o of
fnfql flnrr¡ rqfe Ä nnmnlafa¡1 vtqlcr qrrrlif nnrtqllv faLoo oo.,o-ol ,{^',. 'J^^^-,1;-^ ^-4¡ ¡J rur\vú ùv v v¡ o¡ uøJ J uwpwlrurrró utr

the size of the network, and at some cases it may take months.

Mass balance leak detection methods can be used to monitor the integrity of a

pipeline system on a real-time basis. The response time to a leak occuffence depends

on the size of the leak, complexity of the pipeline system and accuracy of the meters.

These methods cannot detect the location of the leak and require its use in

combination with other leak detection methods to locate leaks.

2.5.3 Pressureflow deviation methods

Pressure-flow deviation methods are widely used in model-based leak detection

programs in combination with mass balance methods to provide real-time leak

detection over a wide range of operating conditions. These methods not only detect

leaks but also provide information about the size and location of the leak. The

underlying assumption governing this method is that the calculated pressure and

flows based on either steady state or transient models should be equal to the

measured values if there is no leak in the pipeline. A leak is declared if there are

deviations between the two. Because of the quicker detection time, most of the

pressure-flow deviation methods applied in the leak detection systems are based on

transient models (Billmann and Isermann 1987; Griebenow and Mears 1989; Liou

and Tian 1994; Dinis et al. 1999 and Fukushima et al. 2000). Measured values,

normally the upstream flow (or pressure) and downstream pressure (or flow) from a

SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) system, are used as boundary

conditions for the transient modelling analysis. The calculated pressure and flows

are compared with the measured values at the upstream end, downstream end and at

any other location in the pipeline. In reality, the calculated values are rarely equal to

the ureasured values even when thelu is ru luak in the pipeline because of the

inaccuracies in measurements and the parameters of the pipeline used in the models,

such as density of the fluid, roughness, diameter of the pipe and unsteady friction

effects (see Section 4.7 and Section 7.4). Therefore, a tuning process is needed that
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is conducted for a pipeline assuming no leaks. Some degree of protection is

necessary by setting upper and lower limits on the tuning parameters to reduce the

chances of a large leak being masked by the tuning process (Lippitt 7987; Mears

1e88).

'When a discrepancy between the calculated and measured pressure and flows

exceeds a pre-set threshold, a leak alarm is generated. At this point, an application

routine is called to determine the size and location of the leak. The size of the leak is

estimated from the flow rate discrepancy values. Then the pipeline operation is

simulated with the leak assumed at various locations along the pipeline. Calculated

pressures and flow rates are compared to the actual measured values, the assumed

leak location with the best fit is taken as the estimated position of the leak. The

detection time using the pressure-flow deviation method is normally of the order of

minutes depending on the size of the leak, accuracy of measurement values and the

model used. Based on tests of the Williams Pipelines-a 534.2þ'tt, 406.4mm

pipeline and a 305.7km, 340.8mm pipeline -a leak flow of 5%o of the total flow was

determined in a response time of approximately 5 minutes (Mears 1988). Given

enough time, the error in the detected leak location was about 16km for a 5Yo leak

flow rate, and 2.4km for l0o/o leak flow rate. A leak detection system based on the

pressure-flow deviation method was installed in the Niigata-Sendai gas pipeline in

Japan. Based on site tests, the minimum detectable leak flow rate was about l.l%.

The average detection time was 4 minutes and the average error of the detected leak

location was about 6Yo of the 250km pipeline length (Fukushimaet a1.2000).

Based on the assumption of steady state flow conditions, equations for leak location

using flow discrepancies at both ends of a pipeline were derived by Furness and Reet

(1936) and Baghdadi and Mansy (1988), or more simply by Nigol (1970a, 1970b).

Since, in reality, the flow in a pipeline is rarely absolutely steady, a long period

measurement is necessary. Therefore, the response time for steady state models is

slower, normally of the order of hours.
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2.5.4 fnverse analysis methods

Pressure-flow deviation methods are actually a subset of inverse leak detection

methods. The reason that these methods are classified in a different group is that

inverse methods have been presented for pipeline networks, especially water

distribution networks that have much more complex configurations than normal oil

and gas pipelines. As a result, inverse methods have many unique characteristics

compared to the original pressure-flow deviation methods.

Inverse analyses have been popularly used in groundwater and transport problems.

Pudar and Liggett (1992) presented the first application of inverse analysis for leak

detection in water distribution systems. Based on a steady state pipe network model,

leak flow was modelled assuming an orifice discharging to the atmosphere at the

junctions (nodes) of pipes. Minimisation of the deviation between the measured and

calculated pressures by a least square regression technique produced solutions for the

area and location of the orifice, and thus the leak. Emphases were given on the

configurations of the network, which lead to inverse problems that were under-

determined, even-determined or over-determined. It was found that calculation of
the leak location and size was sensitive to the quantity and quality of the

measurement data and the parameters of the pipes. In Mukherjee and Narasimhan

(1996), in which a leak at a non-node position was addressed, a similar approach was

used and laboratory verification tests were conducted. It was found that for a single

leak of l0o/o of the total flow, two thirds of the cases were successful and for double-

leak cases, only one third of cases were successful.

As an improvement to the steady state inverse method, by applying a transient model,

Liggett and Chen (1994) developed an inverse transient method (ITM) based on the

fact that massive amount of transient measurement data could be provided by modern

monitoring systems. Using this approach it was expected that more measurement

data could lead to pipe calibration--{etermination of the friction factors of the pipes-

-which in turn coulrl lead to hetter precliction of leaks. This model t¡,as examined in a

simple network consisting of 11 pipes and 7 nodes using model-generated (based on

unsteady flow sirnulation) measurement data. In addition to the leak information, the

inverse transient method can be used for calibration of numerous system parameters
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given enough measurement daIa. Nash and Karney (1999) presented an application

of ITM in a series-connected pipeline, where a valve was used for transient

generation and again the measurement data were artificially generated by a transient

model. To improve the efficiency of the optimisation, which was normally based on

a gradient method (Liggett and Chen 1994; Nash and Karney 1999), a genetic

algorithm search method was implemented into ITM (Vítkovskf et al. 2000)

The inverse transient method has been verified in a straight single pipeline in the

Robin Hydraulic Laboratory at the University of Adelaide using real measttement

data (Vítkovskf 2001). Quite surprisingly, the biggest problem confronted during

the application was the modelling of the transient in the pipeline. Previously such

calculations had been considered as a mature technique. From a pipeline-safety-

design point of view, the modelling of pipeline transients is mature since the factor of

most interest is the value of the peak pressure head. The present transient models

calculate this value reasonably accurately. However, the normal transient models

were far from satisfactory when applied in inverse transient method. Compared to

the measured transients, the transient models gave less damping and a phase

difference, which can result in significant deviations between the measured and

calculated data. The main reason for these deviations lies in the unsteady füction

(two-dimensional or three-dimensional effects), which are not considered or not

correctly considered by most transient models (Wylie and Streeter 1993; Zielke

19ó8; Vardy and Huang Iggl, Brunone et al. 1995). As a result, an improved

unsteady friction model, which can accurately simulate a transient event initiated by

closing a downstream valve, has been developed (Vítkovskj'2001). In applying the

improved unsteady füction model, the inverse transient method detected a 0.15Yo

leak of the pipe cross sectional area in terms of both location and size of the leak.

The inverse transient method presents a quick way of monitoring the integrity and for

parameter calibration for water distribution systems. With progress in remote

communication and computational capabilities, real-time inverse transient analysis is

feasible. The real challenge for the application of the inverse transient method is the

accurate modelling of transients and boundary conditions in a pipe network.

Traditional transient models based on quasi-steady friction always under-predict
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transient damping (V/ylie and Streeter 1993). Some previous studies on leak

detection methods have considered random noise in model-generated data in an

qffemnf fn qnnrnqnh reql moqcrrrp¡7 ¡7qlq lI i¡r, o-rl'|.io- lOO<. fal.^- 1ôô<\ 
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sufficient for a steady state process, systematic errors for a transient process may

cause different problems. For example, a slight phasc difference between the

modelled and measured data (from an effor in the assumed wave speed or in the

friction model) results in a great difference between measured and computed

pressures. Unsteady friction models can partially improve the situation; however,

they are still not accurate or practical (such as some 2D models by Eichinger and

Lein 1992, Pezzinga 1999) enough to be applied in inverse leak detection

successfully. In single oil and gas pipelines, a tuning process normally addresses the

differences between measured and modelled values. The possibility of applying a

similar procedure to a pipe network, which has more uncertainties, is investigated in

this thesis at Chapter 8.

2.5.5 Reflected (or negative) wave methods

When a transient travelling in a pipeline reaches a leak, the transient is partially

reflected and partially transmitted. If the reflected wave (normally the first reflected

one) can be distinguished from the measured transient, the location of the leak can be

determined by multiplying half of the reflection time by the wave speed of the

pipeline. The concept of this method is simple and easy to apply with the condition

that the initiating time of the transient must be smaller than the reflection time

between the leak and measurement location. The size of the leak can be calculated

from the decreased magnitude of the reflected transient in comparison to the transient

for a no-leak situation (Covas and Ramos 1999; Lee et al. 2000). This method can be

used on a regular basis for leak detection. Experimental tests conducted in a 352m

long polyethylene pipe with a diameter of 93.8mm showed that a leak of 0.5% of the

pipe cross-sectional area could be identifìed (Brunone 1999). Based on laboratory

tests conducted in a silglu pipulilc at Lhc University of Adelaide, a leak of lmm

diameter in a 22mm diameter pipeline was identified successfully (Lee et al. 2000).

This method can be used on a real-time basis for monitoring of pipeline rupture.

Experimental tests conducted in two PVC pipelines with length of 433m and I248m
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respectively showed that ruptured leaks down Io 5o/o of total pipeline flow could be

identified (Silva et al. 1996).

Some pipeline elements, such as elbows, changes in pipe diameters, or partially

closed valves also cause transient reflections, which result in a leak induced transient

reflection that is not identified in some situations depending on the location of the

transient measurement (Fumess and Reet 1998). In addition, it is diffrcult to apply

the reflected wave method to pipe networks'

2.5.6 Frequency analysis methods

When a leak exists in a pipeline, the freely damped transients measured in such a

pipeline are changed compared to the no-leak situation. To extract the leak

information contained in the measured transients, Fourier transforms may be used to

transform the time-domain data into the frequency domain' By comparing the

dominant frequencies between the no-leak pipeline and leaking pipeline, the leak

location can be calculated from the frequencies for limited cases (Jönsson and Larson

1992; Covas and Ramos 1999). The reason for the cases where the method doesn't

work is that the changes of transient shape (frequency) not only depends on leakage,

but also depends on shape of the transient and the measurement locations (Wang et

a|. 2002). For example, if a sinusoidal-form transient is used, the presence of a leak

in a pipeline will not change the shape of the transient.

Rather than using a freely damped transient, a steady-oscillatory transient (constant

amplitude periodic transient) can be generated using a periodic forcing function at a

boundary of a pipeline system. Analysis of the response of the pipeline system to

different frequency forcing functions determines the leak location and size. For a

system with leaks, Mpesha et al. (2001) report that additional resonant pressure peaks

characterise the location and size of the leaks as compared to the resonant peaks for

the system with no leaks, although recent work at the University of Adelaide has

indicated that this approach is invalid (Lee et al. 2002). The application of such a

technique is limited by the difficulty in generating a high-frequency forcing function

using an oscillating valve. Altematively, a boundary forcing function can be
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achieved by a vibrating membrane attached at an end of a pipe section. The

feasibility of this apparatus is currently under investigation at the University of
Arlplqirlc ll cp cl ol ?fìfìî\

2.5.7 Transient damping methods

When a transient propagates in a pipeline, the transient decays due to pipe füction

and leaks. By examining the leak-induced damping as compared to the transient

damping in the same pipeline without leakage, leaks can be detected. This effect was

applied for real-time non-interceptive pipeiine integrity monitoring using pseudo-

random binary disturbances (Liou 1998). The presence of the leak was detected by

the discontinuity of the impulse response at the leak along the pipeline. A sensitivity

study based on the method of characteristics showed that the damping of a pipeline

impulse depends on size of the leak and the pressure in the pipeline.

More recently, a linear analyical solution for the transient in a pipeline with leaks

was derived by Wang et al. (2002). The anal¡ical solution showed that the füction-

induced damping of pipeline transient is exactly exponential and that leak-induced

damping is approximately exponential. The rate of the leak-induced damping not

only depends on the size and location of the leak, but also depends on the pressure in

the pipeline, transient measurement position and initial condition of the transient

(shape of the transient). Based on the anal¡ical solution, a leak detection technique

has been developed as part of this Ph.D. research. This method does not require

rigorous determination and modelling of boundary conditions and modelling of the

transient behaviour in the pipeline. The technique has been successfully used in

detecting, locating and quantiffing a 0.2%o size leak with respect to the cross-

sectional area of a pipeline based on both numerical and laboratory experiments

(Wang et al.2002). Details of this work are given in the Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of
this thesis, and the possibility of applying this method into pipeline networks is

investigated.
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2.6 Blockage detection methods

This section presents a review of the previously developed blockage detection

methods. Compared to leak detection methods, fewer blockage detection methods

have been developed. Because many leak detection methods may be applied for

blockage detection in pipeline and pipe network systems, some potential methods

will be discussed in this section. Similar to leak detection methods, blockage

detection methods used for pipelines (including pipe networks) can be classified into

the following four groups:

1. Pipe-strain based methods

2. Methods based on chemical properties

3. Online pig and optical fibre camera (OFC) methods

4. Hydraulic methods

Unlike a leak, most blockages do not emit an obvious acoustic signal. A review of

the above four types of methods is given in the following sections with an emphasis

on hydraulic methods.

2.6.1 Pipestrain based methods

Because the presence of a blockage does not create any visible change at the vicinity

of the pipeline, offline observation and surveillance methods used for leak detection

are not applicable for blockage detection. However, since a blockage may cause a

local pressure change, a ROV (remotely operated vehicle) based inspection method

was presented by Rogers (1995) by measuring the blockage-induced strain change of

the pipe wall. Since this method cannot be applied continuously, the response for a

blockage occurrence is slow. In addition, the difficulty in distinguishing the

blockage-induced strain change from other sources, such as temperature changes,

limits the application of this method in a real pipeline'
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2.6.2 Methods based on chemical properties

In petroleum and chemical engineering, blockage development is related to the

chemical components of the fluid in the pipes. For example, with the increase of
some of hydrates in a sub-sea flow line, the possibility of blockage formation

increases significantly (Hunt 1996). Therefore, analyzing the fluid properties and

ingredients helps in determining the potential development of the blockage (Hunt

1996). Unfortunately, this method cannot provide the location of the blockage, nor

can it be applied to water distribution systems.

2.6.3 Online pig and OF'C based methods

On-line pig-based methods are the most commonly used method not only for

blockage detection, but also for blockage repair and clearance. With the regular

application of a pig operation, the development of a blockage can be avoided at an

early stage (Pipeline Engineering Inc 2001). However, similar to the leak detection,

the pig-based methods cannot be easily applied to a pipe network for blockage

detection due to the complexity of the pipe network. An apparatus used in the water

distribution pipe network for pipe inspection, which is similar to a pig, is an optical

fibre camera (Stephens 2002). By inserting an optical fibre camera into a pipe, the

conditions of a pipe wall can be inspected. This technique not only gives the

information of blockage, but also the corrosion condition of the inside pipe wall. A
major problem for this method is the efficiency since the optical fibre camera caÍr

only move a limited distance at moment.

2.6.4 Hydraulic-based methods

Similar to leaks, presence of a blockage also changes the hydraulic characteristics of
the fluids in a pipeline system. Therefore, each method developed for leak detection

has the potential for hlockage cletection by examining the changed hydraulio

characteristics. Some hydraulic-based blockage detection methods have been

presented and will be discussed in the following sections. Some potential blockage

detection methods, which have been presented for leak detection, are discussed. The

magnitude of a blockage is normally characterised by the ratio (16 : C¿AslA) of the
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cross-sectional area of a blockage (C¿fu) over the pipe cross-sectional area (A). The

value of ry ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 with 0.0 indicating no blockage and 1.0 a fully

closed blockage.

Because a blockage acts to reduce the volume of a pipeline available for flow,

theoretically, the presence and magnitude of a blockage can be obtained by checking

the reduced total volume of a pipeline (Scott and Yi 1999). The reduction of pipeline

volume depends on the length and diameter of the blockage. A fairly long partial

blockage is required to get an observable reduction of pipeline volume. In this

method, the volume of the pipeline is estimated by the relative expansion of the

pipeline volume by a liquid bleeding-off test (Scott and Yi 1999). The performance

of this method depends on the blocking agents and the fluids in the pipeline. For

example, only aged and hardened solids, such as waxes will be distinguished from oil

in a pipeline.

Because the presence of a blockage does not change the mass conservation of the

fluid in a pipeline under steady state, the mass (or volume) balance methods widely

used for leak detection cannot be used for blockage detection. However, a blockage

does influence the momentum balance of the fluid in a pipeline. This momentum

imbalance is normally characterised using a head loss of the flow across the

blockage. This head loss will influence the steady state pressure distribution along a

pipeline (Scott and Satterwhite 1998) and in a pipe network (Jiang et al. 1996). The

magnitude of a blockage can be estimated from the measured pressures based on a

trial-and error scheme. Because both the blockage and pipe friction cause head loss,

accurate friction information of the pipeline is necessary to apply this type of

method. Both numerical and laboratory tests showed that locating a blockage was

difficult, and the magnitude of the blockage was significantly influenced by the

location of the blockage.

Compared to leakage, fewer blockage detection methods have been developed based

on transient methods. Adewumi et al. (2000) investigated the possibility of using a

reflected transient by a blockage to detect the existence, location and severity of

blockages, and the method has shown some promise based on several numerical
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examples. The results of the Ph.D. study reported in this thesis shed some light on

the unsteady behaviour of a blockage in a pipeline. An analytical solution is derived
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addition, the feasibility of applying the inverse transient method (Liggett and Chen

1994) for blockage detection is under invcstigation at the University of Adelaicle

(Stephens etal.2002).

2.7 Summary

For model-based leak detection methods, the extension to transient analysis improves

the efficiency of leak detection in simple pipeline systems due to their quick response

and real-time application. The application of some other transient-based leak

detection methods including transient reflection methods, transient damping and

transient frequency analysis in simple pipelines can further improve the response

time and accuracy of leak detection and location.

Currently the most commonly used method for leak detection in water distribution

systems is the combined application of a water audit and acoustic methods, which are

time intensive and ineffìcient. The transient-based inverse leak detection method has

shown promise in integrity monitoring and pipe parameter calibrations in water

distribution systems. However, application to the real pipeline networks is very much

in its infancy. There is still a gap to apply these "efficient" transient methods in real

pipe systems. The research presented in this Ph.D. research will help close this gap.

There has been much less research conducted on blockage detection compared to

leak detection technique. A limited application of transient based blockage detection

method has shown promise. Transient-based methods, which are successful for leak

detection, may be used for blockage detection and are investigated in this research.
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Chapter 3

Behaviour of a Leak on Pipeline Transients under

Constant BoundarY Conditions

3.L Introduction

Fluid transients, which can be initiated by a pump shutting down, valve movement,

change in tank level or pipe vibration, are common phenomena in pipeline systems. The

pipe flow and pressure transients can be described by a set of non-linear, hyperbolic

equations derived from the conservation of mass and Newton's second law of motion

(conversation of linear momentum) (V/ylie and Streeter 1993). A closed-form solution

for these equations is impossible due to the nonlinearity of the momentum equation. A

number of methods have been developed to solve these equations analytically where the

nonlinear term is either neglected (Allievi 1925) or linearized (Wood 1937; Rich 1945).

These equations can also be solved numerically using the method of characteristics

(MOC) and other numerical methods (Chaudhry 1987; Wylie and Streeter 1993) where

the nonlinear terms are approximated using different schemes. Predominately, transient

pipe flows have been studied using one-dimensional models assuming a uniform

velocity profile due to its calculation efficiency. The neglected two-dimensional or

three-dimensional friction effects are normally approximated by unsteady-friction

models (Zielke 1968; Brunone et al. 1995; Vardy and Hwang 1991) with reasonable

success. In this chapter and in the following chapters, transient pipe flow is investigated

as a one-dimensional problem. The effects of unsteady friction on fluid transients are

investigated in Chapter 4.
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When a leak exists in a pipeline, the transients in such a pipeline are changed compared

to the no-leak situation. Transient response of a pipeline with a distributed leak was

investigated bv Wieeerf 119ó8). He found that the transients in a nineline rvere rr"eaflr¡a p9_' \"'-/' rrv¡v Þ¡vulrj

affected by the magnitude of distributed lateral flow. To investigate the effects of the

demands on the transients in a field pipe network test, Mclnnis and Kamey (1995) used

a similar distributed leak model based on the method of characteristics. Predominately,

the transients in a pipeline with leaks were studied numerically using the method of
characteristics (MOC), in which the leak is considered as a boundary condition based on

an orifice equation and flow conservation (Wylie and Streeter 1993). Although, the

numerical methods have the advantage of generality on simulating complex network

topology and with different boundary conditions, analytical solutions can provide

significant insight into the understanding of the effects of a leak on pipeline transients.

In this chapter, effects of a leak on pipeline transients are investigated analytically.

Some of the results presented in this chapter are included in Wang et al. (2002), in which

a leak has a theoretical square-root discharge-head relationship. Leaks with different

discharge relationships are also considered in this chapter. Details of the derivation of
the governing equations for transients in a pipeline with a leak, which have been

presented in'Wang et al. (2002), are included here for the completeness of the thesis and

for the convenience of the reader. Anallical solutions expressed as a Fourier series

under constant boundary conditions are obtained and details of the derivation of the

solution are given in Appendix A. The solution for transients in a pipeline having more

than one leak is also given. The linearization effor on the accuracy of the analytical

solution is investigated and the analyical solutions are compared with the numerical

results based on the method of characteristics.

3.2 Governing equations

A control volume located between points I and 2 in Figure 3.1 is considered for the

derivation of the unsteady flow equations (continuity and momentum) with leakage. The

pipe is assumecl to be horizontal with a leak located at x : x¡, ãs shown in Figure 3.1,

where QTisthe discharge out of the leak.
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Figure 3.1 A pipe section with a leak

Adapting the non-leak equation of Wylie and Streeter (1993), conservation of mass in

the control volume gives

^â!@,Ðat+ !Ø¿v)Lx: -Nr (3.1)
Òt Òc

where x : distance along the pipeline, t: Iime, p: fluid density, ,4 : cross-sectional area

of the pipe, and V: velocity of flow. Dividing Eq. (3.1) throughout by Ax and letting Ax

approach zero gives

lt ot¡ * ! çlrr) = -ûr6(x - xr) (3.2)
ôt\rr"r ' ô)c

The Dirac delta function is defined as

(3.3)

so that

lim f '*" õ(* - xr)dx=7 (3.4)
¿-+0 &rê

where s: a small distance on the either side of the leak. Note that flx-x¡) has dimension

of (Z-t). Considering the compressibility of the water, the elasticity of the pipe wall and

constant pipe-cross section area (A), with some simplifications (Wylie and Streeter

1993), Eq. (3.2) is expressed in the more usual water-hammer-equation form (with the

addition of the leak term) of

ôry *o ary .4ô? *4g,d(x-x,):s (3.s)
ôt A ôx gA ôx gA-'
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Chapter 3 Behaviour ofa leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

in which H: piezometric head, Q: the flow rate in the pipeline, a: wave speed in the

fluid and g: gravitational acceleration.

Conservation of momentum in the control volume with respect to the x-direction gives

(Wylie ancl Streeter 1993)

ô
iØ¿v)Lx+*tptt/')Lr=fr (3.ó)al ,. ôx u (

The forces acting on the control volume as shown in Figure 3.2 are

1. Pressure forces at section I anci section2: Fpr: ptAt Fpz: pzAz

2. Pressure force on the converging (or diverging) sides: Fpn:0.5@fp2)(A1-A2)

3. Weight of the fluid: F, : ÆALr

4. Shear force: Fr: h/rD(x2-x1)

5. Pressure force at the leak orifice: Ft: pu4t

F.
1',

PtAt i+:
F,^

F
J

Pt4z
x

x t- -t
1 x2

Ly

Figure 3.2 Free-body diagram for derivation of the momentum equation

Considering the downstream flow direction as positive, the total x direction force

components acting on the control volume can be expressed as

If = ptAt - pzA, -0.5(p, + p)(A, - Ar)-trnD(x, - xr)

= 0.5(pr - p)(A, + Ar)-rorD(x, - x,) Qj)

Note that the weight force and pressure force at the leak orifice do not act in the x-

direction and are not considered in the conservation of momenhrm. Substituting Eq.

(3.7) into Eq. (3.6), then dividing by ax and letting Á,x approaching to zero gives

^ 
frfoor¡')+ 

AX+rorD =o (3.s)l(pAït)+otl
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Chapter 3 Behaviour of a leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

Applying the Darcy-Weisbach formula for shear stress 1ts: pff 18) to Eq. (3'8) gives

fi<rur¡+fiØ'ar\* 
AX*#=o (3 e)

where f : Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and D : pipe diameter. In Eq. (3.9), the

unsteady shear stress is approximated by the steady state shear stress, and the pipe

friction during the transient event is described by the steady state Darcy-Weisbach

füction factor-a common assumption. However, pipe friction during unsteady events

has been shown to be significantly larger than that predicted by the steady state Darcy-

Weisbach füction factor. The effects of unsteady friction are dealt with later in Chapter

4.

Expanding the terms in the parentheses in Eq. (3.9) and rearranging gives

,t*øut * fitrnv)t+ 
p'tfr + o'tr { + AX* # : o (3.10)

Substituting continuity equation Eq. (3.2) into (3.10) and dividing the equationby pA

glves

ôv *vôv * !Ø* fl' _QQ,õ(:- r) :o (3.11)
ôt ôx pôx 2D A'

Eq. (3.11) can be expressed in the more usual water-hammer-equation form (assuming

constant pipe area A) of

4*f-Q*!aQ * fQ' 
^ -QQ'6(1,-x') =o Q-12)

ôx gA ôt gA' ôx 2DgA' gA"

The leak discharge is a function of the pressure in the pipe and the size of the leak and

may be expressed by the orifice equation

Q, : coAr(2sLH 
")u 

(3'13)

where LII, : Hr4: pressure head at the leak (assuming the pressure outside of the

pipe is atmospheri c), Hr: piezometric head in the pipeline at the leak, z r: the pipe

elevation at the leak, C¿: leak discharge coefficient, AL : leak area parameter for the

discharge-head relationship of a leak. Theoretically, ó is equal to 0.5 for a sharp orifice.

The value of b may vary with the shape of the orifice and the Reynolds number. In

addition, when å is not equal to 0.5, parameter C¿ becomes dimensional. For this reason,

an equivalent theoretical leak area is used for a non-theoretical leak and more details are
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Chapter 3 Behaviour ofa leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

given in Section 3.3(page 36) and Chapter 4. The results presented in'Wang et al. (2002)

were based on theoretical leaks of å : 0.5.

The following dimensionless quantities are used to non-dimensionalize Eqs. (3.5), (3.I2)
antl (3.13):

n. =!, i =!=, x* =1, g. =9,and, á(x.- ri)=d(r-xr)L (3.14)
Ht Lla Qn' 

\ L'

in which Ht : d reference pressure head (e.g., the head at a tank), L: the pipe length and

Qo: ¿ reference flow rate. Substituting Eq. (3.13) into Eqs. (3.5) and (3.12), and

applying the dimensionless quantities in Eq. (3.14) to Eqs. (3.5), and (3.12) gives

ôH^ , Vo Q.ôH. aQo ôQ.

ai -; a.. - gAH, N -

ffiT(2s,')'(^H;)o õ(*' -"i) = o

##.Y*?s.#.ffi@.)'
_Vo CoAr(2gHr)b 

e. (Mr;)o 6(*" _ 
"; )= oaeo

(3.1s)

Because Vo /a is small for pipeline systems that have a sufficiently large wave speed, the

second term in Eq. (3.15) and the second and the last terms in Eq. (3.1ó) can be

neglected. The dimensionless equations become

4:*!q+M@Hi)uõ(r. -r*,)=o (3.17)ôt* F ôx

F +.++ Rg*z :s (3.1s)
Ox Ot

in which

M:CoA' 2o,, andF =H'A (2gH,)'-u H s

,R_ ÍLQo
2aDA

(3.1ó)

(3.re)

rraVoano wnere , =-i
¿5

instantaneous reduction of velocity l/s to zero. 'l'he dimensionless quantities A, M and F
are used to characterize the leak problem. The parameter -R was defined by (Liou 1991)

as a pipeline characteristic associated with pipe friction. The parameter M in Eq. (3.19)

is the Joukowsky pressure head rise, resulting from an
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Chapter 3 Behaviour of a leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

is a dimensionless leak quantity. The parrimeter F is the ratio of the steady state pressure

head Hl to the Joukowsky pressure head rise 11".

Note that in Eq. (3.14), the pressure head in the pipeline is non-dimensionalized using

the water head (Ë{) in a tank. Liou (1991) and \ù/ylie (1996) proposed that the water

hammer equations can be non-dimensionalized using Joukowsky pressure head rise f1',

and result in a similar form (without the leaÐ.

Expressing Ë and Q* as a steady-state value plus a small transient quantity gives

H* = Hi + h' andQ. = Qï + q. (3.20)

where h* : a non-dimensional head disturbance from a non-dimensional steady head

Hi, and q* : a flow disturbance from a steady flow Qj . When only linear terms are

retained, the square root in Eq. (3.17) may be expressed as

(NI'r)u =(H; - "r')u 
:(Hi, + h' - "i)o =(Mio + h.)o

æ ([u\ ¡u * bh* Q.zl)ut¿s) - {O,,^y

whereÂI1l : HL*-ZL*: dimensionless pressure head at the leak, Hr*: dimensionless

piezometric head in the pipeline at the leak, z r* : zrlHt: the dimensionless elevation at

the leak, z¡: elevalion at the leak, and Hro* : the dimensionless steady-state piezometric

head at the leak. The dimensionless linearization effor in Eq. (3.21) is

(^H;)'-l(^H;)'* ffil (3.22)€T=
(^H;)u

Substituting Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) into Eqs. (3.17) and (3.1S) and neglecting the higher

order term of q*2 in the resistance term yields

T.+#.M @#J,6(x'-'i)=o Q.23)

F4*1*2Rq.:e Q.24)' ôr* ' ôt*

using the operati .' *[eq.1:.2:¡] *1,?l *u
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L ôq" =-õq -r,.,u-'.r,,-rõ(x. -xi)F ôxr Ai "' 
7A,H rn*¡r-ö 

-\^ & (3.2s)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

frnm thp ¡nnfin"if', ^^"^+;^- E^ (7. t2\ *^^,,1+-.:-¡¡v¡¡r Lr¡v vvrr!¡¡rstLJ vyqql¡vrt, DY, \J.LJ )) lvùtlltù ltl

u' r: 
= 9' h: .l r^ *, b6(x. - x.,)lur._ . 2p¡a 

b_!(* _!Þ
ôx*' ôt*' L- (Nr 

10. )t-b ) ôt. (aH 
10. )t-b

F,q. (3.26) can be simplifìed as

# = #.l2R + F,6 (x. -,;r# + 2RF,õ(x- -,;)h.Ox Ot

in which o, : 
ffi 

is the leak parameter. Since N!:o = !-ï=,

ç!!!r¡r-t' Ht'

if z¿:0,

according to the definition of M in Eq. (3.19) the parameter describing the leak is

CoA, 2øb

A (2gVr)'u CoA, 2ab
FL A (2sH,)'u

where HLy: the steady-state piezometric head at the leak.

3.3 An analytical solution

Consider a pipeline connecting constant upstream and downstream reservoirs so that the

boundary conditions for the dimensionless hydraulic line are

B.C. h.(0, f): o and h.17, t.¡: g e.2g)
where the fìrst quantity in the parentheses is the dimensionless distance along the

pipeline and the second term is the dimensionless time. Supposing a transient is initiated

in the pipeline, the initial conditions are

I.C. h. (x. ,0) = -f (x.), and th (x. '0\ z *'
T=s(x) (3.30)

in whichfi-r) -d g(x) are known piecewise continuous functions in the rangc of 0 < x*

< 1. The head variation in the pipeline is obtained by solving Eq. (3.21) subject to the

boundary and initial conditions rlescriherl hy F,qs, (3,29) and (3.30).
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x' :0.0 x *c xL'+ e x* : 1.0
L

.1,

Figure 3.3 A pipeline with a leak

For a pipeline with a leak, the pipeline can be considered as two portions divided by the

leak, which is included within a small neighborhood 2e, as shown in Figure 3.3. By

applying a Fourier expansion (details of the derivation are given in Appendix A), the

solution to Eq. (3.27) is

h* 1x* ,t* ¡: i þ-tn.^ 
a" 

14, cos (ro)' -  ruR,L- (R + R,r)' t*
(3.31)n=1

+,Bn sin (ro)' - 4kR,L - (R + Rnr)' t* ] sin(nzæ.))

in which R¿ : Frsinz ("*i)

or
CoA, 2ba

sin' (ntai) (n : 1,2,3,...) (3.32)
A (2gH rù-u

ì?n¿ is the leak-induced damping factor for compon eît n, where x¿* is the dimensionless

location of the leak along the pipeline. Since values of .R and Rn¡ ãra normally much

smaller than unity, Eq. (3.31) is approximated as

h. ()c' ,t.)= i þ-to.^ 
*" 

1A, cos(nnt.) +B,sin(nnr.)!in(nu")) (3.33)
n=1

The Fourier coeffrcients, An and Bn, are

A

A, =2Jl{"-) sin(nrx')dx- (n:1,2,3,...) (3.34)

(R+ R,r)4, (n:1,2,3,...) (3.35)

R,L

B
n Js("-)sin(nrx*)dx. 

+
2

nn nll

Eq. (3.33) shows that a leak in a pipeline causes exponential damping on individual

Fourier components. The damping magnitude depends on the leak location (x¿*), leak

parameter Ft and the component numb er n. Effects of leak location on a fluid transient

are combined with component number n through a sine square formula defined in Eq.

(3.32). Further information on this formula is presented in Chapter 4 in which a leak
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Chapter 3 Behaviour of a leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

detection method is developed. Fr as defined in Eq. (3.28) is an important parameter to

describe the damping effect of a leak on fluid transients and is further discussed here.

The definition of ,F¿ in Eq. (3.28) shows that the magnitude of F¿ is proportional to the

relative size of the leak (CdArJA). A large area of leak, compared to the cross-sectional

area of the pipe, causes greater damping on a fluid transient since a larger size of a leak

causes a gtealer amount of leak discharge. The magnitude of F¿ is proportional to the

wave speed (a) and is inversely proportional to the square root of the steady pressure at

the leak (Hm). This unsteady damping property is different from the steady state where

the leak discharge is independent of the wave speed, and is proportional to the pressure

at the leak. Therefore, a leak that causes large damping of the fluid transient does not

necessarily cause a larger leak discharge. For example, a same size leak causes less

damping on transients and more leak discharge in a pipeline with a higher pressure than

in a pipeline with a lower pressure.

Another parameter that influences the magnitude of F¿ is the coefficient b. If a leak with

a non-theoretical discharge-head relationship (ó + 0.5) causes the same leak discharge as

a leak with a theoretical discharge relationship (å : 0.5), its effect on the transient will
be different from the theoretical leak. The ratio of leak parameters is

CoA, 2ab

FL (2gHr)'u _ 2bCdAL(2gHr)otA

(Fr)o (coAr)o a (CdA)o(2gH ro)'-u
(3.36)

A (2sH rr)o'

where (C¿Aùo : lumped leak area with the theoretical discharge relationship, and

(Ft)o: leak parameter with the theoretical discharge relationship. Multiplying both the

denominator and the numerator by (cdALH L)0s+à *¿ noticing that

CoAr(2gH ro)u = (CdA)0(2BH ro)o't, Eq. (3.36) may be simplified to

F." =2b(F')o

Eq. (3.37) shows that compared to a leak with a theoretical discharge relationship, a leak

with a non-theoretical discharge relationship will cause 2b Iimes damping of fluid

transients although the discharge through these two leaks is the same. Since the value of
b for a leak is normally not known unless the leak has been calibrated in advance, the

(3.37)
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Chapter 3 Behaviour of a leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

leaks can be approximated by the theoretical discharge relationship (b :0.5). Given the

same value of parameter F¡, an equivalent theoretical leak parameter is

(CoAr)o: C"(CoAr) (3'38)

where C,:2b(2gHro)'-o' : leak size adjustment coefficient. Values of Co for

different values of b and Hn are plotted in Figure 3.4.

100

10

l!o 0.1

0.001

0.0001

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

b

1

0.01

Figure 3.4 Adjustment for the lumped leak area

3.4 Exponential damPing

'When there is no leak in a pipeline, the analytical solution for a pipeline transient in Eq.

(3.33) is expressed as

h* (** ,t*): n-^" t{(A,"or1nnt.)+ B^sin(nnr-)]sin(nnx-)} (3.39)
n=1

which is exact exponential damping. Therefore, when a transient is initiated in a

pipeline, transient measured at any position in the pipeline decays exponentially with the

damping rate of R (: -fLQol2aDA). The shape of the transient is determined by the

measurement position x* and the initial conditions that are characteized by the Fourier

parameters An and B, defined in Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35). In contrast, the leak-induced

"--'---- Hlo = l0m
+ Hlo = 50m

- -" - Hto = 100m
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Chapter 3 Behaviour ofa leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

damping factor, Rn¡ of Eq. (3.32), depends on n and is different for each component; it
cannot be removed from the summation sign in Eq. (3.33). Any measured pipeline

transient is the summation of a series of exponentially damped harmonic components

each with a damping rate of R -r R,¡(n: 7,2,3,...). To investigate the total damping

rate of a measured signal, the upper envelope of the transient may be expressed as

hr* (** ,/-) = Ë A,,re-(R*R,,,)/' (3.40)
n=1

in which

AuP = ,l| + ni, sin(nnx.) (3.41)

is the maximum amplitude of an individual component. since (A + R,r<<1.0, for the

transient of the first several periods, (R + RnL)t* . 1.0. Expanding each exponential

function in Eq. (3.40) into a power series and keeping the first two terms, Eq.(3.40) can

be expressed as

hr(x* ,t*):to,r!- (R + n,)i + ...f
n=l

=|A,, -| 1,"(n + Rnr\' + ...
n=l n=1

(3.42)

Z¿,r(n + R,r)
1

n=1

ZA,,r(n + R,r)
n=l

t+
2A,,,
n=l

Terms in the bracket can be approximated by an exponential function, thus the overall

damping of a measured transient can be approximated as an exponential form

hr* 1x* ,t.):.+"-tu' (3.43)

in which

(3.44)

The damping rate of a measured transient in a pipeline with a leak, l? , is actually the

weighted average of RrRn¿ with weight parameter Arp deftned in Eq. (3.41). Firstly, the

leak-induced damping for a pipeline transient depends on size and position of the leak,

which are included in parameter R,¿ defined in Eq. (3.32). Since the weighting function

Anp is a function of measurement position x* and the shape of the transient determined by

@

A, =ZAn, and,R:
n=1

LA,,
n=l
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Chapter 3 Behaviour ofa leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

Fourier parameters, leak-induced damping on a pipeline transient also depends on the

measurement position and the initiation of the transient. Therefore, the best way to

detect leaks is not by just examining the total damping of a measured pipe transient.

Transients initiated in different ways or measured at different locations may give

different leak information, and in some cases the transients may not be able to pick up

the presence of leaks (Jönsson and Larson 1992; Covas and Ramos 1999). However,

since leak-induced damping on any of the individual frequencies defined in Eq. (3.32) is

a function of leak size and location only, the leak can be detected by examining the

damping of different frequencies. Based on this fact, anew leak detection, location and

quantification technique is developed in Chapter 4.

3.5 Multiple leaks

In the preceding sections, only a single leak is considered. However, it is evident there

is a linear relationship between the leak and transient solution. For a pipeline with N

leaks, an analytical solution can be obtained following the similar procedures as those in

Appendix A by dividing the pipeline into N* I sections. The solution for a transient in

a pipeline with more than one leak is similar to that expressed in Eq. (3.33), however,

the leak parameter Rn¿ is replaced by

Ri, =L^*, (3.4s)
i=l

where N: number of leaks. For the lh leak, the leak-induced damping factor is defined

AS

Rnt¡ = F,sin(nnxi,>: ffiþsin2 
(nrx.r,) (3'46)

in which (C¿Aù¡: lumped leak area of the lh leak, (IIn),: the steady-state piezometric

head at the ith leak, b¡: non-theoretical discharge relationship coefficient of the lh leak

and x¡¡*: dimensionless leak location of the lh leak. The analytical solution for multiple

leaks is compared with the numerical results based on MOC in Section 3.7. Procedures

for multiple leak detection are developed in Chapter 4.
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3.6 Linearization error analysis

In the initial derivation of the governing non-dimensional partiai differential equations

including a leak, the q*2 term was neglected and the orifice equation was linearized in

Eq. (3.21) in arriving at the Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24). Reconsidering the equations without

lineanzalion gives

#.+#+ Mle,(^H;o)o +(r+ e,)#rlâ(x- - "i) 
:0 (3.47)

^t-+ ^-.*F++!l-+2RQ[q. + R(q.)2 =g (3.4S)ox ôt

Assuming er constant and applying the operation #l*Pl *þq.(:.+s)l
gives

#=#.F,õ(;-Ð#-ro'+# (3.4s)
Ox Ot

where F)=Fr(l+er)and ,R' : R(1+ø*). Replacing the partial derivative of q* by

applying the continuity equation Eq. (3.23) gives

# : # -l2R'+F,õ(". - Ðl# + 2R' F;h. õ(*. - *i)ôx-- ôt-- ôt (3.50)

+ Eõ(x' - r)l

where E =2erR'M,t¡;. Since values of ,R and Rn¡ àranormally much smaller than

unity, an approximate solution for Eq. (3.50) is

h* (**,r.) = Ë þ-{n'*n',,,ti lA, cos(nnt') *Bnsin(nø-)þ in@nx.)\ (3.51)
n='l

in which RiI=Frsinz@*l¡:(1+ er)R,r. From Eq. (3.51), leak damping is only

influenced by the value of e, , which is the linearization effor of the orifice equation, and

friction damping is influenced by the value of q*. The analytical solution given in Eq.

(3.33)isaccuratewhenthevalues of erandq* aresmall. Fromthedefinitionof e, in
Eq. (3.22), the absolute values of the linearization effor of orifice equation is a function

of dimensionless transient magnitude h.lIt* ¡ç and coefficient ó as
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[*t,' -t(^H;)u.ffi,,1
€T=

(^H;)u
(3.s2)

Variation of erwith different values of h. lHio and å is presented in Figure 3.5. To

avoid negative pressures in a pipelin e, h. I Hio must be less than 1.0. Within this range,

the lineari zation error of orifice equation is less than 60/o and thus not significant.

Therefore, the influence of the magnitude of the transient on the leak-induced damping

is not significant. For b : 0.5, the linearization error reaches the maximum.

0.06

0.05

0.04

te/

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.07

0

0.4

h*/H 
Lo

Figure 3.5 Linearizatíon error of the orifice equation

3.7 Comparison with numerical results based on MOC

As a verification of the sensitivity analysis presented in section 3.6, the accuracy of the

linear analytical solution is compared with results calculated numerically for the non-

linear equations using the method of characteristics (MOC) in which the non-linearity of

the friction term is approached by a second-order difference scheme (Chen 1994;

Vítkovskjr 200l). The details of the numerical algorithm are given in Chapter 7.

o.2 0.6 0.8 1

*-b=0.7
+--b=0.9

-"-Þ-'- b = 0.1

--"--b=0.3
..-b=0.5

=4r" 
' :E':
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H,:25m

Z : Pipe length:1000m
D: Pipe diameter:O.2m
t : Pipe roughness:O.023mm
- - \l/^,,^ -^--l-1rì^^*/^u vr 4v9 ùPvlu ¡vvv¡rr/ù
Zo: Steady velocity:1.98m/s

Leak Leak
Clr,/A:0.002, xr: l25m Clr/A:0.002, xr: 625m

Figure 3.6 A pipeline connecting two constant tanks

A simple horizontal pipeline as shown in Figure 3.6 is used in this section for a

comparison of the analytical solution and the numerical results based on the method of
the characteristics. The length of the pipeline is Z : 1000m, inside diameter is D : 0.2m

and the thickness of the pipe wall is ¿: 8.2mm. The roughness height of the inside pipe

wall is e :0.023mm. The wave speed of the transient in the pipeline is ¿: 1000m/s.

The pipeline is connected to two tanks with constant water levels, Tank 1 upstream and

Tank2 downstream. Two valves are installed at each end of the pipeline. Two leaks are

located l25m downstream from the Tank 1 (Point B) and 625m downstream the Tank I
(Point C) along the pipeline respectively. The lumped leak areas of the leaks are (C¿Aùn

: (CaAùc: 3.14e-5m2, which are 0.7%o of the pipe cross sectional area. In the method of
characteristics, the pipeline is divided into 16 equal reaches with 17 nodes as shown in

Figure 3.6. In this example, the leak is treated as a theoretical orifice (b:0.5) in both

analytical and the numerical solutions.

Hr:25m H

Hr: lom

x: 0.0 .x: -500m .r: 1000m

Figure 3.7 Initial transient in the pipeline

:i0mAB c D E
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Assuming a triangular-form for the initial transient in the pipeline as shown in Figure

3.7,the initial conditions are

f* (x*\_ fo.+0"- (0 < x- < 0.5, r. = 0.0) 
(3.53)r \' / 

[0.+o1t - "- ¡ (0.5 < x* < 1.0' /- = 0.0)

s-(x-):O (l: o.o) (3.54)

These initial conditions can be generated by adjusting the head at Tank 2 while keeping

the head at Tank 1 constant (by increasing the water level at the downstream reservoir,

H2, to 15.5m from 10m within 0-1.0s, and reducing to 10m within 1'0-2.0s.) Applying

the initial conditions expressed in Eqs. (3.53) and (3.54) with Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35), the

Fourier coefficients are

.n-l(_'2 I
2nA,

(n:1,3,5...)

(n :2,4,6...)

(n =7,3,5...)

(n = 2,4,6...)

(3.ss)

B (3.s6)

Three different cases are considered for comparison. In case 1, there is no leak in the

pipeline system. With the head Ht : 25m at Tank 1 and Hz : l}m at Tank 2, and

negligible head losses through the fully opened valves at the two ends of the pipeline,

the steady flow velocity in the pipeline is Vs: 1.98 m/s and the friction faúor f :0.015.

Based on Eq. (3.19), the friction damping factor is calculated as R : 0.0743. In case 2,

the leak at Point B is open, and in case 3, two leaks at both Point B and Point C are open.

Since the leaks are small, the flow rate through the each leak is less than 1% of the total

flow in the pipeline. The influence of the leak flow on the total pipe flow is negligible,

which gives the same friction damping parameters for three cases. The leak parameters

used in the analytical solution are calculated as (FL)n: 0.047 and (F)ç: 0.057 for the

leaks at point B and point C by applying Eq. (3.32).
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Figure 3.8 Comparison with the MOC solution

Both the lineanzed analytical solution and the non-linear MOC numerical calculation

measured at x*:0.5 and x*: 0.75 are presented in Figure 3.8(a), Figure 3.8(b) and Figure
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Chapter 3 Behaviour of a leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

3.8(c), which are for three different cases. Figure 3.S(a) is a no-leak case, and in Figure

3.S(b) there is a leak of C¿ArlA: 0.1% at xL* : 0.125, while in Figure 3.8(c)' there are

two leaks at x* :0.125 and x* :0.625 with the same size of C¿ArlA: 0.001. In the

linearized solution of Eq. (3.33), terms higher than n > 40 were neglected. The two

solutions are virtually identical for both cases of with and without leaks so that they

cannot be distinguished on the plots. Therefore, the non-linear effects of friction and

leak on the pipeline transient are negligible if the magnitude of the transient is small.

The transients calculated from MOC are fitted with an exponential function in form of

8q.3.40, and the fitted results are given in each figure respectively. The regression

coefficients of the fitted curves of the exponential damping factors for all three cases are

larger than 0.98, confirming the analysis that leak-induced damping for the total

transient trace is approximately exponential. 'When there is no leak (case 1), the total

exponential damping coefficient is 0.0742, equal to the frictional damping factor R and

independent of the measurement position. When there is a leak in the pipeline (case 2),

the damping coefficient is 0.084 2 for the transient measured at x* :0.5 and 0.0762 at x*

: 0.75. The damping coefficients calculated using the analytical formula Eq. (3'44) are

0.0845 and 0.0763 respectively, which are close to the results from MOC values. When

there are two leaks in the pipeline (case 3), the damping coefficient is 0.128 for the

transient measured at x* :0.5 and 0.126 at x" : 0.'15. The corresponding damping

coefficients calculated from Eq. (3.aa) are 0.729 and 0.127 respectively. Because the

condition (R+ RnL)t* < 1.0 used in the analytical solution Eq. (3.44) is not satisfied in

MOC, there is slight difference on the damping coefficients calculated using MOC and

analytical solution.

3.8 A leak with a constant discharge relationship

In previous studies of pipe network systems, demands were treated as leaks with

constant flow rates (Mclnnis and Karney 1995). A leak with a constant flow rate means

that the parameter ó: 0 in Eq. (3.13). Substitutingb:0 into Eq. (3.32) gives -F¿:0 and

RnL:0.0, which means the damping of such a leak on the pipeline transient is zero.
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Figure 3.9 Influence of a constant leak flow on pipeline transients

For case 2 used in section 3.7,the leak at point B is replaced with a leak of constant

discharge, which is calculated based on steady state as Qr : 6.67x10-3 m3ls. The

transients are calculated using MOC. Transients measured at two locations x* : 0.5 and

x* : 0.75 for two different situations, without a leak and with a constant leak flow at

point B are presented in Figure 3.9. Obviously the constant leak flow has little influence

on the pipeline transients. Thus constant demands don't either.

From the above analysis, it is very clear that the effects of a leak with a pressure-

dependent flow rate and a leak with a constant flow rate on the pipeline transients are

significantly different. The former contributes damping on fluid transients, while the

latter has no influence. The model of constant leak flow implies that the pressure

difference between the pipe inside and outside at the leak is constant. Figure 3.10 plots

the inside pressure in the pipeline at the leak. To keep a constant leak flow, the pressure

outside the leak must vary as shown in the same figure. In reality, it is impossible that

the pressure outside a leak changes in concert to the pressure inside the pipe. Therefore,

a constant leak flow doesn't exist in reality and assumption of a constant leak flow is not

appropriate. By using such a model, the damping of the transients calculated from a

pipeline or a pipe network will be underestimated.

- 

no leak
. - -. - - constant leak flow
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Figure 3.10 The pressures inside and outside the leak under a constant leak flow

rate (C¿ArlA: 0.001, xr* :0.725)

3.9 Summary

In this chapter, the behaviour of a leak on the pipeline transients is studied. The effect of

a leak on unsteady pipe flow is included in the governing equations using a Dirac delta

function. By linearizing the friction term and the square-root-form orif,rce equation, the

linear dimensionless goveming equations are derived. An analytical solution (Eq. 3.33)

expressed in terms of a Fourier series has been developed under constant boundary

conditions. Sensitivity analysis shows that linearization generates an insignificant error

on the leak-induced damping, while on the other hand, the influence on the friction

damping may or may not be significant depending on the magnitude of the fluid

transients. By comparison to the numerical solution based on the method of

characteristics in which the non-linear effects are included, the analytical solution shows

a high degree ofaccuracy.

The analytical solution indicates that transients in pipelines are damped by both pipe

friction and leaks. The steady friction damping is exactly exponential (if l? is assumed to

be constant), and leak damping is exactly exponential for each of the individual

harmonic components. Since the leak-induced damping of an individual component

depends on the location and size of the leak, and is independent of the transient itself, the

- 

PÌessure inskJe the pipe

Ressure outside the leak
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Chapter 3 Behaviour ofa leak on pipeline transients under constant boundary conditions

analytical solution provides a method to detect, locate and quantiÛr a leak, which is

investigated in the following chapter. Leak-induced damping of the total transient event

is approximately exponential. Since the total damping depends on the forrn of a

transient in addition to the size and location of the leak, leaks cannot be detected

effectively by only measuring the total damping of a transient event.

Behaviour of a leak with a constant flow rate is investigated. Although such an

assumption is reasonable from a steady state point of view, using such an approach, the

damping of the transients calculated from a pipeline or a pipe network will be

signifi cantly underestimated.
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Chapter 4 Leakdetection using the damping of fluid transients

Chapter 4

Leak Detection [.Ising the Damping of Fluid

Transients

4.L Introduction

The analytical solution developed in Chapter 3 shows that any measured pipeline

transient may be represented by the summation of a series of harmonic components that

are each exactly exponentially damped with the damping rate of (A + Ã,¿) (n : 1,2,3,...)

(see Section 3.3). Since the friction damping factor R is a function of steady flow

conditions, the value of -R is known from the pipe roughness and Reynolds number

through the Colebrook-White equation or the Moody diagram. The value of friction

damping factor R can also be experimentally determined by measuring the dampingrate

of the transient from a leak-free pipeline. Therefore, for a measured pipeline transient, if

the damping rate (R + iR,¿) for an individual harmonic component can be obtained, the

leak-induced damping factor Rn¡aaîbe determined by subtracting R from (R + rR,¿). The

outcome is that the leak-induced damping, Rn¡ cãîbe used for leak detection analysis. In

this chapter, a technique to detect, locate and quantiff a pipeline leak is developed using

the leak-induced damping based on the analytical solution developed in Chapter 3. Some

of the results presented in this chapter have been presented in 'Wang et al. (2002).

Additional work presented in this chapter includes a sensitivity study of the influence of

the füction factor uncertainties on leak detection, multiple leak detection in section 4.6,

further experimental verification tests in section 4.8 and the investigation of the possible

application of the technique in series pipelines and complex networks in section 4'9.
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Chapter 4 Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

Chapter 3 showed that leaks with different discharge relationships have different effects

on a transient event. Since a leak with a non-theoretical relationship (b + 0.5) can be

expressed. by an equi"'alent thecretical leak (ð - 0.5), all thc leaks studie,i irr tliis chapier

are treated as theoretical leaks if not specifically indicated.

4.2 Fourier series analysis

Assumins that lineariz,alion is valid ânv meâsì¡red nineline frqnsienf mo., Lo ranraco-4o,t_.__ _1 ___J 
'LLVJ vV rVPtVùVt¡tWU

by the summation of a series of harmonic components, whose damping values are of
interest for leak detection. To investigate the damping of a particular harmonic

component, the first step is to decompose a measured transient into its individual

components. Theoretically, two types of measurement data, time-domain data and space-

domain data, can be used for calculation of the damping coefficient (R + R,L) of the

harmonic component n. Space-domain data is obtained by measuring the transient

pressure head at a number of locations along the pipeline at a single time (in Eq. (3.33) /.
: constant and 0< t*< 1). Time-domain data is obtained by measuring the transient

pressure history at a single pipeline location (in Eq. (3.33) x* : constant and /*> 0). Since

it is more practical to measure the pressure history at a specific location, the time-domain

measurement data have been used in this Ph.D. thesis for calculation of damping rates of
individual harmonic components by analyzing the transient period by period using

Fourier transforms. This approach is one of the innovative developments of this new leak

detection technique presented in this thesis. The feasibility of analyzing pipeline

transient period by period is proven in Appendix B. Procedures to obtain the leak-

induced damping by analyzins a transient event are as following:

1. set up a steady flow in the pipeline and then introduce a transient event.

2. Measure the variation of pressure head with time at one or more points along the pipe.

3. Divide the pressure trace into separate periods (Period 1, Period 2, etc. as shown in

Figure. B1 of Appendix B) so that each can be analyzed individually.

4. Using a Fourier transformation, such as the Discrete or Fast Fourier Transform (press

et al. 1992), decompose one period of the transient into its separate harmonic components

and calculate the amplitude of each component. The amplitude (power) En(i) of the nth

harmonic for the ith period is expressed as
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Chapter 4 Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

E:" = g(1) 
"-(R+R')(i-Dr'

^-(R+R,,.)(ri+r*) ^-(n+R,,t\rit
where EI" =+sin(nta.)

- (R + R,,.)T

(4.1)

dl + al : amplitude of nth harmonic

component at the first period , t0* : dimensionless starting time of the analysis and C :

dimensionless period defined u, C : Tl(Lla), in which T: na1¡ral period of the pipeline.

For the reservoir-pipeline-reservoir system (i.e., a pipeline running between two

reservoirs) f : 2.0, and for the reservoir-pipeline-valve system (a pipeline from a

reservoir with a valve on the downstream end), I : 4.0. Details of derivation of Eq.

(4.1) are given in Appendix B.

5. Repeat step 4 period by period along the pressure trace.

6. For each harmonic componeît n,plot the amplitude E (') 
expressed in Eq. (a.1) versus

period in terms of L/a in the Fourier series.

7. Compute the damping coefficient rR t Rnr from the plotted data using an exponential

fitting function in form of Eq. (4.1) where both initial amplitude EnQ) and the damping

coeffrcient R * RnL can be calculated.

8. Analyze the damping rates of the separate components to determine occurrence,

location and magnitude of the leak. Details are presented in the next section.

4.3 Leak detection, location and quantification

Determining the existence, location and size of a leak using damping rates of separate

components is now considered in detail.

4.3.1Detecting the presence of a leak

For a pipeline without a leak, C¿Ar:0 in Eq. (3.33) and hence R¿: 0) damping of each

component does not depend on the component number, n, and is only dependent on

friction damping factor, R. Therefore, given the same steady flow conditions followed by

a transient event, presence of a leak is indicated by:

1. the damping rates for some components are larger than the friction-damping factor,R,

and

2. the damping rates R + RnL of the decomposed harmonic components, determined in

step ó of section 4.2, are significantly different from each other.
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Chapter 4 Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

Leak-induced damping depends strongly on the position of a leak and on n through a sine

squared function in Eq. (3.32). Different components have different responses to a leak.

For a leak located inthemiddle of apipeline(xL*:0.-s), components m: ! and 3 have thc

maximum response whereas the response of component n : 2 is zero. Therefore, in

practice more than one harmonic component should be used to detect a lcak. Figure 4.1

shows the relative response of the first three harmonics (n : I, 2 and 3) to the different

leak locations along the pipeline.
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Figure 4.1. Sensitivity of the leak position on the different harmonic components

4.3.2 Location of a leak

Applying a Fourier transform to a measured pipeline transient, the leak location may be

calculated from the ratios of the different damping rates of a pair of harmonic

components. Consider n : nl and n: n2, for which leak damping factors are

^ 2coA'ba . 
and R,^t = ?lr-!_'u:rrsin2(nrnxi) Ø.2)R,,, = 

^e;,,Jtstn'(nrmr) 
,," 

A(2gH rn¡

The ratio of these two terms is

R,,, _sin'çnrtmi)
R,,, sin'(nrnxi)

which is a function of only leak location x¿* and not a function of the leak size

(4.3) also shows that value of ó for a leak has no influence on locating the leak.
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Chapter 4Leakdetection using the damping of fluid transients

For a measured pipeline transient, the dampingrate R't Rn¡ for each harmonic component

n caîbe calculated from its amplitude En(i) by analyzing each period. Since the friction

damping factor R can be calculated from steady flow conditions, which are normally

known, leak-induced dampinE Rnr for any component n is easily obtained by subtraction,

giving the ratio of any two leak-induced damping rates as in Eq. (a.3). Solution of Eq.

(a.3) for x¿* yields the leak location. Figure 4.2 shows the theoretical relationship

between the damping ratios of harmonic components n2 : 2, ltt : 1 and harmonic

components k2:3, /tr:1 with the corresponding leak locations in a pipeline.
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Figure 4.2.Damping ratios of harmonic components

Due to the symmetric nature of the sine-squared function, the relationship between the

damping ratio of two harmonic components and leak location is not unique. Two leak

locations correspond to one value of the damping ratio RnlRl¿ except for x¡*:0.5. For

damping ratios of higher harmonic components, one damping ratio may correspond to a

greater number of possible leak locations. For example, a damping ratio of ,R:r/Rrl < 1.0

(see Figure 4.2) corresponds to four possible leak locations. Therefore, only harmonic

components of n : l, 2, 3 are used for leak detection analysis in this study' The

symmetric problem can be solved using different transient events. Two examples of

using different transient events are given in Section 4.5, which show that some transient

events can give unique leak location.

Rr/R,,

Rr/R,,
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4.3.3 Size of a leak

Once the position of a leak has been determined, the magnitude of a leak can be easily

calculated using (4.2). It is

coA, =:.4y+:l: (n:1,2,3,...) (4.4)a L 2basin'(n^i) '

where n is any one of the components. Because the value of å is not known for a leak in

advance of leak detection, a value of b :0.5 is used by assuming a theoretical orifice

leak. Based on this assumption, a smaller value of leak size is obtained if the actual leak

is not a theoretical orifice, in which case it usually has a value of ó smaller than 0.5

(details are given in Chapter 3). An example of non-theoretical orifice leak is given in

Section 4.8.

Theoretically, the leak magnitude calculated using different components should be the

same. Different measurement positions and different forms of transients can be used for

added confirmation and to increase accùracy if necessary.

4.4 Sensitivify analysis

From the linearization error analysis in Chapter 3, leak damping is only influenced by the

value of e, which is the lineanzation error of the orifice equation. The influence of the

lineanzalion on leak detection is investigated in this section. In addition, since leak-

induced damping is obtained from total damping of a harmonic component by subtracting

the friction damping, the error in calculating friction damping will be transferred to leak-

induced damping and, as a result, the outcome of leak detection may be affected. The

influence of the error in estimating the füction of pipes on the leak detection is also

investigated in this section.

4.4.1Influence of linearization on leak detection

Noticing that the ratio of any two leak damping coefficients of Rj, (defined in Eq.

(3.ó3) is independent of parameter e, , then the location of a leak is not affected by the
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effor in the linearization of orifice equation. The error of leak size induced by the orifice

linearization is defined as

(C 
o Ar) ,"", - (C 

a Ar) oooo,"n,c - (4.s)or - (coAr\,"o,

Substitutin g (4.4) into (4.5) gives

(LH;)' -l(LH;,)u .ffi1
- RnL-Q+er)R
: - - 

'"t 
--? :-

' RnL (^H;)'
(4.6)

Variation of relative leak size error with parameter of h. lHio rs plotted in Figure 4.3'

To avoid negative pressure in a pipeliÍte, h* lHio m.ust be less than 1.0. Within this

range, the errors in the size of a leak caused by the orifice linearization are less thart 6Yo

and thus not significant.
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Figure 4.3. Influence of linearization of orifice equation on the leak size

Neglecting the q*2 term has no direct influence on location and quantification of a leak,

but it does affect füction damping. Because leak damping may be obtained by measuring

total damping and subtracting füction damping, linearization may indirectly lead to an

experimental error in leak damping. That error shows up in the ratio of the Fourier

components and thus influences the calculation of leak location.
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Figure 4.4. Sensitivity of leak location on the sensitivity parameter S

By including the term of q*2,the total damping is Rntt R(l+q-). If leak damping is

obtained by subtracting friction damping i? that is calculated from the steady state, the

calculated leak damping coeffrcient is R¿t Rq*, in which A,¿ is the real leak damping.

Then the ratio of leak damping of any two Fourier components is

R,,,1+ q'R sinzlnrr(xi + 
",.)] (4.7)

R,,L + q* R sin2lnrtr(xT * 
"r)l

in which er: dimensionless distance away from the real leak location.

Gro\

oo'

20
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-10

i?nzL sin2 çnrtai)

Substituting

(4.8)

into (4.7) and rearranging givesR,,, sinzlnrtai)

sin2 (nrtwi)
+,S

sin2 (nrnxi) sinzlnrr(xi * 
"r)ll+S sin2fnp(xi*"r)l

where s = 
Rq"

Rn,,

'l'he leak location error)€I, is a tïrnction of parameter S and real leak location, x¿*.

Variation of e, withparameter,sandleaklocationx¿*ispresentedinFigure 4.4if Ihe

first two Fourier components, ttt : 7 and n2: 2, are used. Due to symmetry, only half of
the pipeline is plotted. Figure 4.4 indicates that large values of parameter.s cause large
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effors in the location of leak, and leaks at different locations have different sensitivities to

the parameter S. Leaks close to xL* :0.33 are least influenced by error in the friction

damping when the first two harmonics are used'

Assuming that pressure at the leak is little influenced by leak location elror, leak size

error is expressed as

, (CoAr),"ot -(CoAr)opp,o,"nt__, _ (t + S)sin'r(n øi) 
Ø.g)

"' = 6 ='- 
"i¡¡'xv1xi 

+ er)l

Variation of relative leak size etïor as with parameter S and leak location x¿* is presented

in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Sensitivity of leak size on the sensitivity parameter S

Since leaks close to the ends of the pipeline cause less damping, a small error in the value

of leak damping can cause alarge error in the calculation of the leak size despite small 
'S.

In the application of the proposed leak detection method, small values of parameter S can

be achieved using small magnitudes of pipeline transient or small values of friction

damping. The latter is achieved using a low steady-state flow rate in the pipeline.

Alternatively, füction damping can be obtained from a test in a leak-free pipeline or

calculated using a numerical model. An example for such a situation is given in the

second numerical application in the following section.
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Chapter 4 Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

4.4.2 rnfluence of friction factor uncertainties on leak detection

As mentioned in the above section, because leak damping can be obtained by subtracting

füction damping from total damping, any error in calculating the friction damping will be

transferred to leak damping and thus this will influence the detection of a leak. In

addition to the magnitude of transient, another major factor that may influence the

calculation of füction damping is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (Í) of the pipe.

Error in estimating the friction factor can easily be 20Yo for new pipes in which the

rnrrqhness is knorvn enrT eqn req..h lOOo/^ ¡r mnro f^. nl'l ^i^oo "'L^-- +L^ *^,,-L-^-^:^
l/¡l/vo vv¡tvtv trrv ruuËtut9ùò tù

not known.

By expressing flow rate as a function of friction factor using Bernoulli equation, the

definition ofR in Eq. (3.19) gives

ÍL
2gLHD

fLl fLsLH
2Da a 2D

(4.10)

By introducing an error A/in the friction faclor f, the friction damping is

p= fLQo 
=

2DAa

i?+A,R=1
a

(f + Lf)LsNr
2D

=q- ' af 'r Ttsvr,*r-ft,;l n (4.r1)

:l? + 
Of 

^2f
If the friction damping factor in Eq. (4.11) is used to calculate the leak damping, the leak-

induced damping on nth component is R,¡-AR. Therefore, the ratio of two leak-induced

damping coeffìcients for any two components is

Rn,r-+^
_ sin2lnrn(xi + €r)l

(4.12)
sin2lnrn(xi + er)l

where er: dimensionless distance away from a real leak location. Substituting

R
ll) L

R.ulL

_ sin2 (nr*i)
into (4.12) and rearranging gives

Rr,t-+^

sin'(nrrcci)
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sinzlnrn(xi * tr)l (4.13)
sin2lnrx(xi * tr)l

RLf
wnere J, = - - _ 

: sensitivity parameter of the füction factor. The leak location
2R,,,J

erïor, e r, ís a function of parameter ,S¡ and real leak location, x¿*. Similarly, the leak size

erïor caused by the friction factor uncertainties is expressed as

^ (C oAr) *, - (c ¿Ar) ooo,o,",, - , - 
(l -:S¡ ) sin-'(n øcl ) $14)t" :6:'--sir1lr4x', 

+ tr)l

Since Eqs. (a.13) and (a.1a) are in the same forms of Eqs. (4.S) and (4.9),vaiation of e,

and e5 with parameter ,S¡ and leak location x¿* is same as those in Figure 4.4 and Figure

4.5. Because the value of füction factor/is small (0.01-0.04), a small error A/can

generate a large value of S¡ compared to parameter ,S defined in Eq. (4'8), which is a

sensitivity parameter of transient magnitude. Therefore, elrors in the füction factor may

have gteater influence on leak detection if the friction damping is calculated based on the

definition in Eq. (3.19). For example, in the first example in the next section, if a füction

factor f :0.02, which 1s 33%o larger than the actual value of f :0.015, is used, the

sensitivity parameter is calculated as S¡:0.49. Applying this value to Figure 4.4 and

Figure 4.5 gives the leak location error of 2o/o and leak size error of 30%, while the error

related to the transient magnitude (S: 0.0063) is less than lYo for both leak location and

slze.

4.5 Numerical examples

The leak detection method discussed above is tested numerically in this section for a

pipeline, shown in Figure 4.6, using the results of simulated transients calculated from the

method of characteristics (MOC). Two types of problems, a reservoir-pipeline-reservoir

system and a reservoir-pipeline-valve system, are considered.
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L: Pipe length:1000m
D: Pipe diameter=O.2m
t : Pipe roughness:O .023mm
a:Wave speeci:i000m/s
zo: Steady velocitpl.9Sm/s :l0m

l-1 :zJm

vo
Leak Side discharge

CIL/A:0.002, x,:250m Cy'/A:0.001 xr:750m

Figure 4.6. A pipeline connected by two reservoirs

4.5.1 Reservoir-pipeline-reservoir system

In this case a transient in the pipeline is initiated by closing a side-discharge valve located

750m (x* : 0.75) away from the upstream reservoir as shown in Figure 4.ó, while the

valve adjacent to the downstream reservoir is fully open with negligiblc hcad loss. The

magnitude of the side-discharge valve coefficient is CaAs/A: 0.001 where As: area of
the side-discharge valve and C¿: discharge coefficient. Closing time of the side-

discharge valve is 0.05s. For the first test (case 1) the leak at xL* : 0.25 is removed

(CIA/A: 0) to consider a "non-leak" case, while for case 2 a leak of relative size of
CIAL/A: 0.002 is assumed. The leak is assumed to be a theoretical orifice (å : 0.5). The

transient head in the pipeline is calculated numerically by a standard method-of-

characteristics program using 16 pipe reaches. The calculations are started from steady

state. The Darcy-Weisbach füction factor is calculated as;f : 0.015 using the Swamee-

Jain formula (Streeter and Wylie 1983). The steady state friction-damping factor is R :
0.0742 with a steady-flow Reynolds number of 3.96x105. The sensitivity parameter, ,S, is

calculated as 0.0063. Based on the previous sensitivity analysis, the leak location erïor,

a7, ãnd leak size errorz q, are both less than 1%.

Figure 4.7 presents the leak detection analysis using the numerically generated

measurement transient. Measured pressures at x* : 0.75 are shown in Figure 4.7(a) for

cases of no leak (case 1) and with a leak (case 2). The amplitudes tbr separate

components) n, are obtained by applying a discrete Fourier transform algorithm to

analyza the measured data in Figurc 4.7(a,), thc rcsults of which are presentecl in Figurc

4.7(b). The transient signals were analyzed period by period with an interval
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Figure 4.7. Fourier series analysis of the transients measured from a pipeline without

a leak (case l) and with a leak (case 2) of CaArlA: 0.1%o at x¡* : 0.25 (f :2.0).
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Chapter 4Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

of t* : 2.0. Figure a.7@) shows computed amplitudes of the Fourier series of the first

three harmonic components plotted against period in terms of Lla. In Figure 4.7(c1)--the

nn lpal¿ aqcp--fhp ¡lamnin- ralo D -L p f^- -ll +L*^^ L^*^-:^ ^^ãá^-^-+^:^ Å^¿^-^:^^)Lr¡v us¡r¡H¡rrÕ rqlv tt | '\nL ¡v¡ s¡r uuww rl4lrllvrrlv vwrrrputrgrtLJ rJ uçtçlllulltitl

to be -R :0.0742 by fitting an exponential equation Eq. (4.1) to the decaying amplitudes.

In Figure 4.7(c2)--in which a leak was prcscnt--the damping rates R -r RnL are 0.7235,

0.1728,0.1230 for the first three components. The second value is significantly different

from the first and third and all are larger than the friction-damping factor. The leak-

induced damping rates Rn¡ for components n : 1,2 and 3 are 0.0493,0.098ó and 0.0488,

which are obtained by subtracting R from R + A,¿ (see Table 4.1). The ratios of two leak-

induced damping rates defined in Eq. (4.3) are RzJRn:2.00 and R3¡lR¡: 0.990. These

two ratios in Figure 4.2, correspond to leak locatiors x¿* :0.25 and x¡" :0.75,the former

being the real leak location. ApplyingEq. Ø.Ð in which b:0.5, based on either of the

calculated leak locations and A1r: 0.0493, the calculated leak size is C¿ArlA:0.002,

which is identical to the real magnitude of the leak used to generate the MOC transient

data.

Table 4.1 Results of Fourier transform analysis on the transients presented in numerical

examples

# Tho oven harmonio aomponents ore equal to zcro for thc rcscrvoir-pipcline-valve problem

Examples Cases
Harmonic Components

In n:2 n -'t

Reservoir-
Pipeline-
Reservoir

System
(Figure 4.7)

Case I (no leak)
,R

0.0742 0.0742 0.0742

Case2(withaleak)
Ri-RnT

0.1235 0.1728 0.1230

Leak damping
Rnt

0.0493 0.0986 0.0488

Reservoir-
Pipeline-Valve

System
(Figure 4.9)

Case 3 (no leak)
A

0.00145 N/4" 0.00145

Case4(withaleak)
RÍRn¿

0.0153 N/A" 0.0788

Leak damping
Rrr

0.0138 N/A" 0.0773
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Table 4.2 Results using transients from the different measurement locations (R:

0.0742)--Case I

Measurement
position Rrl Rzt- A¡r RzJRn RilR.:

x' :0.3J5 0.0493 0.0976 0.0506 1.980 1.026

x" :0.500 0.0493 0.0676" 0.0494 7.371" 1.002

x :0.625 0.0494 0.0976 0.0508 7.976 1.028

x :0.750 0.0493 0.0986 0.0488 2.000 0.999

# Large error since the amplitudes of component n:2 are close to zero.

Following the same procedure, transient damping, measured at different pipeline

positions, x* :0.375,0.5, and 0.625, was analyzed. Damping rates for separate harmonic

components are presented in Table 4.2. The Fourier transform analysis of transients

measured at different locations gives almost identical results for the damping rate for

each component except for Rzt at x*:0.5, where a large error is introduced since the

amplitude of the component n:2 ts close to zero.

The results in Table 4.2 for Rrl and R¡r show that the analysis can be performed for the

measurement site located anywhere (0 . 
"* 

< 1) along the pipeline. The results of the

Fourier series analysis of numerical verifications presented in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9

are included in Table 4.1.

4.5.2 Reservoir-pipelinÈvalve system

A reservoir-pipeline-valve case provides an additional numerical example. For the

pipeline of 1000m (between x*:0.0 and 1.0) in Figure 4.8, a transient is initiated by

closing the downstream valve. The initial steady flow in the pipeline is go :2-0 Lls,

which can be achieved by a partially opened downstream valve. The Reynolds number of

the flow in pipeline is 11,160. The Darcy-Weisbach füction factor is calculated as f :

0.0302 using the Swamee-Jain formula and the friction damping factor,R : 0.0048. The

leak detection method presented earlier in the paper was developed from the general

solution presented in (Eq. 3.33) based on boundary conditions of two constant-head

reservoirs. Thus, it cannot be directly applied to this particular example; however, it can

be applied by adding an imaginary symmetric section (dashed portion) to the original

pipeline as shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. A pipeline connecting an upstream reservoir and downstream valve, and

the added imaginary symmetric pipeline (D : 0.2m, a: 1000m/s, e : 0.023mm).

Two cases, referred to as case 3 and case 4, are now considered. In case 3, no leak is

present in the pipeline, and in case 4, a leak of CaAtlA: 0.002 (å : 0.5) is present at x* :
0.25. The transient pressures, generated by MOC for the original pipeline, are measured

at x* :0.75 for the two cases that are presented in Figur e 4.9(a). The presence of the leak

has very obvious effects on the transient damping and shape. Note that the period of the

transients is 4Lla for cases 3 and 4, while for cases 7 and 2 the transient period is 2Lla.

The amplitudes of different harmonic components are given in Figure 4.9(b) for cases 3

and 4 respectively. Amplitudes of all even harmonic components (n : 2, 4, 6,...) are

close to zero. Damping of the first two odd harmonics, fitted using Eq. (4.1), are

presented in Figure a.9@). Due to the large magnitude of q* (q*: 1.0) in this case,

sensitivity parameter ,S is calculated as 0.35. Therefore, as stated in the sensitivity

analysis, the accuracy of leak detection will be significantly affected if the value used for

friction damping is incorrect. As a result, an accurate value of the friction damping

would need to be obtained from a test in a leak-free pipeline (see case 3). For case 3, the

friction damping rates determined from a leak-free pipeline are R : 0.00153 for harmonic

components z : 1 and 3. For case 4, füction plus leak-
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Figure 4.9 Fourier series analysis of the transients measured fro;n a pipeline without a
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induced damping rates for n : I and 3 are A + Rll : 0.0153 and R * A¡l : 0.0788.

Therefore, leak-induced damping fcr harmcnic components r? : I and 3 are .l?r¡: 0.0138

and .rR3¡ : 0.0713 (see Table 4.1), and the damping ratio for the first and the third

harmonics is Às¿lj?rr : 5.60. The corresponding lcak positions are detennined using

Figure 4.2 as *, : O.tZ+ or îr' :0.876. Applied to the real pipeline, the leak position of

*, : O.tZ+ becomes x* :0.248, which is close to the real leak location of x* : 0.25. The

nfhar ^^ooil.lo lo-L ;. l^^^+-'1 i- +L^ :*^^:-^*, ^,,^^^+-:^ ^^^L:^- ^ - - i, 11vLrrvr }/vrrrv¡v rvqN ¡o rvvsrwu rrr Lrrv ttttuërttc-t ! ùJrlurlçlr tu ùççttull. fIS a Igsul[, [ng

location detected using this type of transient system is unique. Applying AIL: 0.013g

and xL+ : 0.124 in Eq. (4.4), themagnitude of the leak is calculated as c¿A¡lA: 0.0020,

which is identical to the actual leak size C¿ArlA: 0.002.

4.6 Multiple leaks

In the previous sections, only a single leak was investigated. The feasibility to locate and

quantifi multiple leaks using leak-induced transient damping is investigated in this

section.

Assuming that the effect of small leaks on a pipeline transient is independent of each

other, the general solution for the transient in a pipeline with multiple leaks can be

expressed as

Z R,'¡)i-(,R+

frA,,cos(nnt") * B,sin(n ø-)]s in(nm") (4.1s)

aCoA,
where R,,t¡ = sin'(nnxr): the leak damping factor for the leak located at x,,

2gH r¡

and A¡¡ : the leak area (J :1, 2, 3,...N), and N : number of the leaks. There are two

unknowns for one leak, the leak location x, atd the leak size C¿A¡/A. Theoretically, N

rnulLiple leaks can be solved using damping rates of 2N harmonics as shown in Eq.

(4.16). For the ith harmonics

I aCoA,
sin2 çtm) = R,L (i: 1,2,3,...21V)

j=1 2gH r¡
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where ,R,r: damping caused by N leaks for the ith harmonic. Eq. (a.16) is a set of non-

linear, simultaneous equations, and can be solved using a least-squares solver. However,

the solutions are not unique due to the symmetrical property of leak damping-as observed

for the single leak case. An example of a two-leak case is given here to demonstrate the

feasibility to locate multiple leaks.
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Figure 4.10 Transients from a pipeline with two leaks

For the pipeline (Z : 1000m, a: l000mlS, D : 0.2m,f :0.015' Ht: 25m and H2: 20m)

as shown in Figure 4.6,Iwo leaks are located at x¡l: 0.1875, xL2* :0.375. The sizes of

the leaks are C¿A¡1\A: 0.2o/o, C¿AnlA: 0.7o/o. The transient was initiated by closing a

side discharge of C¿AslA:0.002 at x*: 0.75. The transients measured at x* : 0.75 are

given in Figure 4.10. By analyzing the transient using a Fourier transform, the leak-

induced damping rates for harmonics of n:1,2,3,5 (the amplitude of harmonicn:4 is

close to zero therefore is not used) are Rrl : 0.0686, RzL: 0.1072, R3L : 0.0942,lRsl :

0.013.

By assuming one leak, applying ratio RzJRt : I.475 gives leak location of x¡* : 0.292

(or x7*:0.708), and applyingRzt-lRn:1.373 gives leak location of x¡* :0.236 (orxr*:

0364). If the assumption of one leak is correct, the leak location obtained from two

different damping ratios should be identical, or very close (based on the previous

sensitivity analysis, the error of leak location is less than lo/o for this case). Since the

- 
no leak

- 
wiûì two leaks
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Chapter 4 Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

detected leak locations based on ratios of R2lR¡and RnlRtr are almost 19Yo different,

multiple leaks should be considered.

Two leaks are assumed, and four components are needed. Substituting the damping

values of these componcnts (z: I,2,3,5) into Eq. (4.16) gives

aCoA^

2gH 
^

sin2 (mi,). 
ffi;sin2 çmi,) : R,,

aCoA,., . ) ¡^ * \strr \21ÐcLt)+
aCrA,,

2sH, 2gH 
'

aCrA^

A 2gH 
^

aCoA^

sinzl3tai) +
aCoA'

sin2 |3tuir) : A'
2sH '

(4.r7)

2gH 
^

sin2 qsmi,) - ffiîsn2 ¡smi,) = R,,

Since H¡1and H¡2 are functions of x¿1* and x¿2* respectively, there are four independent

unknowns in equation set (4.17), which are A¡1,xLt*, AL2 and x¡2*. The equations set

(4.I7) is solved using a least-square solver by trying different leak locations. For any

guesses leak locatiots .Í¿1 and x¡2", corresponding leak sizes A6 and A¿2 can be

calculated. The error for each calculation using guessed x¡1* and xp* and, calculated leak

sizes A6 and A¡2is calculated by

aCoA^
sin'(7nxl, ) +

aCoA'
sin2 ç¡twir¡ - R¡r)' (4.18)

gHu

4IE (
2sH '

The correct values of leak size and leak position should gives the smallest error E. In the

calculation, when the leak size calculated using least-squares is negative, the leak size is

set to zero, which results in a larger enor E. The Figure 4.11 gives the calculated error

expressed in Eq. (4.1 8) for the guessed leak locations. Due to the large range of the error

associated with different guessed locations, a log scale is applied for better plotting effect.

A
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By setting xLt* 1 x¡2" , Figtxe 4.12 shows that there are four possible solutions where the

least-square effor is close to zero. In this case, the value of the least square defined in Eq.

(4.1S) is E:4.1óx10-10. These possible solutions are

(a) rtt* : 0. I 875, C aAnl A: 0.002 and x¡2* : 0'37 5 C ¿A Lzl A :0'00 I'

(b) 
"r,* 

: 0.1875, C¿AnlA: 0.002 and xtz" : 0.625 C¿ALzlA:0'001'

(c) 
"r,* 

: 0.315, C¿AnlA: 0.001 a.'d x¡2* : 0'8125 CaAnlA:0'002'

(d) x¿r. :0.625, C¿AnlA: 0'001 and xn* : 0.8125 CaAnlA:0'002'

Solution (a) is the real solution. Although the solution is not unique due to the nonlinear

and symmetric property of Eq. (4.16), the possible solutions can be used as a complement

for other leak detection methods (e.g. the acoustic leak detection method) and can

si gnificantly improve leak detection effi ciency.

Because the number of leaks in a pipeline is not known in advance. Procedures to apply

the technique presented for multiple leaks are as follows:

1. By applying the ratio of damping rates of the first two components (i.e.,Rzl-R1¡), a leak

can be located and quantified.

2. A different ratio of two damping rates is used to confirm the leak location and size

obtained in step l. If there is only one leak in the system, the leak location and size

obtained from steps 1 and 2 should be identical, or very close.
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3. If the leak location and size obtained from steps I and2 are significantly different, two

leaks are considered, and at least four components are needed. By solving the equations

cptc ¡lacnrihorl 'i- F^ lA 1Á\ +L^ 1^^^+i^-- ^-,{ ^:-^^ ^f +.,,^ l^^1-^ ^^.^ L^ ^L¿^i-^ -r rr/rvrù uvùv¡¡uvs rt¡ LY. \ì.¡v,/r lrrw ¡vwollvlrù ullu ùl¿vù \Jl LWU lçrlt\S Udff Ut, UUl,¿1llftrU. Il tW0-

leak assumption is coffect, the least square error defined in Eq. (4.18) should be close to

zeÍo. Otherwise, more leaks should be assumed and more hannonics are needed for the

detection of leaks using damping analysis.

4.7 LTnsteady friction

In the derivation of Eq. (3.9), the friction loss was assumed to be represented by a steady-

state relationship. For rapidly varying flow, experiments have shown that damping of
transients is greater than that predicted by the steady-state Darcy-Weisbach head loss

equation. This difference can be addressed using unsteady friction models such as those

by zielke (1968), Brunone et al. (1995), vardy and Hwang (1991), and Bergant et al.

(2001). Applying an unsteady friction model, the total friction factor f may be expressed

AS

-f : f, + -f,, Ø.19)

where f represents the quasi-steady contribution to the friction factor and f, is an

additional contribution due to unsteadiness. To account for the unsteady füction

damping, the friction-damping factorrR in Eq. (3.33) is replaced by

i?:Rs+Ä', Ø.20)
in which R, represents damping by steady friction, and Ru represents damping by

unsteady füction. In contrast to steady füction damping, &, the value of unsteady

füction damping, R,, is not constant, and varies for different Fourier components. For

this case, the e-R" term in Eq. (3.33) cannotbe taken outside the summation sign. The

value of -rR, (and hence ì?) can be determined by experimental tests or by a numerical

model that incorporates an appropriate unsteady friction model, e.g. the modified

Brunone model (Vitkovsk¡i, 2001).
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4.8 Experimental verification

Experimental tests were conducted in a single pipeline in the Robin Hydraulics

Laboratory at the University of Adelaide. The pipeline is a straight 37 .2m copper pipe

with internal diameter of 22mm between two pressurized tanks as shown in Figure 4.12.

Five pressure transducers (accuracy 0.06Yo of full range, 0-70 meters) are located at

equidistant points along the pipeline and two one-quarter-turn ball valves are installed at

both ends for flow control. A side-discharge orifice, used to simulate a leak, is installed

at the one-quarter position (point B) with a leak orifice size of lmm diameter. To initiate

a transient, another side-discharge valve was installed at point D. The pipeline is strictly

anchored with supports at an interval of 1.0m in the axial direction. As a result, the

structural damping in this pipeline is negligible compared to the friction damping. More

details of this experimental apparafits are found in vítkovski (2001).

Data acquisition and processing

Tank 1

EL=2.O

B Tank 2
C

Valvel D
EL{.0

Side discharge

Pressure Regulation

Figure 4.72 Laboratory pipeline
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Figure 4.13 Calibration of the leak discharge relationship

In order to switch on and off a leak during the experimental test to simulate cases of with

and without a leak, the leak orifice is connected with a small ball valve. A short pipe

section is formed outside of the leak and the water is not directly discharged to

atmosphere exactly. As a result, a non-theoretical discharge-head relationship was

obtained in the calibration of lmm leak as shown in Figure 4.13 (a formula of b : 0.5

gave a larger regression effor as shown in Vítkovski (2001). The orifice equation was

fitted to the data using a standard least square fit and the fitted orifice equation is

Qt =8.oxlor 12gH r¡o'4s (4.21)

Based on the analysis in Chapter 3, the non-theoretical leak described in Eq. (4.16) can be

transferred to an equivalent theoretical leak by adjusting the value of C¿A¡. The size of
the equivalent theoretical leak is calculated as

(CoAr)o: Co(CoAr) ç+.ZZ¡

where C, = 2b(2gHro)'-ot : leak size adjustment coefficient.

tt,

E

ìo
.Y(!
(¡)

4.8.1 Reservoir-pipeline-reservoir system

Two tests were couducted. TesL I is a no-leak oase and in Test II a lmm leak is located at

point B (Figure 4.I2). The flow conditions are as follows: wave speed a: 1,320m/s,

head at tank 1 Ht : 23.6m. head at Tank 2 Hz: 22.8m. Applying Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22)

gives the equivalent theoretical leak parameter (C¿A¡)o: 5.00x10-7m2. The steady flow

a-

a
-a

-ö
a-

-t

?)'

¡ a

a

Calibration data

Fitted formula
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Chapter 4Leakdetection using the damping of fluid transients

velocity in the pipeline (measured at the downstream tank) is Vo -- 0.567mls, and the

steady friction damping factor is calculated as rR, : 0.0109.

In Test I, the valves at locations A and E and the side-discharge valve at D were opened

and steady state was achieved. The side-discharge valve at D was then closed quickly.

In Test II, valves at locations A and E, the leak at B and the side-discharge valve at D

were open until steady state was obtained. The side-discharge valve at D was then

sharply closed. For both tests, the flow rates through the side-discharge valve were about

0.005L/s. Only the measured pressures at point D ("* : 0.75) for Test I and Test II are

used for leak detection analysis and they are plotted in Figure 4.1a@). The sampling

frequency of the measurement is 2000H2. The leak-induced damping of Test II is

obvious compared to the transient in Test I that has no leak.

Figure 4.14(b) shows the computed amplitudes of different harmonic components. The

amplitude of each component is less in Test II than in Test I, which is an indication of

presence ofa leak.

Friction damping factors obtained from the no-leak case (Test I) are presented in Figure

ala@). Damping factors of the first three harmonic components (n : 7,2' 3) are,R1 :

0.0244, Rz : 0.0382, Rt :0.0563 (see Table 4.3), all being larger than the steady friction

damping factor ,Rs : 0.0109, calculated using steady state friction. The differences

between the measured and the calculated damping values are due to unsteady füction. It

accounts for 50o/o,77o/o and 80% of the total of the,R value for the first three components.

As a result, despite a small value of sensitivity parameter S (S : 0.0003ó), the friction

damping in this case cannot be calculated from the steady state conditions, and must be

obtained either from a leak-free measurement or from a numerical analysis using suitable

unsteady friction models. As previously indicated, values of unsteady füction damping

are different for different Fourier components. In Figure 4.14(c), regression coefficients

of the fitted curves of the damping factors are larger than 0.99, experimentally confirming

the analysis that damping including unsteady füction damping, for each component is

exponential.
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Chapter 4 Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

Table 4.3 Results of Fourier transform analysis on the transients presented in

experimental tests

Examples Tests

Harmonic Components

1n n:2 n J

Reservoir-
Pipeline-
Reservoir

System
Figwe 4.74

Test I (no leaþ
lR" + ,R,,

0.0244 0.0382 0.05ó3

Test II (with a leak)
JR"*.i?,,*R,¿

0.0624 0.1 I 80 0.0891

Leak damping
Rnt

0.0380 0.0798 0.0328

Reservoir-
Pipeline-

Valve
Problem

Figure 4.15

Test III (no leaþ
rR" + R,,

0.0374 N/4" 0.0609

Test IV (with a

leak)
lRr+l?¡.+Ar¡¿

0.2t7 N/4" 0.0895

Leak damping
R,t

0.t796 N/A' 0.0286

#The even harmonic components are equal to zero for the reservoir-pipeline-valve problem

In Tests I and II, since the steady flow conditions were similar and both the transients

were initiated by closing the side-discharge valve at approximately the same speed of

closure, steady and unsteady füction effects are similar. Leak-induced damping rates for

the first three harmonic components (n : 7, 2, 3), which are calculated by subtracting

friction damping from total damping, are ,R1¡ : 0.0380, R2L: 0.0798, and ,R:r : 0.0328

(see Table 4.3). The ratios of damping rates Rzt aîd .R1¡, and rR3¡ and J?1¡ are

Rr, 
-2.10, and U =0.863 . Corresponding leak locations for these damping ratios are

R,, R,,

xr" : 0.242 (or x¡* : 0.758) and x¡* : 0.255 (or x¿* : 0.745) by applying these two ratios

in Figure 4.2. Averaging of these results gives the location îs x¡* :0.249, almost the

exact real location of the leak. Using Rrl : 0.0380, Rzt:0.0801 and leak location x¿* :

0.242 and x7" : 0.255, the magnitude of the leak is calculated, from Eq. (a.a) using ó :

0.5, as (Cpar)o:4.912x10-i and (C¿Ar)o:4.917x10-1 m2,which are about l.7o/o smaller

than the real leak size of (C¿At)o : 5.00x I 0-1 m2.

4.8.2 The reservoir-pipeline'valve system

Experimental tests conducted by Vítkovskj' (2001) from a reservoir-pipeline-valve

problem provide additional experimental verification. For the pipeline as shown in
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Chapter 4 Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

Figure 4.72, the transients were initiated by closing Valve I connected to the Tank 1 from

a steady state. The pressure heads at two tanks were Hl : 26.5m, H2 : 26.6m, and the

steady',zelocity before closing the Valve I was t/o: 0.75nls giving Reynolds nurrber of
Re:3200.

Test III (in comparison to Test I and Test II in the above section) is a no-leak case, in

which the leak at point B was not open. In Test IV, the 1mm diameter orifice leak at

Point B was open. The transients measured at Point A are plotted in Figure 4.15(a).

Following a similar procedure to that in Section 4.8.1, the transients are decomposed into

Fourier components and the damping coeffrcient of each of the components was analyzed,

using a fitting function described by Eq. (a.1). In this example, since the amplitudes of
the second component (n : 2) are close to zero for both tests, only components of n : 1,

and 3 are used for leak detection analysis. In Test III, the damping coefficients, including

steady and unsteady friction damping for components of n: I and n: 3, are R, ¡ Ru:
0.0374 and Rs + Ru : 0.0609. In Test IV, the damping coefficients for these two

components are R" i Ru + Arl : 0.217 and -Rs -r Ru-rR3y: 0.0895. The same friction

damping is assumed in Test III and Test IV since the transient events were generated

similarly in both tests. Therefore, the differences in the damping coefficients between the

two tests are caused by the leak. The leak induced damping coefficients for components

of n : 1, and 3 are Rrr : 0.1796, and A3¡ : 0.028ó (see Table 4.3). The ratio of two

components is rR3¡lrR1¡: 0.159. Similar to the second numerical example (Section 4.5.2),

the leak location on the artificial pipeline, which includes the real pipeline and an

imaginary pipe section, can be calculated by applying RtJR¡-: 0.159 to Figure 4.2. The

possible leak locations areîr* :0.374 (or î.. :0.2gg,0.626, and 0.701). In this case,

there are four possible leak locations due to use of R3¡lR1¡ (see Figure 4.2). Applied to

the real pipeline, the leak position of îr* : 0.374 becomes x* :0.748. which is close to

the real leak location ofx* :0.75. Similarly, the other three possible leak locations
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Chapter 4Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

coresponding to ir* :0.2gg,0.626, and 0.701 are **: 0.598, 1.252 and, 1.402. The

locations x* :1.252 and, 1.402 are located in the imaginary s¡rmmetric section. As a
result, there are two possible leak locations detected using this type of transient system.

Applying l?rL: 0.1196 or ,R3¡ : 0.0286, and x¡* : 0.374 in Eq. (4.4) using å : 0.5, the

magnitude of the leak is calculated as (C¿A¡lA)o : 0.0036 or (C¿A/A)o : 0.0037. Then

the detected magnitude of the leak is (CdArlA)g: 0.00365 which is about 20 o/olower than

the real value of (C¿A¡/A)o : 0.005. One reason for this large difference can be explained

by the sensitivity analysis in Figure 4.5. 'When a leak is close to the middle of the

pipeline, the influence of a large transient magnitude, which is charact enzed by

sensitivity parameter ,S, on the leak size becomes non-negligible. In this example, 4* :
1.0, and this gives ,s : 0.2 from the definition of ,s in Eq. (a.s). Based on Figure 4.5, the

leak size effor caused by the transient magnitude (^S : 0.2) for the leak at x* : 0.375 is

about20o/o.

4.9 ApplicatÍon to a pipeline including series pipes

The possibility to detect leaks in a more complex pipe system using the analytical leak

detection technique presented in this chapter has been investigated in this section. A
pipeline including two series pipes of different diameters was chosen.

A series pipeline including two different pipe sections is shown in Figure 4.1ó. The

pipeline connects a reservoir at upstream and a valve at the downstream. A leak is

located 750m downstream the reservoir. The leak area is C¿A1:6.28x10-5m2. The valve

is partially closed giving steady flow rate of 5.0x10-3 m3ls in the pipeline. 'When the

valve at downstream end is sharply closed, a transient event is initiated in the pipeline.

The transients measured at the valve for cases of with and without a leak are given in

Figure 4.17. Compared to the transients in a straight single pipeline, the transients from

such a series pipeline are more complicated due to reflection and transmission at the pipe

junction. Following a similar procedure given in Section 4.2, the transients in Figure

4,17 were decompose<l into Fourier series. Some of the Fourier components don't decay

in the same manner as those in a single pipeline. Because no explicit anal¡ical solutions

are available for the transients in such a pipe system, the transients shown in Figure 4.17
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Chapter 4 Leak detection using the damping of fluid transients

cannot be interpolated as those from a single pipeline. Therefore, the leak detection

method presented in this chapter may not be applied in a complex pipe system.

Lr-- 437.5m Lr:562.5m

D, : 0.3m, a: 1000m/s Dz= 0.2m, a: 1000m/s Q:5US

A leak
Cf ,-- 6.28e-smz

x,.:250m

o
¿
tú

o¡
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Figure 4.76 A series pipeline
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4.10 Summary

A new technique for leak detection, location and quantification using leak-induced

damping on fluid transients based on the analytical solution developed in Chapter 3 has

been developed.

Based on the developed leak detection method, the damping rate of an individual Fourier

component is useful for finding the magnitude of a leak while the ratio of damping rates

between different harmonic components is useful for finding leak location. Leaks of

25m

(a) no leak
(b) with a leak
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0.lo/o of a pipeline's cross-sectional area or smaller can be detected and located based on

numerical analysis and experimental results. This method does not require rigorous

determination and modelling of boundary conditions and transient behavior iir the

pipeline. Due to the symmetrical properties of the leak damping, the leak locations

obtained using this technique may or may not bc unique depending on the leak location

itself and the transient event used.

Sensitivity analysis shows that linearization generates an insignificant error in both leak

location and quantification. Inaccurate steady-state füction determination (if it is used to

fìnd the leak damping by subtraction ftom total damping), on the other hand,này or may

not be significant, depending on the parameters of the pipeline and flow and the location

of a leak. Also, if subtraction is used to find leak damping, the added damping caused by
unsteady flow may become important. Because larger relative uncertainties in estimating

pipe friction, füction factor has a greater influence on the leak detection if the friction

damping is obtained from the definition based on the steady state conditions.

Although the leak detection technique presented in this chapter is simple to use and

apply, and has some significant advantages for leak detection in pipelines, it does not

have the generality of some other methods (e.g., the inverse transient method), and does

not seem to be generally applicable to complex systems such as pipe networks.

Difficulties in complicated geometries include the complex waveforms created by

branches and loops and demands, which may be difficult to distinguish from leaks.

The method presented in this chapter is only valid for leak detection in single pipelines;

however, the sensitivity analysis presented in this chapter may provide some guidelines

for leak detection in complex pipe network systems. For example, to improve the

effìciency of leak detection in a pipe network, the friction damping should be minimized,

thus the effects of leaks on fluid transients, on which most of the hydraulic leak detection

methods are based, can be more significant. Leak detection in pipe networks is discussed

in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

Chapter 5

Transients in a Pipeline with a Leak under Variable

Boundary C onditions--Coded Transients

5.1 Introduction

The analytical solution given in Section 3.3 is based on known initial conditions for the

pipeline transient under constant boundary conditions. The leak detection technique that

is developed in Chapter 4 is based on similar boundary conditions. When a variable

boundary condition exists, for example a continuous perturbation of the downstream

reservoir, both the analytical solution and the leak detection technique cannot be applied.

An analytical solution was derived by applying the Laplace transform (Wang et al. 2001)

considering a continually changing boundary condition. However, the analytical solution

based on the Laplace transform does not provide helpful physical insight into the effects

of a leak on a pipeline transient. Altematively, a sinusoidal input boundary perturbation

can be applied and enables an analytical solution expressed in a Fourier series solution to

be obtained. For a general perturbation function, it can be decomposed into a series of

sinusoidal functions. The response of the pipeline under such a general perturbation

function can be obtained by adding the response solution of each sinusoidal function.

In this chapter, an analytical solution under a sinusoidal boundary perturbation is

developed in Section 5.2. The analytical solution is compared with the numerical results

based on the method of characteristics (MOC) in Section 5.3. The feasibility for leak

detection by applying a continuous boundary perturbation is investigated in Section 5.4

and Section 5.5. Finally, in Section 5.6, the implernentation methods used to generate the
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chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

continually varying perturbation are discussed. A ne\r/ concept of the coded transient--a

designed transient--is introduced in this section.

5.2 AFourier series solution for a sinusoidal boundary

Assuming a constant upstream reservoir and a sinusoidal perlurbation at the downstream

reservoir as shown in Figure 5.1, the boundary conditions for the problem are

h. (A,i) = 0, anci h. (i,t.) = í(t.): E. sin(ol /.) (l* > 0) (5.1)

in which E" : E/Ht: dimensionless amplitude of the perturbation, E: amplitude of the

perlurbation, and ø: dimensionless angular frequency of the perturbation.

f(t)
L: Pipe length:1000m
D: Pipe diameter:O.2m
a:'Wave speed:1000m/s

/: friction factor: 0.015

vo
Leak

Figure 5.1 A pipeline connected to a constant reservoir and a downstream
reservoir with a varying head

Assuming steady state conditions in the pipeline gives the initial condition as

h. (x. ,o)= o and 
ah'\:r. 

'o) : o G.2)ôi
The goveming equation for the transient in a pipeline including a leak is derived in Eq.

(3.27) as

# = # .l2R + F"õ(x' - ';r# * 2p¡t,õ(x. - *;)h' (3.27 ,repeated)Ox Ot

Eqs. (3.27), (5.1) and (5.2) represent a homogeneous problem with homogeneous initial

conditions and inhomogeneous boundary conditions. To obtain homogeneous boundary

conditions,let

h* (x" ,t') = v(x* ,t* ) + x* E* sin(o /- ) (5.3)

Substituting Eq (5.3) into Eqs. (3.27), (5.1), and (5.2) gives the partial differential

equation (P.D.E.), boundary conditions (B.C.) and initial conditions (I.C.) for v1x*,/*) as

H1
H2
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p.D.E #=#.12R+F,õ(x. -.;'# (s.4)

- x.l2R+,Qô(x- - x'r¡1ø. acos(rrr t*) + x* E* 0r2 sin(ro r")

B.C. v.(0, /.)=0,andv.11, /-¡=g (5'5)

I.C. v* (x* , o) = o {#t = x* E*(ù (5.6)

A solution to Eq. (5.4) subject to the boundary and initial conditions given in Eqs (5.5)

and (5.6) is expressed as a Fourier series as (a detailed derivation is given in Appendix C)

v (x., t' ¡ : i "t^* 
* Ð'* lA,,cos(næl 

- 

) + B, sin(nnl 
- 

)] sin(zæx. )
(s.7)

*i{,q,rcos(rrr t' ) +B,esin(ro r' )}s in(nnx. )
n=l

where R,¿ : Füin2(ntwr*) : leak-induced damping coefficient, and the Fourier

coefficients in Eq. (5.7) are defined as

^ - 
al(nn)' - ^tf- 2b(R+ R,r)a ., - 

2a(R + R,r)t¡ + bl(nn)z - rr¡2l- (5.8)n,, =ffi ' 
unP 

l@n)' - lJ'l' +12(R+R,r)r,r]2

(R+ R,r)Aoo -@B,o
A, = -Ano '

B (5.e)
nn

4KE. rtlcos(nn)
a : 

- 

- 2Frxi sin(nnci)E*{D, and b =
nn

Substituting Eq. (5.7) into Eq. (5.3) gives the general solution of the inhomogeneous

boundary condition problem expressed by Eqs. (3.27), (5.1) and (5.2) as

h* (*., t' ) : i "-'^* 
o *". lA, cos(nnt. ) + B,sin(nnl 

- 

)] s in(ntu. )
n=' (5'11)

*flA,rcos(rrr t*) + B,esin(r,r r-)]s in(nnx.) + x* E'sin(ro r')
n=1

A transient induced by a sinusoidal boundary condition is composed of the three parts on

the righthand side of Eq. (5.11). If the boundary perturbation only lasts a short period

and then stops, the second and the third parts in Eq. (5.11) become zeto and Eq. (5.11) is

reduced to Eq. (3.33), which is the damping problem discussed in Chapter 3. On the

other hand, if the perturbation lasts long enough, the first part approaches zero, and Eq.

(5.11) is simplified to a steady oscillation as

-28'a2 cos(nn)

WE
(s.10)
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h[(x. ,t.¡ = þ,, cos(co t* ) + B ,,psin(ro l')]s in(nnx. ) + x* E

lA,,o cusTrr', i* ) + (8,,e r C ,,r)sin(ro r. )]s in(ntrx.

þ, ri"1, r. + ð)]sin( nrTx.)

Al,o+(B,otC,r)'

2E cos(nn)

Ë
n='l

Ë
n=l

Ë

sin(co t)

) (s.12)

where

c,,, =

E*=
nP (5.1 3)

Therefore, after a sufficiently long time, the ouþut

? which is the amplitude of a Fourier component. ô= t-untl!:z:Cto): the pþace anole.A*r¡b¡v)
np

and
NT,

corresponding to a sinusoidal input is a summation of a series of harmonic oscillations.

The frequency of any of the harnonic oscillations is that of the input, and the amplitude

of each of the harmonic component is defined by Eq. (5.13).

The value of the amplitude of each component of Eq. (5.13) depends on the amplitude

and frequency of the input signal and the parameters of the pipeline and the leak, which

may be characterised by parameters R, Fr and x¡*. Because the amplitude and the

frequency of the input signal are known, and the frictional parameter R can be calculated

from the steady state conditions, the feasibility to detect the leaks is investigated in the

following sections.

5.3 Comparison with numerical solution based on MOC

when deriving the governing Eq. (3.27),4* *u. assumed to be small (q.<<1.0). under

that assumption, a linear goveming equation was obtained. The analytical solution

expressed in Eq. (5.11) is now compared with the numerical results obtained from the

Moc, nonlinear equation. For the pipeline as shown in Figure 5.1 where H1:25m, H2:
15 + Esin(ot)m, and E:0.25m, two perturbation frequencies, a: l.0n and Ø: 1.5r,

are considered. A leak of C¿ArlA : 0.7%o is located at 250m (xl :0.25) downstream of
the upstream reservoir. Based on the steady-state flow conditions, the friction damping

parameter is calculated as -R : 0.0606 (Eq. 3.19). For the applied perturbations, the
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Chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

dimensionless amplitude of the transient q* is less than 0.01. A small transient is needed

to keep the linearization error of the analytical solution at a low level'
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Figure 5.2 Companson of the analytical solution and the numerical results based

on the MOC

The transients measured 750m downstream from the upstream reservoir (x. : 0.75) based

on the analytical solution and the MOC are presented in Figure 5.2. For all cases, with

and without a leak and two input frequencies, the transients calculated based on the

analytical solution of Eq. (5.11) agree very well with the numerical results from the

MOC. In the analytical solution, components of n 3 20 are considered. The number of

Fourier components that should be considered in the analytical solution depends on the

frequency of the input perturbation. More Fourier components should be included for an

input perturbation with a high frequency as explained in the following paragraph. When

ø is close to 1.0r, the frequency of the boundary perturbation approaches the natural

frequency of the pipeline, a resonance condition is created with a significantly larger

amplitude than the input signal. For the case without a leak, the transient stops growing

and asteady oscillation appears after about 25 periods (r. > 50.0), while when a leak is

present, the steady oscillation forms after about 20 periods 1l > +O.O¡. A steady

oscillation is defined here in such a way that the increase of transient amplitudes over 10

- 

xr=o 7s ([rcc) x'=0 75 (Analytical)

(a)noleako:1.0r

- 

x*{ 75 (¡/þC) x.{.75 (Analytjcal)

(b)withaleako:1.0r

x*{.75 (Analytjcal)

- 

x'{.75 ([DC)

(c) no leak o: l.5r (d) with a l€ak @ = 1.5r
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chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

periodsisless than0.7%o. Thepresenceof theleakreducestheamplitudeof thesteady

oscillation about 4lo/o,btú it has no influence on the frequency of the transient. When ø

- 1 <* ^ +-^-^:^-+.-,:+L ^ Â--l^*^-¿^1 -^^-^:^l ^r æ* 1 -.- t.J/1.(1 tl.1llilçtll wttrr ¿1 lullu¡llllglltill IJçIluU ur .{ - t._1.'t, 1S ODSeryeO lof botn CaSeS Ot

with and without a leak. However, the presence of the leak has little influence on the

anplitude of the steatly os<;illation for non-resonance inputs.

5.4 Effects of a leak on steady oscillation

The above example indicated that a leak has an influence on the amplitude of a steady

oscillation and that amplitude is a function of the frequency of the input signals. The

amplitude values of the components of n < 1 1 defined in Eq. (5.13) are plotted in Figure

5.3 for the cases given in Figure 5.2. When at- 1.04 in both cases of with and without a

leak, the component of n : I is dominant, as the amplitudes of other components are

negligible. 'When 
a linear system is excited with one of the resonant frequencies, the

output contains only that frequency with other frequencies being zero. As a result, the

summation sign in the response function defìned in Eq. (5.12) for a sinusoidal input

signal with a resonant frequency can be dropped out and Eq. (5.12) is reduced to one

component as

h;(x. ,i) =lø,rsin(or r. + õ)]sin(nzr*.) (nn: a) (5.14)

Figure 5.3 shows that when a: l.}nlhe presence of a leak decreases the amplitude of
the dominant component n : I significantly. As a result, the amplitude of the whole

transient is decreased by the presence of the leak as shown in Figure 5.2, as is the case

where the oscillation is exited with any multiple of a resonant frequency. On the

confiary, for the input signal whose frequency is not resonant, the presence of the leak

has no obvious influence on the amplitude of the components as can be clearly seen in

Figure 5.3(b). In addition, when compared to the cases of resonance, there is no obvious

dominant component in the response signal if the dimensionless frequency of the input

signal is not rcsonant. As a rcsult, the response function for a sinusoitlal input signal with

a non-resonant frequency includes all the components.
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Figure 5.3 Magnitude of the Fourier components

A sensitivity analysis illustrates the above phenomenon. Taking derivatives of the

amplitude of the oscillation Eno* defrned in Eq. (5.13) with respect to leak parameter Rn¡

glves

6A,n

ôE
A,o

ôR,L
¡ Bnt

(s.1s)

123456789',10

Components n

np nL

(
6B,n

ôR

ôAno _ -ï{lal(nn)' - (Ð' l- 2b(R+,R,r)o}(R + R,r)az

ôR,, {l@n)t - or'l' +12(R + R,r)lllz}2

ôRu, A]r+(8,,0*C,o)'

-2ba
l@n)t -<l'l' +12(R+ R,r)afz

SBno - S{lbl(nn)' - (Ð' ) + 2a(R+,R,, )ro} (R + R,,r)a2

ôR,, {l@n)' -$'l' +12(R+ R,r)tllz}2

2aa

l@n)' - $' lt +12(R+ l?,, )ol2

(s.1 6)
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¡ no leak B w ith a leak
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Figure 5.4 Sensitivity of the Fourier components on the leak
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c¡/n

Eq. (5.15) is plotted in Figure 5.4 against different values of a and ntl (n : l, 2,3...). In

Figure 5.5, the values of R and Rn¡ lra taken from the example in the previous section.

Figure 5.4 shows that amplitude of the steady oscillation at a: nn (n: 7,2,3...) is most

sensitive to a leak. Substituting o: nninto Eq. (5.13) gives the resonance amplitude as

E E* 2R,, cos(nn) + nnFrxi sin(ntwi) f' E*r = (5.1 8)
J R+A,,.'-[

nP R+ R,, nîc

Since the value of leak parameter Rn¿ is positive, Eq. (5.1S) indicates that the presence of
a leak in a pipeline decreases the amplitude of the component whose frequency is that of
the input signal. Substituting Eq. (5.18) into Eq. (5.14) gives

h" (x* ,t*): ,8, sin(co /. + õ) (nn = a) (5.19)

Ê
where E^ : " sin(nnx.): amplitude of the steady oscillation. Therefore, the" R+ Rn,

transient in a pipeline under a resonant sinusoidal input signal is a sinusoidal function,

and the amplitude of the transient is a function of the amplitude of the input signal E*,

friction damping parameter of the pipeline rR, leak damping paramerer Rn¡ and

measurement location r*.
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Figure 5.5 Transient response (measure d at x* : 0.7 5 and x* : 0'5) of a leak under

different input fr equencies

For the example in Section 5.3, the transient responses (from Eq. 5.12) under different

input frequencies (0.0 - l0r) are plotted in Figure 5.5. As discussed in the above

analysis, Figure 5.5 shows that under a sinusoidal perturbation, the presence of a leak

reduces the amplitude of the transient if the input signal is of the resonant frequency of

the pipeline. For an input signal that has a non-resonant frequency, the presence of a leak

has little influence on the transient. This result is different from those of Mpesha et al

(2001) and Mpesha et al. (2002), where presence of a leak caused increased amplitude of

the transient at non-resonant input signals, which resulted in additional peaks compared

to the no-leak case.

Previous studies (Vítkovskf 2001) have found that the transient pressure heads measured

from a pipeline cannot be used as boundary conditions in leak detection analysis because

under such a boundary condition, the transients measured from the pipeline are very

insensitive to the leak. The sensitivity analysis presented in this section gives the reason

for those observed phenomena. The above analysis shows that transients from a pipe

under a non-resonant boundary condition are almost independent of a leak. This

conclusion, on the other hand, shows the potential to detect a leak by applying the

resonant frequencies (or by examining the resonant frequencies in a general transient)

from a pipeline. Because any pipe section in a pipe network can actually be treated as a

single pipe under a variable boundary condition, the results presented in this section may

be applicable for transient analysis in pipe networks.

no leak 
- 

with a leak
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chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

5.5 Leak detection using resonant fluid transients

A leak has a significant influeneo on transient amplitude when the frequency of the input

signal is a multiple of the pipe's natural frequency. The amplitude of the resonant steady

oscillation is a flinction of magnitude of the input signal E*, friction damping paramcter

of the pipeline R, leak damping parameter Rn¿ and measurement location x*. Since the

values of E*,,R, and ,* are known or canbe calculated from the flow conditions in the

pipeline, the value of a leak damping parameter Ra¡ cãr,t be obtained from the amplitude

of a steady oscillation defined in Eq. (5.19). The desired parameters are leak location,

x¡*, aîd size, C¿A;. Therefore, the leak can be detected and quantified using two values

of leak damping parameter, Rr¿, which can be obtained from two amplitudes of steady

oscillations. The technique to detect and quantifz a leak based on leak-induced damping

coefficients has been discussed in Chapter 4. In this chapter, the focus is on how to
obtain the leak-induced damping coefficients (R,¿) from the amplitude of the steady

oscillation. The following example is used to illustrate the detailed procedures.

For the pipeline shown in Figure 5.1, two frequencies of perturbation signals a:1.0r and,

at:2.0nare used. The other flow conditions are

Upstream reservoir water level: H1:25m,

Downstream reservoir water level: H2: 15 + 0.25sin(øf)m

Leak size: CpALIA: 0.7%o at x¡* : g.25

Measurement location: x* :0.75
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(a) ro:n, no leak
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Figure 5.6 Steady transient oscillation calculated from the MOC

The transients calculated using the MOC are plotted in Figure 5.6. A state of steady

oscillation forms for all the cases when /* > 80, so only transients in the period of 80 < r*

< 100 are shown in Figure 5.6 and are used for the leak detection analysis. For both

frequencies, the decrease of the amplitudes of the steady oscillation caused by the leak is

obvious. For co:1.0r, the amplitude of the steady oscillation is Eo:0.1167 for no leak

case and 4 : 0.08396 for the case of with a leak (Eo was defined in Eq. 5'19).

Substituting these values into Eq. (5.19) and considering E- : 0.01, n :7 and x* : 0.75

gives R : 0.0606 and R * Rrr : 0.0842. For ro:2.0tî, the amplitude of the steady

oscillation is Eo:0.1651 for the no-leak case and Eo:0.0925 for the case of with a leak.

Substituting these values into Eq. (5.19) and considering E* : 0.01' n :2 and x* : 0.75

gives R: 0.0606 and.i? * Rzt:0.1081. For both frequencies, the friction damping

parameter calculated from Eq. (5.19) is same as that calculatedbased onthe steady state

flow condition, thus veriffing the accuracy of the analysis in the previous section' The

leak-induced damping coefficients for both frequencies are calculated by subtracting the

friction damping from total damping coefficients as l?1¡ : 0.0236 and .rR1¡ : 0.0475'

Applying the ratio of RzrlRl,:2.01to Figure 4.2 andBq. 4.4 in Chapter 4 gives the leak

(b) ro:n, with a leak

(c) o:2n, no leak
(d) c¡:2¡, with a leak
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chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

location of )cL* : 0.25 (or x¡* : 0.75), and size of the leak of c¿AilA: 0.00099, which are

almost same as the real leak locationxL* :0.25 andsize of CaAtlA:0.001.

15

o
uÌ

10

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I .10

Frequency ro /n

Figure 5.7 Response function of the pipeline with a leak at xt* :0.25

In the above example, two amplitudes of steady oscillation, corresponding to two input

resonant frequencies, are used to locate and quantifu the leak. Notice that the value of the

leak-induced damping coefficient RnL : F1sirf (nta¡*) depends on frequen cy n and, leak

location x¿*. whenever the value of nx¡* is equal (or close) to an integ er (N^: 1,2, 3,...),

the value of Rø becomes (or is close to) zero. Then based on Eq. (5.19) the amplitude of
the steady oscillation will become (or is close to) the maximum value. Therefore, if there

is a response map about the amplitude of the steady oscillation corresponding to a series

of input resonant frequencies, the leak location can be obtained from the maximum

amplitude as.x¿* : N^l n. According to Eq. (5.19), a pipeline response function, which is

independent of the measurement position and input signal, can be defined as

Er", =
EP

E sin(nm.) R+ R,,
(s.20)

The response function Er", for the pipeline as shown in Figure 5.1, where there is a leak at

xL* :0.25, is given in Figure 5.7. The response function reaches the first (N, : l)
maximum at n :4, which means nx¡* is eqrral to (or close to) Nr,. Therefore, the leak

locatiott u¿ut bc calculated åls r¿* : N.ln: 0.25. Similarly, the response function reaches

the second (N^:2) maximum value at n:8, which gives the leak location of x¿* : N^ln
: 218 : 0.25. In this case, the leak location is exactly calculated from the response

function. For some leaks, to obtain the exact location needs a response function of a

20

Ç
5
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Chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

higher frequency. However, the leak location still can be approximately calculated from

the response function of the lower frequencies. For example, a response function, Eg.

(5.20), for a pipeline with a leak at xL* : 0.35 and füction damping parameter of R :

0.0606 is given Figure 5.8. The leak locations calculated from the corresponding

maximum responses (N,) and the frequencies (z) are given in Table 5.1. The seventh

maximum response and the frequency n:20 gives the exact leak location x¿* : Q.l5 1:

7120). However, the leak location calculated from the lower frequencies are also close to

the real leak location. The average leak location calculated from the frequencies (n < 20)

is r¿* : 0.346which is 4 meters away from the real leak locatioî(xL*: 0.350) in a 1000m

long pipeline.

16
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ù
EÌ8
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frequency <o /n

Figure 5.8 Response function of the pipeline with a leak at xr* :0.35

Table 5.1 Leak locations calculated from the response function (x¿. : 0.35)

N^ I 2
aJ 4 5 6 1 8

n J 6 9 11 14 17 20 23

XL 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.364 0.357 0.353 0.350 0.348

The first step to obtain the response map for a pipeline is to generate a resonant steady

oscillation by injecting a sinusoidal resonant perturbation signal at end of the pipeline.

The amplitude of the steady oscillation (E) canbe measured at any location (x.) along
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chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

the pipeline, and the response function (Eu,) for this frequency can be calculated from

Eq. (5.20). Repeating the above process using different sinusoidal resonant frequencies

(a I r : 1, 2, 3...), the corresponding response functions can be obtained.

Alternatively, a wide-rangc rcsonant perturbation signal, which is composetl of a series of
sinusoidal resonant frequencies, can be used instead of applying different sinusoidal

frequencies separately. Because of the linear characteristics of the problem, the wide-

range signal can be decomposed into a series sinusoidal signal and be analysed

separately. This technique is illustrated in the following example.

For the pipeline as shown in Figure 5.1, the water level at the downstream reservoir

varies in a periodic square wave form as shown in Figure 5.9(a) while the water level in

the upstream reservoir is constant at H1: 25m. The leak is located 375m downstream

from the upstream reservoir (xt* :0.375) with the dimensionless leak size of C.ALIA:
0.001. The transients at two measurement positions 

"*:0.5 and x* :035 calculated

using the MOC are plotted in Figure 5.10 for both cases of with and without a leak. The

transients increase at the beginning and reach a steady oscillation when t" > 60 for the

case of without a leak and t" > 40 for the case of with a leak. The presence of the leak

also decreases the magnitude of the transients and changes the shape of the transients.

The shapes of the transients measured at different locations are different for both cases of
with and without a leak. The transients in the period of 70 < t"< 90, which are steady

oscillations and are used for leak analysis, are given in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Steady transient oscillation obtained from the Moc (70 < /. < 90)

The square wave can be expressed as a series of sinusoidal components

f (t.) =fu;sin(ar,r-) 621)
n=1

The amplitude for each of these sinusoidal components is given in Figure 5.9(b). The

amplitudes of the even number of the frequencies (n : 2, 4, 6,...) ate zero- The

amplitudes of the different frequencies for the transients measured at x* :0.5, are given

in Figure 5.12(al) and Figure 5.12(b1). Considering the measurement position x* : 0.5

and the amplitude of each of the input sinusoidal signal in Figure (5.9b), the response

function Eu, for each frequency can be calculated, and is plotted in Figure 5J2(a2) arrd

80
80

t*

x*=0.75 

-x*=0.5

(b) with a leak

, .x'=0.5 
-xr=075
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chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

Figure 5.I2(b2) for both cases of without and with a leak. When there is no leak, the

response functions for all frequencies are same as shown in Figure 5.12(a2). The values

of the response function calculated based on the MOC measurement for all frequencies

are almost identical the analytical value of 8,",: 7lR: 16.50.

When there is a leak at xL* : 0.375, the response functions for different frequencies are

significantly different as shown in Figure 5.12(b2), indicating the presence of leaks. The

leak location can be obtained in two different ways. Noticing the first (N^: l) and the

second (N^: 1) maximum response function occur at frequencies of z : 3 and n : 5, the

corresponding leak locations ãÍe x¡* : ll3 :0.333 and x¡* : 215: 0.40 which are both

reasonable approximations of the real leak location of x1* :0.375. Due to the absence of
the even frequencies, the frequency n : 8, which corresponds to the third (N. : 3)

maximum response function and gives exact leak location xL* : 318 : 0.375 is not

applicable in this example. By applying this method, the leak location can be estimated

from the map of response function without knowing the friction damping parameter¡.
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Figure 5.12 Response function of the pipeline
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Chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

Another method is to use the quantity values of the response functions. Based on Figure

5.12(b2), the response functions for frequencies of n : 1 and n : 3 aÍe (Eu,)t: 9-50 and

(En,)t: 14.60. Substituting these values to Eq. (5.20) gives the leak-induced damping

coefficients of -rR7¡ :0.0441 and R3¿: 0.0079, and ratio of these coefficients is R:¿/Rr¿:

0.171. Applying this value to Figure 4.2 in Chapter 4 gives the leak location of x¡* :

0.316 (or x¿* :0.624), which is very close to the real leak locatiorr x¡* : 0.375. The

magnitude of the leak can only by estimated from the quantity of the leak-induced

damping coefÍicients. ApplyinExr* :0.376 and lR¿ :0'0447 to Eq. (4.4) gives the leak

size of C¿AtlA: 0.00107, which is also close to the real leak size of C¿ArlA:0.001.

5.6 Generation of transients--Coded transients

In the previous section, the transients induced by a pcriodic boundary condition at an end

of a pipeline .were studied. It has been found that a transient induced by a periodic

perturbation whose frequency is a resonant frequency of the pipeline can be used for leak

detection. Two techniques are developed to detect, locate and quantifu a leak in the

pipeline by examining the leak-induced damping on transient amplitude, and leak-

induced frequency response. These techniques have been successfully applied in a

numerical example, in which a square-'\¡/ave periodic boundary function for head (11) was

assumed and the transients were generated by the method of characteristics (MOC). In

this section, the practicability to generate a periodic boundary condition for the purpose

of leak detection is discussed.

A transient can be initiated whenever a steady state in a pipeline is disturbed. Such a

disturbance may be caused by changes, planned or accidental, in the setting of the control

of a man-made system and by changes in the inflow or outflow in a natural system.

Theoretically, these changes can be classified as following three types:

l. A change of head at any point along the pipeline, for example a sudden water level

increase at a reservoir;

2. A change of flow rate at any pint along the pipeline, for example, closing a

downstream valve of a pipeline changes the flow rale at valve to zero; or

3. A change of the relationship between flow and pressure. A typical example is shifting

the opening of a valve.
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chapter 5 Transients in a pipeline with a leak under a variable boundary condition

In the previous sections, the transients have been generated by a periodic head (/l)
function at an end of a pipeline, and based on this boundary condition, the analytical

solution was developed. In reality, it is easier to generate a transient by controlling flow

rate (Q) or by controlling the opening of a valve than by controlling head (II). For

example, a transient can be generated by controlling the movement of a cylinder or

opening of a valve at the end of a pipeline. For a pipeline with a variable flow boundary

condition at the downstream end and a constant reservoir at the upstream end as shown in
Figure 5.13, the analytical solution and leak detection techniques presented in the

previous section cannot be applied directly. However, the transient in such a pipeline can

be generated by an equivalent pipeline as shown in Figure 5.14. Then the problem of
variable flow boundary condition is transferred to a problem of a variable head boundary

condition, which has been studied in the previous sections. The amplitude of the

equivalent head perturbation is calculated by En: Eua/g. The transients calculated using

the MOC based on the pipeline in Figure 5.13 (measured at Í* : 1.0) and the equivalent

pipeline in Figure 5.14 (measured at i=0.5) are presented in Figure 5.15 for cases of
with and without a leak. Two frequencies o¡:0.5nand a: l.5tr are considered. The

other flow conditions in the pipeline as shown in Figure 5.13 are: H1:25m,f:0.015, es
: 0.05m3/s , Eq:0.0001m3/s , CaArlA: 0.001, x¡* : 0.75, c,i : 0.5r and ú)* : l.5tr. Then

the flow conditions in the equivalent pipeline as shown in Figure 5.14 are H1:25m,f :
0.015, Qo : 0.05m3/s, En : 0.3248m, CArIA 0.001, îi:0.315, ffid

(ii),,,orno,r=0.625, a)*: l.0r and. o*:3.0n. The transients generated from two

pipelines are almost identical for both cases of with and without a leak under two

different frequencies.

Hr

L: Pipe length:1000m
D: Pipe diameter0.2m
a: Wave speed:1000m/s

r ^^r- Q: Qo+ Eqsin(a t)
LEAK

Figure 5.13 A single pipeline with a variable flow boundary condition
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Figure 5.14 A single pipeline with a flow boundary condition and an imaginary pipeline
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The leak location and the size can be calculated from the amplitudes of the steady

oscillations, firstly based on the equivalent pipeline, and then transferred to the original

pipeline. When there is no leak in the pipeline, for both frequencies ú)* : 1.02 (case al in

Figure 5.15) and cí : 3.0 ¡r (case a2), the ampliturJe of the oscillation å* is measu red. as Eo

:0.217 (case al or a2 in Figure 5.15). Given the measurement position î=0.5, and

dimensionless amplitude of the input signal E* : EnlHt:0.0130, the friction damping

coefficient is calculated as,R : 0.0599, which is identical to the theoretical value based on

the steady-state condition (A : QafLl2DA). When a leak is present, the amplitude of å* is

measured as Er: 0.122 for a* : l.0r (case bl in Figure 5.15) and Eo: 0.191 for a¡* :
3.0a(case b2 in Figure 5.15). Applying these values into Eq. (5.19) gives.Rl¡ :0.0466,

and R3¡ : 0.00806. Applying the ratio of rR¡r/Rrr : 0.173 to Figure 4.2 gives a leak

location of îi: 0.315 (or îl : 0.625). Transferring back to the pipeline as shown in

Figure 5.13 gives unique leak location of x* : 0.75 with another leak location in the

imaginary pipeline section. The detected leak location based on the MOC

"measurement" is same as the actual leak location** :0.75. Applying îi:0.375 (not x*
:0.75) and HLo:17.5m in Eq. (4.4) gives the size of the leak as caAtlA:0.00101,
which is very close to the real leak size of CaAtlA: 0.001.

Similarly if a series of frequencies are applied at the end of the pipeline, a response map

can be obtained. Applying this response map to the equivalent pipeline gives the

transferred leak locations, and the real leak location on the original pipeline can be

obtained from the transferred values.

The feasibility of applying a controllable resonant transient, which may be generated

using an oscillating cylinder or a membrane--a coded transient, is currently under

laboratory investigation at the university of Adelaide (Lee et aL.2002).

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, transients in a pipeline under variable boundary conditions have been

studied analytically, and an anal¡ical solution expressed as a Fourier series has been
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developed under a sinusoidal boundary condition. By comparison to the numerical

solution based on the method of characteristics (MOC) in which the non-linear effects are

included, the analytical solution shows a high degree of accuracy for both cases of with

and without a leak in a PiPeline.

The analytical solution shows that a steady oscillation forms in a pipeline under a

continuously varying boundary perturbation, and the formation time and the amplitude of

the steady oscillation depends on the pipe friction, the leaks in the pipeline, and input

signals. The analytical solution also shows that presence of a leak in a pipeline only

influences the amplitude of a resonant transient, and almost has no influence on the

amplitude of a non-resonant transient. An analytical relationship between the leak and

the resonant amplitude has been obtained. Because the influence of the leak on the

resonant amplitude is frequency dependent, and depends on the leak location and size,

techniques that are able to detect the presence, location and magnitude, have been

developed by examining the magnitudes of resonant amplitudes of different frequencies.

These techniques have been applied successfully in several numerical examples.

The insensitivity of a non-resonant transient to a leak in a pipeline indicates that a

measured transient cannot be used as a boundary condition in a transient model for leak

detection. This conclusion, from another point of view, shows the potential of detecting a

leak by applying resonant frequencies (or by examining the resonant frequencies in a

general transient) from a pipeline. Because any pipe section in a pipe network can

actually be treated as a single pipe under a variable boundary condition, the results

presented in this section may be applicable for transient analysis in pipe networks.

Finally, although the analytical solution has been developed based on reservoir-pipeline-

reservoir systems, leak detection techniques developed in this chapter can be applied in

reservoir-pipeline-valve systems, in which resonant transients are more easily generated'
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Chapter 6

Transients in a Pipeline with a Blockage and Blockage

Detection

6.L Introduction

Blockage development is a coÍtmon problem in pipeline and pipe network systems for

chcmical, water and energy industries. Blockages not only decrease the operational

efficiency of the pipe systems, but also can cause serious safety and environmental

consequences if is not identified and removed in a timely manner. Some methods have

been proposed to detect and locate pipeline blockages. A ROV (remotely operated

vehicle) based inspection method was developed by Rogers (1995) by measuring the

blockage-induced strain change of the pipe wall. Since this method cannot be applied

continuously, the response for a blockage occutrence is slow. Wu (199a) proposed an

acoustic method based on the properties of eigenfrequency shifts of the measured

acoustical signals from a pipeline with blockage. Due to the quick decay of the acoustic

signals, the measurement interval needs to be less than one hundred meters. In

petroleum engineering, blockage development is related to the properties of the fluid in

the pipes. Therefore, analyzíng the fluid properties and ingredients can indicate the

potential development of the blockage (Hunt 1996). Unfortunately, this method cannot

provide the location of the blockage. By analyzing the blockage (or leakage)-induced

head losses, Jiang et al. (1996) developed a blockage and leakage detection method for a

water network of a district heating system. Depending on the measurement locations,

only significant leakages and blockages can be detected and located based on his

numerical experiments. In the methods developed by Scott and Satterwhite (1998) and

Scott and Yi (1999), a blockage was detected and charactenzed by the mass and

momentum (friction loss) balance analysis. These methods could not detect the location

of a blockage although the transients were affected by the location of the blockage during
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experimental tests. Inspired by the successes based on the leak detection technique using

the fluid transients developed in Chapter 3,Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the feasibility of
using fluid transients to detect pipeline blockage is investigated in this chapter.

In this chapter, the governing equations for unsteady flow in a pipeline including a

blockage are developed. An analytical solution considering the constant boundary

conditions is developed in section 6.3. The anal¡ical solution is compared with
numerical solution using the method of characteristics in section 6.4. A new blockage

detection method based on the analytical solution is developed in section 6.5, and the

accuracy of the proposed blockage detection technique is analyzed by a sensitivity

analysis. The proposed method is verified by numerical and experimental methods in
section ó.ó and section ó.7.

6.2. Governing Equations

By approaching a pipeline blockage as an orifice, conservation of momentum with
respect to the.r-direction in a control volume is shown in Figure 6.1 (Wylie and Streeter

tee3)

ô. ^*føv)Lx+*tptv')t*:ZF, (6.1)ot ôx

where x : distance along the pipeline, /: time, p: fluid density, I : cross-sectional area

of the pipe, and V: velocity of flow.

A blockage

p4pA
> f*

xl xB

k- x
F"l

x2

t- 'l
A.y

Figure 6.1 Free-body diagram for a pipe section with a blockage
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The forces acting on the control volume are:

1. Pressure forces at section 1 and section 2: F¡: prA, and Fpz: PzA

2. Shear force: Fs: tsfiD(x2-x1)

3. Blockage-induced force: Fn: LPyA.

where pr, p2: pressure, g : gravitational acceleratiorr, ts : shear stress, D : pipe

diameter, and LPs : pressure difference across the blockage. Considering the

downstream flow direction as positive, the total.x direction force components acting on

the control volume can be expressed as

lf : prA- prA--tonD(*, - *r)- MoA (6.2)

Substituting Eq. (6.2) into Eq. (6.1), then dividing by Ax and letting Ax approach zero

gives

fif onr¡ + 
fi@'ar/\ 

* AX+ tonD - tPuA6(x- r¡ ) = 0 (6'3)

The Dirac delta function is defined as

if
õ(x - x"):

otherwise

oO

0

x=xB
(6.4)

so that * I::_:u(x - xu)dx=r (6.s)

where € : a small distance on the either side of the blockage. Applying the Darcy-

Weisbach friction formula for the wall shear stress (îo: pfr?18) to Eq. (6'3) gives

frrour¡+fire'ar'\* 
AX.+- LPoAõ(x-r¡):0 (6'6)

where f : Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and D : pipe diameter. In Eq. (6.6) it is

assumed that the unsteady shear stress can be approximated by the steady state shear

stress, and the pipe friction during a transient event is described by the steady state

Darcy-Weisbach friction factor--a common assumption. Considering the compressibility
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of the water and the elasticity of the pipe wall with some simplifications (Wylie and

Streeter 1993), Eq. (6.2) may be expressed in the more usual water-hammer-equation

form,

ôH tôo oôo foz

-+- 
--:1f ' , a,Ho6(x-xu)=0 (6.7)ôx ' gA ôt gA' Ax 2DgA2

in which H : piezometric head, and Q : the flow rate in the pipeline. Similarly,

conservation of mass in a pipe section including a blockage is (Wylie and Streeter 1993):

ôH OôH a2ôo

-f
ôt Aôx gAôx (ó.8)

where a: wave speed in the fluid. Blockage head loss may be expressed as

LÍr u =KoQ'
2sA'

where K¡ is the head loss coefficient of the blockage, which can be used as the indicator
of the blockage magnitude. If the flow rate is known, the blocked pipe cross-sectional

area or diameter of the blockage can be estimated from K¡ (Miller, 1983). In Figure ó.1,

the length of the blockage is considered as negligible compared to the whole length of
the pipeline. Based on such an assumption, the blockage can be approached by a delta

function. Although, a pipeline blockage plus the separation and recirculation zone has a

finite length, the loss is assumed to be at a point just as it is in standard hydraulic
analysis. If the length of a blockage is not negligible compared to the length of the

pipeline, then the delta-function approach is not valid, and such a blockage can be

considered as a pipe section with a suitable friction factor and cross-sectional area.

The following dimensionless quantities are used to non-dimensionalize Eqs. (6.7), (6.3)

and (6.9):

(6.e)

(ó.10)H- H.t 1-t
I --) 

*

Hs Lla
.:;, 

e* =9,and õ(xr -rr)=6(*-x)L

in which H aVo is the Joukowsky pressure head rise (that results from anJ o

instantaneous reduction of velocity vsto zero), L : thepipe length, and es: a reference
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flow rate. Substituting Eq. (6.9) into Eq. (6.7) and applying the dimensionless quantities

in Eq. (6.10) to Eqs. (6.1), and (6.8) give

ôH. . vo Q. ôH. aQ' 
^- -+-t:': +?-:0 (6'11)

òtaôxox

#.#.Yrc#.ffi(o)'-+"9fá(".-";)=0 Gt2)

Because Vo/q is normally small, the second term in Eq. (6.11) and the third term in Eq.

(6.12) can be neglected. The dimensionless equations become

ôH. ôO'ï, *?.=o (6'13)
ot ox

+ -+.[rR + Gá(x- - xi)]Q.' =o (6'14)
dx dt

in which^ -- fLQo : füction resistance parameter, and G : K-oQ.': 
blockage resistance

2DaA 2aA

parameter. The dimensionless quantities -rR, and G are used to charactenze the transient

problem in a pipeline with a blockage. Noticing that

a3r\- 

-
KoQo --ozgAt 

_LHan=fLQo - D 2-gAz :o, ,and ç
2DaA aQo Hs aQo

gA

fL a3

(6.1s)
2aA H

sA

parameter R is the ratio of friction head loss ,F17to Joukowsky pressure head rise H,, and

parameter G is the ratio of blockage-induced head loss AIfi to Joukowsky pressure head

rise Ë/".

6.3 An analytical solution with constant boundary conditions

Expressing II. and Q" as asteady-state values plus a small transient quantity gives

H* : Hi + h. and Q" : Qi + q. (6.16)
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where h* : anon-dimensional head deviation from a non-dimensional steady head, Ho,

and q* : a non-dimensional flow deviation from a non-dimensional steady flow eu.

substituting Eq. (6.16) into Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) yields Hs and, eo are tunction of x

only

ar * 
^ 

*ok *oq -o rc)7)ôt^

^r 
* 

^ 
*

dh do

#.#.lR+G6(x. -x;)l(2q. *q.'):0 (6.1s)

Although a governing equation of å* is preferred, due to the presence of the delta

function in Eq. (6.18) and the difficulty in fïnding the x-derivative of the delta function,

it is not possible to eliminate variable q*. Applying the operation

alEq.(17)l ô[Eq.(18)]
gives the governing equation of q,*as

Ox ôt

#=yr.[2R+2Gõ(x.-";)](1 
*u\# (ó.re)

The last term of Eq. (ó.19) is non-linear. For a small transient where q*<<1.g,Eq. (6.19)

may be simplified as

ô'q' ô'q" * ,_ ôq*
;;:**[2R+2G6(x. -.;)]+ 6.20)ôxùot

(

For a pipeline connecting two reservoirs with constant water elevations

h.(0, f):0 and h.(7, t\: g 
rc.2D

SubstitutingBq. (6.21) into the continuity equation Eq. (6.17) gives flow boundary

conditions

4#t=o o.*ôq'\!Ð=o

r08

(6.22)
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If a known transient has been initiated in the pipeline, the initial flow conditions are

glven as

_r)
J f n@. ) cos(nm. )dx. (n : 1, 2, 3,......)

0

I
2g n(*.)cos(nm' )dx* * A,(rR + R,r)] (, : l, 2, 3,......) (6.26)t J

(6.23)

A), the

(6.24)

Íteftt n ,

Fourier

A'

B'

(6.2s)

n
n1î 0

In reality, it is more accurate and less expensive to measure transient pressure than to

measure the transient flow rate in a pipeline due of the low accuracy and slow response

of the flow meters. The solution of transient pressure can be obtained by integrating

continuity equation Eq. (6.17) with respect to /* as

aq* 7x* ,t*¡ (6.26a)(xh ,¿-): J- ôx

SubstitutingBq. (6.2a) into Eq. (6.26a) gives

h* (** ,t* ) :i þ-t".^-' " lA, cos(nnt') + B, sin(nrt.)]sin(n zæ. ))
n=1

(6.21)

where the Fourier coefficients are

A _ _A,(R+ R,,u_)+ B',n!. 
and 8.. _ A,nr - B',,_(R+ R,u_) 

$.2g)nn - (R + R,, )2 + (ntr)z 
7 ste uil 

(R+,R,r)2 + (nr)2

However, more generally the Fourier coefficients A,, and B, canbe determined from the

initial pipeline condition of pressure, which can be expressed as
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and

h. (x. ,o) = f,,(x.) ^td 
ø#Ð = gn(x*)

A, = 2Jjl t".¡r, n(nm" )dx. (n : l, 2, 3,...)

8,, = Z []s, (". ) sin(nm')dx. +
NlT'U

(R+ R,o)A,

(6.2e)

(ó.30)

(n:1,2,3,...) (6.31)
nlT

The solution in Eq. (6.27) shows that any measured transient in a pipeline that includes a
Ll^^Lo-o io +1"^ c"**^+i^- ^f ^ ^^.-j^^ ^f L^--- ^--i -¡ù !¡rw ùurruu4lrvrr ur 4 ùvllvù ut rr4llllultlu uulnpongnts mat are eacn

exponentially damped with the damping rate of R + Rnn (n: 1,2,3,...). The füction

damping coefficient, R(: fLQy/2aDA) of Eq. (6.27), does not contain n, indicating that

the Fourier components are damped exponentially by the friction, and that the damping

for all components is cqual. In fact, e-n" canbe taken outsidc of the summation in Eq.

(6.27). In contrast, the blockage-induced damping factor R,¡ depends on n and is
different for each component; it cannot be removed from the summation sign in Eq.

(6.27). However for each of individual components, the blockage damping is exactly

exponential with the damping rate equal to An¡, which is a function of blockage

magnitude and location and is independent of measurement position.

In the above analysis, only a single blockage was considered. Noticing the linear effect

of the blockage on the pipeline transient, the solution for the transient in a pipeline with
more than one blockage can be expressed as

h* (r* ,
-(,R+IR,,rr),-r')=I f(A,,cos(nø*) + Bnsin(n zø.)]s in(nm

n=l

I

l"
) (6.32)

where N: number of blockages. For the lth blockage the blockage-induced damping

factor is defined as

R,n¡ = 2G, cos2 (n^.o) (6.33)

in which G; : blockage resistance parameter for the lhblockage and xni* : dimensionless

blockage location of the ith blockage.
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6.4 Comparison with numerical results based on Moc

When deriving Eq. (6.20), the nonlinear friction term was neglected. The accuracy of the

analytical solution is verified in this section by comparing the analytical solution with

results calculated numerically using the method of characteristics (MOC) in which the

nonlinear friction term is calculated by a second-order difference scheme (Wylie and

Streeter 1993).

I : Pipe length: 1000m

D: Pipe diameter:0'2m
f :D-W fraction factor: 0'015

ø : Wave speed: 1000m/s

a/

H,:25m
1r":ro-
J/

Blockage Vo Side discharge

KB:22.5,xu-_ 125m C/4/A:0'002 xr:750m

Figure 6.2 Apipeline including ablockage
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of the analytical solution with the numerical results

For the system configuration in Figure 6.2, two types of tests were conducted. In the

first test (case 1) there is no blockage in the pipeline. The steady flow velocity in the

pipeline is Vo: l.l5 m/s, which gives the füction parameter R : 0.0428. In the second

test (case 2), thereis a blocka ge at I25m downstream from the tank 1 (xa* :0.125) with

magnitude Kn : 22.5 giving a blockage with cross-sectional area of about 20%o of the

pipe cross-sectional area (Miller 1993). In case 2 the steady flow in the pipeline is

-x¡{.75 
(Moc)

- -- x*{t.75(Anabúlcal}

(case l) no blockagê

_x¡= 0.25 (MO|C)

- - x*= 0.75 (Analyücal)

(case 2) with blockage
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reduced to V6:1.01 m/s due to the resistance of the blockage and the füction damping

parameter is reduced to A : 0.0379. The blockage resistance parameter is calculated as

G: 0.01 1 based on the definition in Eq. (6.15). A transient event is initiated by closing

a side discharge valve installed 750 m away from the upstream tank (x* : 0.75). The

magnitude of the side-dischargeis C¿AslA:0.002 where As: àrêâ.of the side-discharge

valve and C¿: discharge coefficient. The closure time of the valve is 0.01s. The initial
effect on 4* is less than 0.02.

The transients calculated using the analytical solution of Eq. (6.26) are presented in
Figure 6.3 in comparison with the numerical results of the MOC. The Fourier

coefficients An and B, in the analytical solution were determined from the numerical

calculations. The analytical and uumerical results are virtually identical for both cases so

that they cannot be distinguished on the plots. Therefore, the non-linear effects of
friction term on the pipeline transient are negligible if the magnitude of the transient is

small.

6.5 Application to blockage detection

From Eq. (6.27) each of harmonic component is exponentially damped with damping

rate R + RnB (n : l, 2, 3,...). The damping coefflrcient of each of the individual Fourier

components can be obtained by decomposing a measured transient history period by
period (Wang et al. 2002). By examining the values of the damping coefficients of
individual components, the blockage in the pipeline can be detected, located and

quantified.

6.5.1 I)etection of a blockage

In a pipeline without any blockages, the damping of each Fourier component is
independent of the component number, n, and depends only on the füction damping

factor, rt. 'lheretbre, given steady flow conditions followed by a transient event,

presence of a pipeline blockage is indicated by:
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(l) The damping rates lR+AÍ¡ of the decomposed harmonic components are significantly

different from each other, and (2) the damping rates for some components are larger than

the friction-damping factor l?'

Blockage-induced damping depends strongly on the position of the blockage and on r

through the cosine squared function RnB: 2Gcos2(nng\. Different components have

different responses to a blockage. For example, for a blockage located in the middle of a

pipeline (xn* :0.5), even components (n:2,4,6,...) have the maximum response

whereas the response of the odd component (n: 1,3,5,...) is zero. Therefore, in

practice more than one harmonic component should be used to detect a blockage. Figure

6.4 shows the relative response of the first three harmonics (n : 7, 2 and 3) to the

different blockage locations along the pipeline.

1.2

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Dimensionless blockage location x 

""

Figure 6.4 Blockage damping on different Fourier components

6.5.2 Blockage location

For each of the Fourier components, the blockage-induced damping is a function of
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damping coefficients defined in Eq. (6.24) is a function of blockage location only, which

is expressed as

R,ru cost lnrtm'u¡
Ru,o cos'7nrta--u¡

(6.34)

Therefore, the location of the blockage can be determined from the ratio of any two

blockage-induced damping coefficients. Since the friction damping factor -R can be

calculated liom the steady flow condition based on estimated pipe friction factor f
(influence of error in the friction factor f on the blockage detection is investigated in a
sensitivity analysis in Section 6.6.2), the blockage-induced damping for any component

.l?,¡ is easily obtained by subtraction. Figure 6.5 is a plot of the theoretical relationship

between the damping ratios of harmonic components n2 : 2, 4t : I and harmonic

components n2:3, /tt:1 with the corresponding blockage locations in a pipeline.
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Figure 6.5 Ratio of blockage damping coefficients of two Fourier components

Duo to the symmctric charactcr of the cosine squaled funution, the relationship between

the damping ratio of two harmonic components and the blockage location is not unique.

Two or up to four blockage locations corespond to one value of the damping ratio

RzølRß except for x¡* : 0.5, which is a unique point because the blockage damping rR1¡

-R 

/R28 1B

-------- R /R38 1B
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: 0 at x¡* : 0.5. For the damping ratio of higher harmonic components, one damping

ratio coresponds to more possible blockage locations; therefore, only harmonic

components of n< 4 are used for blockage detection analysis in this study.

6.5.3 Magnitude of a blockage

Once the position of the blockage has been determined, the blockage magnitude can be

easily calculated using Eq. (6.24). It is

G : !,,u ,, (n: 1,2,3,...) (6.35)
2cos'(nm")

where n is any one of the components. Theoretically, the blockage magnitude calculated

using different components should be the same. Different measurement positions and

different forms of transients can be used for added confirmation and to increase accuracy

ifnecessary.

6.6 Sensitivity analysis

The application of the proposed blockage detection method depends on the accuracy of

the values of blockage damping on individual Fourier components. In the derivation of

Eq. (6.20), the q" was assumed small. The influence of the transient magnitude on the

blockage-induced damping thus on the blockage detection including location and

magnitude is investigated in this section. Since blockage-induced damping is obtained

from total damping of a transient component by subtracting the friction damping, the

error in calculating füction damping will be transferred to blockage-induced damping

and, as a result, the outcome of blockage detection may be affected. An important factor

that influences the calculation of friction damping is the determination of the Darcy-

Weisbach friction factor (Í) of the pipe. The influence of the error in estimating the

friction of pipes on the leak detection is also investigated in this section.

6.6.1 Influence of linearization of orifice equation

To investigate the influence of the transient magnitude on the blockage-induced

damping, assuming a constant 4* gives the approximate solution of Eq. (6.19), where

term ofq* has now been retained as
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Ir* (*',/.): Ë þ-<n'*n',"tifrA,,cos(nnt*)* B,,sin(n ø.)]s in(nm-)| (6.36)
,1=l

where p' : (l+q*)rR, and R',0 : (7+q.)Rns. The apparent blockage damping for

component n is (R6)oooarenr: (I+q.)RnB + q*R in which q*lR is the error introduced from

the füction damping. The error in the blockage-induced damping coefficient will lead to

the error in the ratio of two coefficients thus will in turn influence the calculation of
blockage location and magnitude. SubstitutinE (Rnn)oppo,"n1into Eq. (6.3a) and applying

nt:'r and n2: 2 gives

cos'12ta|¡ d

cos'çmi¡ 
ùr 

cos'¡2nçxi + Er)l

1+,S, cos'¡trçxi+er)l (6.37)

where €¡ : dimensionless distance away from the real blockage location, and

n q*R
ù' - -----j-: sensitivity parameter influencing the blockage location. Variation of' (l + 8-)R,,

blockage location arÍor E7 with parameter 57 and real blockage location x¡* is shown in
Figure 6.6. Blockages at different locations have different sensitivities to the error in the

blockage damping. Generally, blockages located close to the pipe ends are the most

sensitive to the damping and are more easily detected. Figure 6.6 also indicates that the

accuracy of the blockage detection depends on parameter 51. To increase the accuracy

and sensitivity of the proposed method, a smaller value of ,S1 should be used. This can be

achieved using a smaller magnitude of transient a smaller steady flow rate.
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Figure 6.6 Error of blockage location

The error in blockage magnitude induced by the orifice linearization is defined as

Gr"ot - G

G

apparenl (6.38)€
reol

Substituting Eq. (6.35) into Eq. (6.38) gives

(6.3e)

where Sr:e*O*ål : sensitivity parameter influencing the blockage magnitude.
Rru'

The magnitude of the blockage is affected by the parameter Sz and the location of the

blockage as shown in Figure 6.7. Smaller values of parameter Sz tend to cause less error

for the blockage magnitudes. Similarly for the parameter 51, a smaller magnitude of

transient or smaller value of füction damping coefficient produces a smaller value of

parameter 
^S2.

G,"ot - Gooro,",t , (1+ Sr)cos2lnn(x.u + Er))
o=--.-Tos - Gr"ot cos'çntac.o¡
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Figure 6.7 F;rror of blockage magnitude

6.6.2Influence of pipe friction factor uncertainty

Following a similar process to that presented in Section 4.4.2, if there is an error A/in
estimating the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (fl,the affected füction damping is

n+^,R:1
q

=\lJ + 2{7-)-l;, (4.1t,repeated)

:,R+ tf n2f

If the affected fraction damping factor in Eq. (4.11) is used to calculate the blockage

damping, the blockage-induced damping on zth harmonic component is RnB-aR.

Therefore, the ratio of two blockage-induced damping coefficients for any two
components is
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Rrra-+^
cos2lnrn(xi * 

" 
r)l

cos'lnrn(xi * tr)l

cos2lnrn(x, + tr)]
coszlnrn(xi * tr)]

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Dimensionless blockqe location (x"')

Rr,n -+^

where e r: dimensionless distance away from a real leak location.

Rn,B 
=æ*-@'mi) into (6.40) and rearranging gives

Rnru cos'(nrtw*r) \ /

(6.40)

Substituting

(6.4r)

where S, = P-: sensitivity parameter of the friction factor. The blockage locationt 2R,,rf

elïor, E, is a function of parameter S¡and real blockage location, x¡*. Similarly, the

error in the magnitude of a blockage caused by the friction factor uncertainties is

expressed as

(Go),"o,-(Go)ooo,ou* , (1- Sr)cos2 ("*t.) (Ã a')\

'":T:t-;;rtnúx"u+Er)l \v"-''
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Figure 6.7agrcor of blockage location caused by the pipe friction uncertainty
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Figure ó.7b Error of blockage magnitude caused by the pipe friction uncertainty

Variations of blockage location error ( er) and magnitude effor (er) caused by the pipe

friction uncertainties are plotted in Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7b respectively. Errors in
both the blockage location and the magnitude increase with the increasing of pipe

friction uncertainty parameter ,S¡ In addition, pipe friction uncertainty has a more

significant influence on blockage magnitude (Figure ó.7b) than on blockage location

(Figure 6.7a). For a parameter of S/: 0.1, the blockage location may be influenced by
4%owhlle influence on blockage magnitude may be up to 30%o.

Like a blockage, a leak in a pipeline causes damping of pipeline transients (Wang et al.

2002). 'When 
a leak and a blockage exist at the same time in a pipeline, a method needs

to be developed to distinguish these two different types of damping on the transients.

According to Eq. (6.15), the hlockage parameter G is proportional to the flow in thc

pipeline. Therefore, a blockage has little influence on the transient damping if the flow
in the pipeline is negligibly small. In contrast, leak-induced damping is independent of

0

- 

Sr= -0'1
* S¡= -0.01

'---o"- S¡ = 0'01

----Sr=0'7

o-ù-..--.o------€--_-" - - - -ã....... o.. -. - - -+. -

I
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the flow in the pipeline (Wang et al.2002). Therefore, by applying a small steady flow

in a pipeline a leak can be detected with little influence from a blockage. Once the

characteristics of the leak, including its location and size are known, the blockage

detection technique can be applied. The blockage-induced damping can be calculated by

subtracting the leak-induced damping. An example of detecting both a leak and a

blockage is given in the following section.

6.7 Numerical examples

In this section, two numerical examples are given to illustrate the application of the

blockage detection technique proposed in section ó.5. In the first example, there is only

a blockage in a pipeline. In the second example, a leak is included.

6.7.L Problem of a pipeline including a block4e

The numerical example presented in this section is used as an application of the proposed

blockage detection method in which the measured transients are generated from the

method of characteristics (MOC) as shown in Figure 6.3. In this example, the sensitivity

parameters defined in Eqs. (6.37) and (6.39) are 
^St 

: 0.03 and,Sz : 0.06, giving an effor

of the blockage location of lYo and size of 2o/o. By applying a discrete Fourier transform

algorithm to decompose the measured data (Wang et al.2002), the amplitude for separate

components are presented in Figure 6.S(a). The amplitude Enï of the ,th har-onic for

the tû period may be exPressed as

E:'' = g(t)r-(R+R'ø)(i-r)r' (6.43)

where E:'r:n-(R+R'ÐQí+r+) -t-(R+R'ÐÅ 
"inqr^"¡rf,fi*fi 

: the amplitude of the nth

- (R + R,u)T'

harmonic component at the first period , t0* : dimensionless starting time of the analysis

and t': dimensionless period defined as Z* : Tl(Lla):2.0 , in which Z: period of the

transients in a reservoir-pipeline-reservoir system.
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Figure 6.8 Numerical example for detecting a blockage using transients

The damping coefficients R + Rnn (n : 1,2,3) are calculated by applying an exponential

fitting function in form of Eq. (6.28) where both initial amplitude E,o) arrd, the damping

coefficient R -r R6 can be calculated. Figure 6.S(b) shows computed amplitudes of the

Fourier series of the first three harmonic components plotted against period in terms of
L/a. In Figure 6.8(b1)-the no blockage case-the damping rates lR*R,¡ for all three

harmonic components are determined as 0.0428 by fitting Eq. (6.a0) to the decaying

amplitudes, whioh is equol to the friction-damping factor rR of the pipclinu. In Figure

ó.8(b2)-in which a blockage was present-the damping rates ArR,6 are 0.0561,0.0487,

0.0414 for the first three components. The second value is significantly different from

the first and third and all are larger than the füction-damping factor of 0.0428.

+î=1 R+RiB=o0428

--..-n=2 R+R2B=0 0428

-.-¡.-. n = 3 R+R3B=0.0428

-¡'-. - -.1.... - -^- -. - -.¡, - -. _-^. -. - -_^. -..

(case I) no blockage

+n=l R+R1B=0.0567

--È- n=2 R+RzE=0.0487

-..¡.-. n=3 R+R.B=o 0444

(case 2) with a blockage

a
I

a
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According to the steady flow condition, the füction damping parameter is ,R :

0.0379based on Eq. (6.15). The blockage-induced damping rates ì?,¡ for components n :

1,2 and 3 are 0.0188, 0.0108 and 0.0035, which are obtained by subtracting,R from

R1.R6. The sensitivity parameters defined in Eqs. (6.37) and (6.39) are ,St : 0.04 and 
'Sz

: 0.06, which are insignificant based on previous sensitivity analyses. The ratios of two

blockage-induced damping rates defined in Eq. (6.34) are RzslRß:0.574 and 'lR¡s/lRrn :

0.186. Using these two ratios in Figure 6.6, the corresponding blockage locations âÍo 13*

: 0.127 or (x¡* : 0.3775,x¡* : 0.683 , of xs*: 0.873) based on Rzsl.Rls :0.574, fnd r¡* :

0.123 or (x¡* :0.204, xn* :0.796, or xB* :0.877) based on R:¡/Ars : 0.18ó. Two ratios

give an approximate same location xB* : 0.125, which is the real blockage location.

Applying Eq. (6.35) based on the calculated blockage location and R1s : 0.0567, the

calculated blockage magnitude G : 0.0115. Applying this value to Eq. (ó.15) gives the

blockage hearl loss coefficient of K¡ : 22.8, which is close to the real magnitude of the

blockage (Kn:22.5) used to generate the MOC transient data'

In this example, if an error exists in determining the pipe friction factor, say f :0'014.

The sensitivity parameter for pipe friction is calculated as S¡: 0.061. Based on the

sensitivity analysis in Section 6.6.2,the influence on blockage location is about 0.5% and

on blockage magnitude is about 10%'

6.7.2 Combined leak and blockage detection problem

In the second example, a leak and a blockage are assumed to exist in a pipeline at the

same time as shown in Figure 6.9. A blockage with the head loss coefficient of K¡ :

22.5 and a leak of CaArlA: 0.001 are located at 725m (xr* : 0.125) downstream of the

upstream reservoir.
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Hr

Z : Pipe length: 1000m
D: Pipe diameter :02m
./ : D-V/ fraction factor: 0.015
a : Wave speed: 1000m/s

Leakage C/r/A: 0.0U xr: l25m

ç

Blockage Vo

ku:22.5, xu: l25m
Side discharge

Cr,4/A: 0.002 xr:750m

Figure 6.9 A pipeline with a leak and blockage

As discussed in section 6.5.4, to apply the blockage detection technique proposed, leak-

induced damping needs to be distinguished from the total damping caused by both the

leak and blockage. The first test (Test I) is based on a negligible small pipe flow, which

can be achieved by setting the same reservoir heads (Ht: H2:25m) at the upstream and

downstream reservoirs. The transients are generated by closing a side-discharge of
CdAs/A: 0.002 located at750m(x. : 0.75). The transient measured at x* :0.75 is given

in Figure 6.10(a). The transient is decomposed into a Fourier series period by period

(V/ang et aL.2002) and the damping coefficients of the first two Fourier components are

shown in Figure 6.10(b). In this case, despite the relative large dimensionless transient

(q* : L 0), the leak detection sensitivity parameter S (S : q*R/R1r: 0.05) is small due to

small value of friction damping with respect to leak damping (R : 0.0003g, .R1¡ :
0.0072). As a result, the effors of leak location and leak magnitude induced by the

transient magnitude q* are under I%o and 10% respectively based on the sensitivity

analysis in Section 4.4.1. Since the steady flow in the pipeline is negligible small, the

friction and blockage-induced damping is negligible. Therefore, the leak-induced

damping for the first two Fourier components are R1¡ :0.0072 and. R21,:0.0231, and the

ratio of two damping coefficients is y =3.208. Applying this value to Figure 4,2
Ktt.

gives the leak locations of x¿* : 0..138. Applying these leak locations and .rR1¡ = 0.0072
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Figure 6.10 Transient damping caused by the leak in a pipeline including a leak and a

blockage (Test I)

Because of the existence of the leak, the steady flow in the pipeline is not exaclly zero.

Applying an averageleak size of C¿ArlA: 0.00091, the steady velocity in the pipeline is

calculated as Vs: O.SQro : C oA, 2gH r, : 0.01m/s. As a result, the friction damping

is not zero, andthe damping factor is calculated as iR : t:'I:: 0.00038. By considering
2Da

the friction damping, the upgraded leak damping coefficients of the first two Fourier

c---. -c-_-_.tr___. 
_tr. _- _.tr._.. _€_-_.

n =1, R+Rrl = 0.0072

---tr- -- n =2, R+Rr,_ = 0.0231
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components are -R1¡ : 0.00682 and Rzr : 0.02212, and the ratio of two damping

coefficient, t þ =3.33. Applying these two values to Figure 4.2 givesa leak locationR,,

of x¿* : 0.133. Applying this leak location and lR1¡ : 0.00óg2 to Eq. (4.4) gives the

relative sizes of C¿A/A: 0.00095. Repeating the above process, the leak location is

calculated as x¡*: 0.130, and the leak size is C¿AilA: 0.00096. The calculated location

and the size of the leak are close to the real location(xt* :0.125) and size (C¿A¡/A:
0.001).

There are two options available for blockage detection. One option is to repair the leak

first especially if the leak-induced damages may be serious. Then the problem changes

to detecting a pipeline blockage as illustrated in the first example. Another option is to
run blockage detection technique without eliminating the leak in advance. In such a

situation, the leak-induced damping, which may be calculated from the detected location

and size, needs to be considered and subtracted from the total damping of measured

transients. The detailed process is illustrated below.

In the second test (Test II), the heads in the two reservoirs are set as Hl : 25m and H2:
20m. The steady flow in the pipeline is measured as e¡ : 0.03l7m3/s. The transient is
generated by closing the side discharge at x* :0.75. The transient measured aI x" : 0.75

is shown in Figure 6.11(a). Compared to the transient in Figure l0(a), the transient in
Figure 6.11(a) experiences greater damping due to the increased steady pipe flow, which
leads to the füction and blockage-induced damping becoming significant. Similarly, the

transient may be decomposed into a Fourier series period by period (Wang et al. 2002)

and the damping coeffrcients of the first two Fourier components are shown in Figure

6.11(b)' The total damping including füction damping, leak-induced damping and

blockage-induced damping for the first two Fourier components are R * .Rrr- + Rrs :
0.0632 and R r Arr * Ar¡ : 0.0i12. Based on Eq. (ó.15) and known value for/the
füction damping is calculated as ,R : 0.0379. Based on Eq. (3.32), the leak damping

coefficients for the first two components are calculated as AIL : 0:0074, and R2y :
0.0235. Thus, the blockage-induced damping for the first two coefficients are R1s :
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0.0179, and .Rzs : 0.0098, and the ratio of two damping coefficients is y = 0.547 .

R,,

Applying this value to Figure 6.5 gives the blockage locations of rB* : 0.131. Applying

xB* :0.131 and,Rr¡:0.0179 to Eq. (6.35) and then to Eq. (6.15) gives blockage head

loss coefficient ofK¡ :2l.l,which is close to the real valve of Kn:22'5'
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(a) Measured transients
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(b) Damping analysis

Figure 6.11 Transient damping caused by füction, the leak and the blockage in a
pipeline (Test II)

6.8 Laboratory experimental verification

Experimental tests were conducted in a single pipeline in the Robin Hydraulics

Laboratory at the University of Adelaide to verifu the practical feasibility of the

proposed blockage detection method. The experimental setup is the same as those

-----.- n =1, R+RíL+R1B = 0.0632

--.c.--- n =2, R+R2L+RrB = O.07'12

tr
o

o
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described in Figure 4.12, and is shown in Figure 6.12. A blockage is simulated by a
partially closed valve (Valve 1) located near the Tank 1.

Data aquisition and processing

Tank I
Pipeline

EL:2 O A
B Tank2

Valvel
(-

D
EL:O,O

Side discharge

Pressure Regulation

Figure 6.12Laboratory setup for blockage detection

Two tests were conducted. Test I is a no-blockage case (Valve I is fully open) and in
Test II, the valve 1 is partially closed. The flow conditions are as follows:

Length of the pipeline

Pipe diameter

Thickness of the pipe wall

Wave speed

L:37 .2m,

D:0.022m,

e: l.6mm,

a: I,320m/s,

In both Test I and Test II, the heads at two tanks are set as H1 : 27.53m, and H2 :
26'60m. In Test I, the Valve I is fully open, and the steady flow velocity in the pipeline

was Vç:0.80m/s. Given the Reynolds number of Re: 15400, the Darcy-Weisbach

füction factor is calculated as;f: 0.017 (smooth pipe) and the steady friction damping

factor is calculated as rR : 0.0087. In Test II, the Valve 1 is partially closed, the steady

flow in the pipeline is reducedto Vo:0.36mls, and the steady füction damping factor is

calculated as -R : 0.0036. Bascd ul úre total head loss and the steady flow in the

pipeline, the head loss coefficient of the partially closed Valve 1 is calculated as Ku :
114.9.
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Figure 6.13 Laboratory experimental verification of blockage detection technique
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In Test I, the valves at locations A and E and the side-discharge valve at D are opened

and a steady state condition is achieved. The side-discharge solenoid valve at D is then

elosed quickly. In Test iI, the valve i at A is partially ciosed, and thc valve at location E

is fully open. The side-discharge valve at D is open until steady state conditions are

obtained. The side-discharge valve at D is then sharply closed. During the tests,

pressures are measured by five pressure transducers at points A, B, c, D, and E.

Measured pressures in the middle of the pipeline (x- : 0.50) from both Test I and Test II
are plotted in Figure 6.13(a). The blockage-induced damping of Test II is obvious

compared to the transient in Test I that has no blockage.

Figure 6.13(b) shows the computed amplitudes of different harmonic components by
decomposing the trausient sigrral into a Fourier series period by period. Each component

was fitted to an exponential function, and the damping coefficient of each component

was calculated.

The damping coefficients of the first three components (n : l, 2, 3) for both Test I and

Test II are presented in Figure 6.13(c). For the no-blockage case (Test I), friction
damping coefficients of the first three harmonic components are R1 : 0.0213, R2 :
0.0476, A3 : 0.0735, all being larger than the steady füction damping factor rR, : 0.0087,

calculated using steady state füction. The differences between the measured and the

calculated damping values are due to unsteady füction. It accounts for 46%o,76%o and,

84%o of the total for the fìrst three components.

In Test I and Test II, since the transients were initiated by closing the side-discharge

valve in the same amount of time, the unsteady friction damping effects are

approximately same. Therefore, in Test II the friction damping coefficients for the first
three components are A1 : 0.0161, R2: 0.0424 and A¡ : 0.0683. By subtracting the

friction rlamping from the total damping, blockage-induced damping cocffrcicnts for the

first three components (n : 1,2,3) are .R1s : 0.0412, R2s: 0.0466, A3s : 0.0469. The

ratios of damping coefficients Azs and .R1s, and R3s and .rR1s ur" +A- = 0.994 , and
R,"
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Rru :0.gg4. Corresponding blockage locations for these damping ratios àts xp*:0.0
Aro

(or x¡* : 1.0) by applying these two ratios in Figure 6.5. This is same as the real

blockage location xB* : 0.0. Using Als : 0.0412, Rzs: 0.0466 and leak location xB* :

0.0, the head loss coefficient for the blockage is calculated, from Eq. (6.35) and then Eq.

(15), as Kn:188.8. The value of the head loss coefficient calculated from the transient

experiment is about 40%olarger than that based on steady-state test of Kn:114-9- The

reason for this difference may be due to the assumption of theoretical blockage head loss

relationship of Eq. (6.9). A similar explanation is given in Chapter 3. Another possible

reason for the discrepancy of the blockage size is the unsteady orifice loss that was not

included in this study.

6.9. Summary

The behaviour of a blockage on pipeline transients is studied in this chapter. A general

conclusion of this chapter is that transients in a pipeline can be used for blockage

detection. A technique for blockage detection, location and quantification has been

developed. Numerical and experimental examples have shown that blockage with cross-

sectional area of 20o/o of the pipe cross section can be detected and located.

The governing equations for transients in a pipeline including a blockage have been

developed by approaching a blockage as an orifice and using a Dirac delta function. A

simplified linear dimensionless governing equation has been derived. An anal¡ical

solution expressed in terms of a Fourier series has been developed under constant

boundary conditions. By comparison to the numerical solution based on the method of

characteristics (MOC) in which the non-linear effects are included, the analytical

solution shows a high degree of accuracy.

The analytical solution indicates that transients in pipelines are damped by both friction

and blockages. Blockage-induced damping is exactly exponential for each of the

individual harmonic components. Compared to leak-induced damping, which is related
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to pressure in the pipeline and is independent of flow rate in the pipeline, blockage

damping is proportional to flow rate, and does not have a direct relationship with the

pressure in the pipeline. Therefore, blockage detection should be conducted at

conditions of a considerable flow rate in order to produce best performance. In addition,

the relationship between blockage location and blockage damping is a cosine-square

function while leak location and leak damping is a sine-square function.

Sensitivity analyses have shown that accuracy of blockage detection using the method

presented in this chapter is influenced by transient magnitude, ratio of friction damping

over blockage damping and the accuracy of the pipe friction factor. These factors have a

more significant influence on blockage magnitude than on the blockage location.

Similarly for the leak detection technique presented in Chapter 4, the blockage detection

technique presented in this chapter is simple to use and apply; however, this method may

not be applicable in complex systems such as pipe networks. Feasibility of applying the

inverse transient method (Liggett and Chen 7994), which will be discussed in Chapter 7

and Chapter 8, for blockage detection in pipe network systems is currently under

investigation at the University of Adelaide (Stephens 2002).
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Chapter 7

Application of the Inverse Transient Method for Leak

Detection in Pipe Networks

7 .l lntroduction

In the previous chapters, analytical solutions for transients in single pipelines have been

developed under different boundary conditions. Based on these analytical solutions, new

leak and blockage detection methods have been developed. However, these methods

cannot be applied in complex pipe network systems. In this chapter, the inverse transient

method (ITM), which is a more general leak detection technique suitable for leak

detection in pipe networks, is investigated. This method was originally developed by

Liggett and Chen (lgg4) for leak detection and pipe roughness calibration in water

distribution pipe network systems, and has shown promise based on numerical simulation

results on a simple pipe network (Liggett Chen 1994, Chen 7995), and laboratory

applications in a straight single pipeline conducted at the University of Adelaide

(Vítkovskj' 2001). As a further step to apply this method for real pipe network systems,

verification of this method in a real pipe network is necessary. For this purpose, a three-

loop pipe network made of copper pipe with a diameter of 75mm has been constructed in

the Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering at the University of Adelaide.

Compared to a single pipeline, this pipe network not only has more pipes and nodes, but

also has some special features, such as dead ends and minor losses at junctions and bends.

The effects of these features on fluid transients, and as a result on the application of ITM

on leak detection, are addressed in this chapter. Details of this pipe network and real

applications of ITM based on this network are presented in the Chapter 8.
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A block diagram for the inverse transient method is shown in Figure 7.1. The inverse

transient method works starting from the generation of a transient event in a pipe network

system. The transient pressure variations are measured at different locations in the pipe

system. At the same time, the transient event is simulated by applying a numerical model

with corresponding initial and boundary conditions. In the numerical model, the

parameters for the pipe network include pipe length, pipe diameter, roughness and leaks.

Since the parameters of the leaks, including the possibility of no leak, are to be

determined in the model, these values have to be estimated in advance.

Yes

Figure 7.1 Block diagram of the inverse transient method

Based on the initial leak parameters, simulated transients by the numerical model are

compared to the corresponding measurements. The match between the simulated and

measured transients is quantified by an objective function. If the simulated transients are

close to the measurements, the value of the objective function is close to zero. If the

transients calculated from the numcrical modcl based on the guessecl lcak parameters is

not close to the measured transients, a large objective function will be obtained. To

improve the estimates of parameters, a minimisation scheme of objective function is
applied. Based on the improved leak parameters, the numerical model is run again, and

MeasurementInitialize
parameters

Generate
a transient

Transient
model

Objective
Function

Update
parameters

Minimization
Algorithm Convergence

Keep
final parameters
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the newly calculated transients are compared to the measurement data. The above process

is repeated until the calculated transients are close to the measurements as determined by

pre-set accuracy values. At convergence the leak parameters used in the numerical model

are assumed to charactenze the real leaks.

As shown in Figure 7.1, to apply the inverse transient method, there are three major

components: measurement of transients (data acquisition), transient modelling and

minimisation. In this chapter, the focus is on transient modelling in pipe networks. More

background details of ITM can be found in the theses of Chen (1995) and Vítkovsky

(2001). Transient measurement and results of applications based on a laboratory pipe

network are discussed in the next chapter (Chapter 8). Common problems in simulating

transients in pipe networks are discussed in Secti on 7 .2. The governing equations and the

method of characteristics, that are the foundation of the transient model used in this study,

are introduced in Section 7.3,7.4 and7.5. Effects of minor losses and dead ends on

transient events are investigated in details at Section 7.6 and 7.7. The minimisation

methods to be used in this study are discussed in Section 7.8. Two computer programs,

called NETTRANS and NETFIT, developed in this study as part of this Ph.D. research are

introduced in Section 7.9.

7.2 Simulation of transients in pipe networks

The study of fluid transients in pipeline and pipe network systems has a history of at least

one hundred years (Allievi 1925; Wylie and Streeter 1993). Most of the previous studies

investigated the transients for severe conditions, for example, a transient induced by a

power failure in a pumping system. The focus of these studies was usually to predict the

maximum pressure, normally the first peak, in a pipe system, or minimum pressure to

avoid cavitation. The overall objective was the safety of the pipeline. However, to apply

a transient event in the inverse transient method requires not only the prediction of the

first peak value, but also reliable prediction of entire transient event. Because the inverse

transient method is based on the comparison of measured and simulated transients, the

simulated transients must be accurate and equal the measurements in phase as well as

magnitude in order to achieve proper timing between the measurements and the
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simulation. Many factors can influence the accuracy of the prediction of a transient event.

These factors (not all) include

1. Skeletonisation of a pipe network system. A pipe network normally consists of large

number of pipes with different properties and sizes. Accurate use of the method of
characteristics as a numerical method requires that the Courant number (C) for each pipe

section used in the simulation to be close to unity. By applying a suitable interpolation

scheme or wave speed adjustment technique, this requirement can be relaxed to some

degree; however, an interpolation scheme introduces numerical erïors. Chen (1995)

investigated a number of different interpolation schemes and concluded that a third-order

time interpolation scheme was the best choice from accuracy and calculation effrciency

points of view. During the design of the laboratory pipe network, the length of each pipe

section was designed so that Courant number of each of the computational units is equal

to one. Therefore, interpolation issues were not required.

2. Simplification of a pipe network. Including all pipe branches within a water

distribution system, such as the small pipes to a residence, and some very small dead ends

created by closed valves is not practical. In the laboratory network, a short dead end of
300mm long is formed when a valve is closed. The influence of these dead ends on a

transient event is investigated in this study.

3. Unsteadv füction. Predominately, the transients in the pipe networks are simulated

based on a quasi-steady friction model (Darcy-Weisbach). Using steady füction the first
cycle of a transient event can be simulated accurately; however, subsequent damping of
the transient is under predicted. Although several unsteady füction models have been

developed, no efficient and universally applicable model is available for transient

simulation in a pipe network system. A general theory for unsteady füction still needs

considerably more research and investigation (Brunone et al. 2002). In this study, the

existing unsteady models are reviewed, and suitable unsteady friction models for the

transient simulation used in ITM for leak detection are chosen considering accuracy and

computing efficiency.

4. Minor losses of pipe iunctions. In a pipe network system, there are many non-pipe

elements including different types of valves, pumps ancl pump stations, tees, junctions,

and air tanks. In the simulation of pipc network systems, the minor losses from junctions

and bends are norrnally neglected. However, these minor losses from junctions can

significantly influence the steady state conditions in a pipe network, especially those in
which the pipes have large diameter-length ratios (Wood et al. 1993). For these cases, the
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pipe friction loss is small compared to the minor losses. The influence of the minor losses

from pipe junctions on the unsteady flow in a pipe network system is investigated in this

chapter.

7.3 Governing equations

Unsteady equations for the conservation of mass and momentum describe the transient

flow in the closed pipes. There are several classical textbooks for the derivation of the

governing equations for transient flow in closed pipes (Chaudhry 1986; Wylie and

Streeter lgg3). A simple description of the governing equations and algorithms used in

NETTRANS, a transient simulation program used in this study, is given in this section

and the following two sections (Sections 7.4 and7.5).

Using the Reynolds transport theorem and concept of control volume, simplified

governing equations for water transients in pipes can be obtained based on the following

assumptions:

1. slightly compressible fluid

2. Elastic pipe wall

3. One-dimensional flow (radial velocity and velocity distribution is small)

4. Fluid velocity is much smaller than the wave speed

Then the unsteady continuity and momentum equations are

ôp

ôt
?* po'{ =oox ox

+V (7.r)

+*v+*!u-! +gsino +gJ:o Q.2)
ôt ôx PAx

in which, x : distance along the pipe, / : time, p : pressure, V: velocity, p: density, g:

gravity acceleratiofr, 0 : slope of the pipe with horizontal, D : pipe diameter, f : the

Darcy-Weisbach füction factor, c : transient wave speed, and J: friction resistance term

during the transient event. The calculation of the friction resistance is normally divided

into two parts: a steady friction term and an unsteady friction term as

J: Jr* Ju Q3)
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rr¡lt¡l
where J " 

: ?: quasi-steady friction resistance, and, Ju: unsteady füction resistance.' 2sD

Several models have been developed for the calculation of,the unsteady friction, and these

models are discussed in the next section.

In most engineering applications, the convection terms are relatively small compared to

other terms, and may be neglected. After replacing p and V by piezometric head Ë1 and

discharge Q, which are coÍlmon in hydraulic engineering analysis, simplified governing

equations for transients in closed pipes are

ôH a'ôO

-+_ 
.- -0ôt gA ôx

(7.4)

ôH lAO
ô** rAãrJ=o (7's)

Discharge from a leak is a function of pressure in a pipe and size of a leak and may be

expressed by the orifice equation

Q, =CoA"JrgMI, (7.6)

where LÍf , : Hrzr: pressure head at a leak (assuming the pressure outside of the pipe is

atmospheric), Hr: piezometric head in the pipeline at the leak, zr: pipe elevation at the

leak, C¿: leak discharge coefficient, and A¡:leak area.

7.4 Unsteady friction models

The quasi-steady transient models, in which the shear stress is approximated by steady-

state füction dissipation formulas, fail to predict accurately the transient pressure (head)

behaviour beyond the first cycle. The main reason for this failure sterns from the inability
of the steady-state dissipation formulas to incorporate the two-dimensional, sometimes

three-dimensional, dynamic behaviour of the velocity field in a transient event. A number

of unsteady friction models have been developed during the past 40 years to account for
the efleuts uf the tlynamio behaviour of the velocity field on the shear stress, and then on

the pipeline transients. In the review of Bergant et al. (2001), unsteady friction models

were classified into six groups depending on the relationship between the unsteady

friction term and the mean flow velocity. Two different classification methods were
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applied in Vítkovskj/ (2001) to the proposed unsteady friction model. In the first

classification system, the unsteady friction models were divided into seven groups:

instantaneous velocity based models, simple temporal acceleration based models, complex

temporal acceleration based models, derivative of acceleration based models, boundary

layer based models, velocity profile shell models and turbulence based models. An

altemative classification for unsteady friction models is based on their applicability,

namely: steady flow, pure accelerating or decelerating flows, oscillating flows, water

hammer flows, transition (from laminar to turbulence) flows and generalised flows.

Among these different types of unsteady friction models, three types have been widely

used during the past decade because they agree better with experiment. These are:

1. Unsteady friction models based on the derivatives of instantaneous flow velocity. This

type of model includes that of Brunone et al. (1995) and several modified Brunone models

(Vítkovskj,et al. 2000, Bughazem and Anderson 2000, Pezzinga 2000).

2. Convolution based unsteady friction models. This group has been used by Zíelke

(1968) and modified by Trikha (1975) and Suzuki et al. (1991) for laminar flow region

and by Vardy and Brown (1996) and Ghidaoui and Mansour (2002) for turbulent flow.

3. Two-dimensional and quasi-two-dimensional models. Most of these approaches are for

turbulence flow (Vardy and Huang 1991; Eichinger and Lein 1992; Silva-Araya and

Chaudhry 1997; Silva-Araya and Chaudhry 2001;Pezzinga 1999). Prado and Larreteguy

(2002) presented a quasi-two-dimensional laminar model to calculate the shear stress in

water hammer problems.

Among these three groups of unsteady friction models, the two-dimensional approaches

provide a detailed description of the instantaneous velocity profile, shear stress and

dissipation fields during a water hammer event. The results of these two-dimensional

models generally have been found to be in good agreement with available laboratory data.

However, the associated computational expense often makes these models impractical,

especially for the pu{pose of inverse calculation, in which a significant number of

transient runs are involved. In the convolution based models, the calculation of the wall

shear stress, which is fundamentally a two dimensional problem is reduced to an one

dimensional problem by relating the calculation of shear stress to the instantaneous mean

velocity and to the weighted past velocity changes. These types of models are physically

based models although there are several assumptions in Vardy-Brown model (1996) to
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deal with the turbulent pipe flow. Due to the dimensional reduction from two to one,

convolution based unsteady friction models are more computational efficient than two-
dimensional models. However, the computational costs increase significantly as the time

steps increase in these models because the calculation of shear stress is based on weighted

past velocity changes. Several numerical algorithms (Kagawa et al. 1983; Suzuki et al.

1991) have been presented with the goal of improving the efficiencies of these models;

however, the computational time based on these improved models is still significantly
large from inverse transient point of view. Some of these improved models (Trikha 1975;

Ghidaoui and Mansour 2002) sacrifice accuracy.

In contrast, unsteady friction models based on the derivatives of instantaneous flow
velocity are empirical models, and there is no clear physical meaning for the terms and

paratrteters use<l in these models. Axworthy et al. (2000) derived instantaneous

acceleration-based unsteady friction models from extended irreversible thermodynamics

and provide some physical explanations for these types of models, although these

explanations are only valid for limited cases (Ghidaoui and Mansour 2002). The major

advantage of these types of models over other types of unsteady füction model is their
effìciency' The computational time for the unsteady füction models based on

instantaneous velocity is hundreds or thousands times less than the convolution-based

models and two-dimensional approaches. Because the effrciency of the transient model is

important for the application of the inverse transient method, a modified Brunone

unsteady friction model called k¿ & kp model (Vítkovsky et al. 2000) was chosen for this

study for the calculation of unsteady friction in the transient model. Before applying the

transient model in ITM for leak detection, the model has been carefully calibrated in
experimental tests to determine the values of the parameters.

A general form of the relationship for a modified Brunone unsteady friction model
(Vítkovskjr 2001) is:

J"=' k"lôol k" ôo

"rolãl*ø* (7'7)

in wlriuh úr: I for V'20, þn: -1 for [/ < 0, and k1 and kp: undetermined unsteady

füction parameters. Parameter kt influences the damping of a transient event and
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parameter kp influences the phase. For slow transient events kp : 0. The values of these

parameters are defined as (Vítkovski'2001)

:!- *r.rr^E- (7.7a)KA =3.7s|fi u"a K, = 
128rc2 

- I srz

where r: 0.4 is von Karman constant.

7.5 The method of characteristics (MOC)

The continuity and momentum equations (7.4) and (7.5) are nonlinear, hyperbolic partial

differential equations. No closed-form solution exists for these equations. However, they

can be solved numerically using the finite difference method (Holloway and Chaudhry

1985; Streeter lg72), the method of characteristics (MOC) (Streeter 1972; V/ylie and

Streeter 1993), the finite element method (Baker 1983), the spectral method (Gottlieb and

Orszag lg77) and the boundary integral equation method (Liggett 1984). Among these

methods, the MOC has become quite popular and is extensively used. It has been proven

that the MOC is superior to other methods for solving the transient governing equations

for pipe flow in several aspects, such as correct simulation of steep wave front, easy

programming, conceptual simplicity and efficiency of computation (V/ylie and Streeter

t9e3).
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along

dH adQ . ^ , dx+- --+Ja=O. alongi=_a (7.9)dt ' gA dtr¿u-w) 
crolì$ 

d'=-o
The partial derivatives over time and space in equations Q.\ and (7.5) are expressed in
ordinary derivatives in equation (7.8) and (7.9). This allows the dependent variables 11

and Q to be solved directly by integration. However, there are tradeoffls, which limit the

soiution only aiong the characteristic lines (Figure 7.2). When Eqs. (7.S) and, (7.9) are

solved using the finite difference method, the Courant-Friedrich-tewy (CFL) stability

condition requires

The characteristic equations are (Wylie and Streeter 1993)

dx_=Cl
dt

At q <Ax

The Courant number Çis defined as:

dH . a.dQ ,_ *____-+Jq=0,dt gA dt
(7.8)

(7.10)

aAtc''= Lx' (7'11)

When Courant number is less than 1, interpolation schemes (Chen 1995) are necessary in
the finite difference scheme to analyse a system. These interpolation schemes introduce

numerical dispersion and attenuation. Therefore, the Courant number should be as close

to unity as possible to ensure numerical accuracy. In this study, the Courant number is

restricted to be equal to 1.0 for all the cases.

Substituting Eqs. (7.3) and (7.7) into Eqs (7.8) and (7.9) gives

#.h#.ffi.(*#l#¡2Ð:o,arong #=, (7,2)

#.h#.ffi.(r, *l#¡þfl:o, a,ong l; =-" (7,3)

in which, terms in the parentheses are the unsteady friction terms. By applying suitable

difference schemes, the pressure head (É1) and discharge (Q) cart be solved along the

characteristic lines. Since the time variation of the velocity along the characteristic grid is

unknown, a seconcl orcier implicit approximation of Q, which has becn provcn to be a¡
accurate and stable scheme, is used in the unsteady füction resistance term. Therefore,

the compatibility equations considering the unsteady friction effects by a k1& Æp model

(Vítkovsk¡i 2001) may be expressed as
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(H,-H)+hrn,-Q).#t*P
* t'-( dQ^ * !gt\N, * ¿: lnlØ * dQ,l¡,ç 

= o
2gAl dt dt ) " 2gAl dt dt 

I

(7.14)

(Hr-Hu) a (Q, - 8o)
f\x (Qu + Q)'

gA 2gDAz

- k, (dQu *!at\b,
2gA\ dt dt )

4

kA

2sA
l!9u *dQ,l¡a = o
ldt dtl

(7.1s)

+þ;

where the velocity sign operator (þy) for each compatibility equation is

øi
+1 if Qn+Qr>0
-l if Qo+Qr<0

and þ, {:l
if Qu +Qr>-0
if Qo+Qr<0

(7.16)

In a pipe network, there are four unknown for each pipe section: the upstream flow (Q),

upstream head (Hu),downstream flow (Qò and downstream head (H¿). Besides the above

two compatibility equations, Eq. (7 .14) and Eq. (7 .15), there are two more relationships

available: heads of pipe sections at a junction are equal, and a mass is conserved at the

junctions. At the boundaries, where these two additional relationships are not available,

either head measurement, flow measurement or a relationship between head and flow is

needed. By combining all the equations including the boundary conditions, the

simultaneous system can be written in a matrix form as

lMl{v"\: {R} Q '17)

where fM: a matrix of the coefficients of the unknown variables, {u*} : a vector of the

unknown heads and flow at present time step and {.1?} : a vector containing other

relationships not dependent on the unknown variables.

7.6 Minor losses from elbows and junctions

For a single pipeline system, minor losses, such as the loss though an elbow, are normally

neglected compared with the friction loss since the pipelines normally has large pipe

length to pipe diameter ratios (commonly called slenderness ratios). However, for a

pipeline network, minor losses from non-pipe elements and friction loss in some short

pipe sections could be of similar magnitude, making them non-negligible. Wood et al'

(1993) studied pipe networks dominated by pipe junctions and showed that steady flows
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in a pipe network with small slenderness ratios were significantly different when the

minor losses from junctions are considered. There are no accurate theoretical solutions to

calculate minor losses from a pipe junction, or an elbow. Formations of minor losses

involve complex mixing, flow separation and viscous dissipation mechanisms. Those

minor losses are noÍnally calculated by a minor loss coeffrcient K obtained from
experiments (Miller 1978) at steady state flow conditions. Effects of pipeline bends and

junctions on transient events were experimentally investigated by Wood and Chao (lg7I).
The first transient peaks were measured. They found a one percent attenuation of the first
peak of a transient event by a 90' elbow. For a T type junction, no obvious influence on

the fìrst peaks of a transient event was observed compared to the traditional analysis

where the minor losses were neglected. In addition to the first peak, the influence of the

minor losses from a bend or a junction on a whole transient, which is important for the

application the ITM, is not known. In the study detained in this chapter, the minor losses

from 90o elbows and T junction are investigated.

7.6.1Minor losses from elbows

The minor loss from an elbow is normally defined as

H": K r2
" )o

(7.18)

where H":head loss due to an elbow, and Kr: minor losses coefficient for the elbow.

For steady state flow, the value of K" depends on the deflection angle of the elbow, the

ratio of radius of curyature of elbow and pipe diameter and Reynolds number of flow. K"
normally has a range of 0.2 to 1.5 (Miller 1978).

Figure 7.3 An elbow considered in a transient model
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To investigate the effects of elbow on a water hammer event, Eq. (7.18) can be

incorporated into a transient model by considering an elbow using a pipe section with a

negligible length as shown in Figure 7.3. Assuming the minor loss coefficient in the

transient state is same as that in the steady state,

HD-Hu =U"+ (7.1s)

Considering mass conservation in the elbow gives

Qu: Qo Q '20)

Although the flow changes direction at an elbow, in a one-dimensional model effect of an

elbow on transients is same as a blockage studied in Chapter 6; both are expressed by a

minor loss coefficient. Therefore, all the results obtained from Chapter 6 for a blockage

can be applied to an elbow. Although no anal¡ical solution is available for transients in a

pipe network, the analytical solution in a single pipeline including an elbow can help

understand the significance of an elbow on fluid transients in a pipe network'

The relative importance of an elbow on a transient event can be expressed by

Rne (7.21)re
R+ Rn"

where r" : ratio of an elbow-induced damping over total transient damping, R : friction

damping coefficients defined in Eq. (6.15), R,": elbow (blockage)-induced damping on

the nth component defined in Eq. (6.33). Substituting Eqs. (6.15) and (6.33) into Eq.

(7.21) gives

zr 
" ffi¡ "os' lnnxi¡

fL 9í +zK Á:cos'(nmi)
D 2gAt '2gA'

S, cos2 ("^")
1+ S" cost lnm"¡

(7.22)r^

where S- =2D!": sensitivity parameter of an elbow on a transient event, xi = x" I L:'fL
dimensionless location of the elbow andx": location of the elbow.
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Figure 7.4 Significance of an elbow on transients in a pipeline

Figure 7.4 plots the variation of elbow significance parameter r" wilh different values of

^1" 
for the harmonic components n: I aîd n:2. The figure shows that the signifìcance of

an elbow on a transient event depends on the location of the elbow along the pipeline and

the value of sensitivity parameter of ,S,, which is a function of elbow loss coeffìcient (K"),

pipe friction factor (fl and the slendemess ratio (L/D). Since variations of elbow loss

coefficient (K":0.2 - 1.5) and pipe friction factor (f :0.01- 0.03) are relatively small

for most of flow conditions, the influence of an elbow on a transient event in a pipeline is

more dependent on the geometry of a pipe (L/D :L0 -1.0x10s) and the dimensionless

location of the elbow (*) :0 - 1.0). For a pipe system with a large slenderness ratio

(LlD), the minor losses become less signihcant.

According to the definition of minor losses in Eq. (7.18), they are proportional to the

square of the velocity. For a very small velocity, the minor loss will be close to zero.

Therefore, if the flow in a pipe is small, the minor loss, as well as the steady friction loss,

is negligible. For such a situation, the dominant loss during a transient event will be the

unsteady friction loss, which is more dependent on the speed of the transient event based

on the analysis in Section 4.7 of Chapter 4.

Two examples of effects of minor losses at elbows on different transient events illustrate

their effects.

n=2 _se=10
.--.Se=001
-.-Se=00001
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Figure 1.5 Apipe system with elbows

For the pipe system as shown in Figure 7.5, four 9O-degree elbows are installed at points

B, C, E and F. The minor loss coefficient for each bend is K":0.6. The other parameters

of the system are

Water level at Tank 1 Ë1r :3.98m

Water level at Taîk2 Hz:7.45m
'Wave speed ø : 1030 m/s

Inside diameter of the pipeD :72.94mm

Relative pipe roughness e lD :2.0x10-s
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Figure 7.6 Effects of elbows, (a) realtime scale (b) dimensionless scale

For the first example a transient is initiated by closing a small side discharge at point F
(see Figure 7.5) at time /:0.1s from the steady state condition. The size of the side

discharge valve is C¿As:0.2x10-6m2, andthe closing time of the side discharge is 0.02s.
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The Darcy-Weisbach friction factor is calculated as f : 0.017, md the sensitivity

parameter of elbow S" (defined in Eq. 7 .22) is calculated as 0.114, which is not negligible

(see Figure 7.4). The transients at point D (as shown in Figure 7.5) ate presented in

Figure 7.6 with and without the effects of minor losses. Minor losses at elbows have a

significant influence on the steady flow conditions in the pipeline. 'When the minor losses

at elbows are not considered, the steady velocity in the example is Vo:2'18 m/s. If the

minor losses are considered, the steady velocity is reduced to Vs -- 1.95 m/s. As a result,

the heads (II) at point D are different for the two cases as shown in Figure 7.6(a). The

damping effect of the elbows on the transient event is shown in Figure 7'6(b) where å*:

(H-Hùtru.

In the second example, the transients are generated by closing a partially open valve at

point G (in Figure 7.5) from a steady state of Qo: O.lLls (Vo: 0.024m1s). The valve is

closed within a time period of 0.0s-0.12s. The transients at point D are presented in

Figwe 7.7. In this example, since the flow in the pipe is so small, the influence of the

minor losses on the transient is negligible.
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Figure 7.7 Effects of elbows on transients at a small steady state velocity,(a) real-time

scale and (b) dimensionless scale
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Chapter 7 Application of the inverse transient method for leak detection in pipe networks

7.6.2 Minor losses from pipe junctions

Compared to an elbow, the minor loss from a pipe junction is more complicated since the

minor loss coefÍicients depen<i not only on ratios of flow rates in the legs but also on flow
directions (Miller 1978). A method to include minor losses from junctions for the

simulation of steady states in pipe networks was presented by Wood et al. (1993), in
which the calculation of the minor losses from junctions was added in the individual legs.

In transient flow, the flow in each leg of a junction changes with time, and the direction of
the flow rnay or may not change depend on the magnitude of the flow changes. Currently,

there appears to be no experimental tests available for the loss coeffrcients under unsteady

flow. In this study, the steady state loss coefficients are used in unsteady flow. Based on

this assumption, the effects of minor losses from a junction on a transient event are

studied numerically. The results in this section are verified experimentally in Chapter g.

Minor losses from a pipe junction can be simulated using small "head-loss" pipe sections

without a length as shown in Figure 7.8. In Figure 7.8, node 0 is a junction connecting

three pipes. Nodes 5, 6 and 8 are normal nodes. To simulate the minor losses at such a
junction, a "head loss" pipe section (pipes No. 0-1, 0-2, and 0-3) is added at each pipe leg

connected to the junction. The minor losses for different legs can be specified by head

loss coeffìcients (rKa) in the corresponding small pipe sections as

L'H,o=u,rry, LHro=Kzo%-, Mo.=Kto%- (7.23)

l'igure 7.8 Simulation of minor losses at pipe junctions

1
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Figure 7.9 Types of piPe junctions

Thus, in principle there is no difference between calculations of minor losses at elbows

and minor losses at junctions as outlined here. The main problem in calculating minor

losses at a pipe junction is the calculation of the head loss coefficients. These coefficients

vary with the geometry and flow conditions of junctions. In the pipe network at the

University of Adelaide, pipe junctions can be classified into four types as shown in Figure

7.9, where leg 3 is the converging (combining) leg and the cross-section areas for three

legs are same. The minor loss coefficients for different types can be calculated by the

following (Miller 1978;Wood et al. 1993) formulas:

Type (I):

Ki, : -o-g2(l - q') +1.2q2 and KLt : -0'47q2 + 0'94q2 + 0'03 (7 '24)

Type (II):

K'r, :7.45q2 -l.lq+ 0.95 and Ki, = 0'58q' -014q + 0'03 (7 '25)

Type (III):

Ki' = KL, :2 +3(q2 - q) (7 '26)

Type (IV):

K'rr:1+0.3q2 and Ki, =1+0.3(7- q)z (7 '27)

where e: QJQz,and the minor loss coefficients K,i, and K'r, (l: I and 2) are defined by

(Miller 7978; Wood et al. 1993)

(v,)' 
+ H, -\vr)' - H, - y,,(vt\' (7.28)

29 
--r 29 r Ir 29
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e

gt rH^-(v,)' -H,-u, (vr)'
29 ' 29 ', 3ii; Q'2e)

The definition of minor loss coefficients includes the velocity head, while the head loss

coefficients are defined by

H,-Hr=U,r+:

Hr-H, =K'V-' 29

Substituting Eqs. (7.30) and (7.31) into Eqs. (7.2S) and (7.29) gives

K,t = Ki, +I- q' and Kr, = K'2, -l+ q'

(7.30)

(7.31)

(7.32)

The head losses calculated from Eq. (7.32) are the total head losses across the junction,

which occur at two legs. For example, coefficient K13 is for the total head losses occurred

at leg 0-1 and leg 0-3. To apply the method described in Eq. (7.23), the total head loss

needs to be portioned into each leg. For junctions of types II and IV, most of the total

head loss occurs at the downstream of the junction (Miller l97g). Thus

Kor : Kzt Koz: K32 andK¡o : 0. e .33)
For junctions of types I and III, the head loss at each leg is calculated by

ifKr¡> Kzt:Kzo:0,K02:K2z,andKro:Krc-Kzz. (7.34)

if Kr¡ < Kn : K1s: 0, Ko: : Kt3, and Kzo: Kzt - Ktz. (7.35)

Application using Eqs. (7.23) to (7.35) in simulating minor losses at pipe junctions has

been embedded into the program NETTRANS. Because the minor loss coefficients vary
with flow rates in each leg, iterative solution procedure is needed. After each iteration in
which flow rates are calculated, the loss coefficient at each leg is re-evaluated using the

new flow rates. The iterations continue until changes of calculated flow rates are lower
than a limit value. More details of this program are introduced in Section 7.9. Similar to
minor losses at elbows, the minor losses at junctions are proportional to the square of
velocity at junction. Therefore, if the flow at a junction is small, the minor losses at such

a junction are negligiblc.
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Chapter 7 Application of the inverse transient method for leak detection in pipe networks

7 .7 E,ffects of dead ends on transients

When a branch in a network is closed (by a shut valve, for example), a dead end is

created. For steady state analysis, that branch can be removed from the network

calculation since the flow in it is zero. However, for transient analysis, the dead end may

or may not materially influence the solution. A dead end of length approximating other

pipe sections in a pipe network can be included in the simulation model as a normal pipe

section without difficulty. However, if a control valve in a branch is installed close to a

junction, a very short dead end section is created after the valve is closed. If that dead end

is considered as a normal computation reach of the MOC, the entire network must be

divided into many computational sections of similar length if the Courant number is to be

close to unity. Otherwise, accuracy is not guaranteed due to the error induced by

interpolation. Therefore, altemative ways must be found in a transient model to consider

the effects of dead ends on a transient event. In this section, a lumped parameter model

(LP) is developed for this pu{pose.

Ld

Figure 7.10 A short dead end

7.1.1A transient model with a lumped parameter dead end

The pressure variation in a short dead is small during a transient event. Therefore, the

pressure can be assumed uniform in the dead end (Wylie and Streeter 1993). Integrating

the continuity equation (Eq. 7.4) along a dead end gives

no : -ô! o sw: (7.36)
ôt a]
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where e(t: wave speed in the dead end section, í4/¿ : volume of the dead end, g :
gravitational acceleration, Q¿: flow rate into the dead end and 11¿ : pressure head in the

dead end, which is assumed uniform.

Eq (1.36) can be incorporated in a normal transient program based on the method of
characteristics by including Eq (7.36) in the continuity equation at the node where the

dead end is connected.

7.7.2 An analytical solution

Using a Dirac delta function (see Chapter 3) gives the continuity equation for the unsteady

flow in a pipeline including a dead end as

+*9+.4P-4sp<x-x¡=e (7.37)ôt Aôx gAôx gA

and the conservation of momentum for a pipe with a dead end perpendicular to the pipe

axis is

ôH 1 ôe * e ôe _ fe, eeo6(x-xo)
-+----:+ _u:+;;:___:O (7.39)ôx ' gA ôt gA' Ax 2DgA' --- gF-

Assuming the magnitude of the transient being small (ø...1.0), a dimensionless

governing equation for the transients in a pipeline with a dead end may be expressed as

ô'h. -\+c6(x. -Ðle!+zn{l (7.3s)
ôX*, 

L' r" "drt. 
ôt*- At -

where **:*/Z: dimensionless distance, | =tl(Lla): the dimensionless time, Z :
pipeline length, a : wave speed, h. =(H -H)lHl: the dimensionless head of the

transient, 11 : transient head, ËIs : steady-state head, Hl : a reference head at a tank,

R = fLQr l(2DaA): resistance term, p6 : steady-state flow rate, f : Darcy_Weisbach

friction factor, D: pipe diameter, A: pipe cross section area, c=ot,'o: dead end
a;W

parameter, ad: wave speed in the dead end, W¿: volume of the dead end, õ(x. _ x)):
Dirac delta function, x4* : x¿/L: dimensionless location of the dead end and x¿: position

of the dead end along the pipeline.
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For a pipeline connected between two reservoirs with constant heads, the solution to Eq'

(7.3g) is (details of the derivation of the solution are given in Appendix D)

h' (*' ,r-) = Ë þ-^'lo,, cos(Ut.) + B,sin(Xt-)]sin(n ø-¡) Q '40)
n=l

in which )" - (n:1,2,3,...)

S¿ :2Csin'@*)) (7.42)

The analytical solution in Eq. (7 .40) shows that presence of a dead end in a single pipeline

changes the frequencies of the Fourier components. The significance of the effect

depends on the parameter S¿ defined in Eq. (7 .42), which is related to the location of the

dead end, relative volume and wave speed of the dead end compare to the pipeline.

7 .7 .3 Numerical examPles

Two numerical examples including a slow and a fast transient event are presented in this

section to visualise the effects of a dead end on fluid transients. In addition, the accuracy

of the lumped parameter (Lp) model discussed in Section 7.7.1 and analytical solution

presented in Section 7.7.2 wlllbe verified by comparing to the normal MOC approach in

which the dead end is considered as a normal pipe section by dividing the pipeline into a

large number of reaches.

(7.41)

and

L:Pipe length:l000m
D: Pipe diameterO.2m

/ : Friction factor:0.02
a:Wave speed:l000m/s

H.r:25m

Dead end

Lo: lom, Do:0.2m, cr: l0oom/s

250m 750 m

Figure 7.11 A single pipeline with a dead end

For the pipeline connecting two constant-head reservoirs as shown in Figure 7'11, there is

a dead end located at the 250mfrom the upstream reservoir. The length of the dead end is
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Chapter 7 Application of the inverse transient method f'or leak detection in pipe networks

1o/o of the pipeline length (L¿: l}m, L: 1000m), and the diameter of the dead end is

same as the diameter of the pipeline (D¿: D : 0.2m). The wave speed in the dead end is

same as that in the pipeline (a¿: a : 7000rn/s). To include such a dead end in a normal

MOC simulation and keep the Courant number close to unity, the pipeline reach in the

pipeline should be close to the length of the dead end. In this example, the pipeline is
divided into 200 reaches and the dead end is divided into 1 reaches giving a Courant

number of C, : 1.9.
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Figure l.T2Effect of dead end on a slow transient (MOC)

In the first example, a slower transient event is generated by changing the water level at

the downstream reservoir in a manner by which a sinusoidal transient is generated in the

pipeline. The variation in water level at the downstream reservoir is defined as

Hz =15 + 5sin2(0.5nr) (0 < I <2.0) (7.43)

The mean velocity in the pipeline is Vo:1.40 m/s giving the füction damping coefficient

R: W't/o)l(2Da): 0.07. The dead end parameter c and s¿ are calculated as c - 
q2w¿ :'-;T

0.01 and s¿ = 2csin' (n^)) : 0.01 given n : 7- The dominant frequen cy (n : 1.0) of the

pipe transient is 1.0æ without the dead and 0.995n (Eq. 7 .aD with the dead end based on

the analytical solution. The transients calculatçd by the MOC are presented in Figur e 7,lZ
for both cascs of with and without a dead end. Thc cffcct of the dead end on the transient

is not very significant. However, by zooming into details a phase shift between two cases

is evident. The total time shift within 40 seconds (20 periods) is 0.2 seconds giving the

- 

w¡thout a dead end

I

------ with a dead end

-w¡thout 

a dead end
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frequency difference of 0.005æ (: 2nl(40120)-2nl(40.2120)) for the two events. This

frequency difference is in agreement with the analytical solution in Eq' (7.41) for n: l.
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Figure 7.13 Comparison of the lumped parameter (LP) model and analytical solution

with the MOC for a slow transient

The effects of the dead end can be considered by a lumped parameter (LP) model, in

which a smaller number of reaches can be used for the pipeline. In this example, the

pipeline is divided into 16 reaches. The transients calculated using the LP model, the

MOC and the analytical solution are given in Figure 7.13. The results based on these

three methods are virtually identical, which shows that the effect of a dead end on a

slower transient event can be adequately considered by the LP model, and the linearized

analytical solution is accurate given q" <<7.0 (in this example 4- '0'35¡' Because the LP

model can use a much smaller number of reaches, the computing time used in LP model is

much smaller than that in the normal MOC model. For this example, the computing time

used in the normal MOC model (101 reaches and simulation time period of 40.0s) is

163.64s on a pentiumll 500 MHz personal computer, and in LP model (16 reaches and

simulation time period of 40.0s) is 0.41s, which is approximately 400 times faster. This

improvement is more important when the transient model is used in an inverse calculation

in which a greatnumber of transient runs are involved'

In the second example, a faster transient event is initiated by closing the valve at the

downstream end of the pipeline as shown in Figure 1.17. The valve is closed

- 

MOG

----" Lumped parameter model

Analyticâl solution

i _l

- 

MOC

------- Lumped parâmeter model

Analytiel solution
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instantaneously from a pafüally open position that gives the steady flow of eo :
0.005m3/s. The transients calculated using the MOC are given in Figure 7.14 for both

cases with and without a dead end. The effects of the dead end on the fast transient event

are more significant than on the slow transient event. A reflection from the dead end is

obvious, and the transient form becomes complex after several periods due to the

interaction of the reflected and transmitted transients by the dead end.
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Figure 7.15 Comparison of the LP model with the MOC for a fast transient event

The effects of the dead end on a faster transient event calculated using the MOC and the

LP model are presented in Figure 7.15. Due to the large value of q* (q*: 1.0 in this

---..-...with a dead end 
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example), which actually invalidates the assumption for the analytical solution, the

analytical solution is not suitable for this example, and is not included in Figure 7.15.

Generally speaking, the results based on LP model are in good agreement with those

based on the normal MOC model. The LP model can successfully simulate the reflection

from the dead end (point A in the Figure 7.15). However, the LP model cannot simulate

the additional reflections from the end of the dead end (point B) and this is the main

reason for the discrepancy between the two models.
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Figure 7.1ò Comparison of the lumped parameter (LP) model with the MOC for a faster

transient by considering unsteady friction

For a faster transient event, the effects of unsteady friction cause significant damping of

higher harmonics and make the transient trace appear smoother. To improve the matter'

the modified Brunone unsteady friction model Vítkovskf (2001) was applied to the MOC

and Lp model. Results are presented in Figure 7.76. The results based on LP model are

almost identical to those based on the MOC. Therefore, the effects of a dead end on a

faster transient event can also be adequately represented by the LP model if the unsteady

friction is modelled. The Lp model will be used in the inverse transient model to consider

the effects of dead ends on the transients in pipe network systems'
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Ç

7.8 Minimization Techniques

The match between the numerical modelling results and the measurements is measured by
an objective function (Chen 1995). A convenient objective function to measure the match

between calculated and measured transients is the least-squares function defined as

M

E =>(Hï - H,)' (7.44)
i=1

where Hi' : ith measured transient head, H¡: ith calculated transient head (a, function of
the parameters of leaks) and M: the number of measurement points. The minimum of
the objective function over the entire network at the selected measurement points for the
period of transient calculation coresponds to the solution parameters of the leaks. The
solution parameters indicate where the actual leaks are and the size of the each leak. If an

assumed leak does not correspond to the actual position of the leak, then the leak size

should equal to zero, or at least, be orders of magnitude smaller than the size of the acfual

leak.

Normally the guessed leak parameters will not correspond exactly to actual leak
parameters. Thus the calculated transients will not match the measured transients and the

objective function value will be large. Improved leak parameters are obtained from
minimisation of the objective function. A simple method of minimising the objective

function is the steepest descent (S-D) method. The S-D method employs the gradient of
the objective function to move to a lower objective function value. The S-D is effective at

a distance away from the true minimum; however, when near the minimum it can show

slow convergence. This slow convergence problem can be improved by the Levenberg-

Marquardt (L-M) algorithm that combines S-D method and the inverse Hessian method,

which works better in the neighbourhood of the minimum but performs poorly when far
from the minimum for function minimisation. Although the L-M algorithm is more
efficient compared to S-D method, overall the L-M algorithm is still a local minimisation
algorithm and can suffer when local minima and complex objective function topography

are present (Vítkovskjr 2001, Vítkovskju et aI.2002).

A minimisation algorithm that provides a better coverage of the search space is the

Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) algorithm (Duan er al.,l9g2, Vítkovsky et al. 2002).
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The SCE method is based on four main concepts: (i) a combination of deterministic and

probabilistic approaches; (ii) the systematic evolution of a "complex" of points spanning

the parameter space in the direction of global improvement; (iii) competitive evolution;

and (iv) complex shuffling. An initial population of points is randomly sampled from the

parameter space. These points are partitioned into a number of complexes that are

evolved using competitive evolution techniques in a manner similar to the simplex

method. At periodic times during the evolution, the entire set of points is shuffled and

reassigned to new complexes, thus enabling information sharing. The competitive

evolution ensures that the entire population should move towards the global optimum

(given an adequate initial population size). The shuffling allows a more global search and

exchange of information from different regions of the search space. The application of

ITM based on a single pipeline using the SCE method has produced satisfactory results

(Vítkovsky et al. 2002).

In this study, applications of ITM for leak detection in pipe networks using the L-M and

SCE methods are investigated. Application of these two minimisation methods has been

incorporated into a progfam called NETFIT, which is described in the following section.

7.9 Computer programs: NETTRANS, and NETFIT

The numerical calculations presented in this thesis are conducted using two computer

programs the first of which is called NETTRANS, which is a forward transient solver, and

the second is NETFIT which combines NETTRANS and a minimisation solver NLFIT

and is a inverse transient program. These two programs are introduced in this section.

7.9.I NETTRANS

NETTRANS is a program that calculates transients in pipe network systems. The

structure of this program was originally developed by Prof' James Liggett of Cornell

University. The program is coded with a mixture of FORTRAN 77 and FORTRAN 90'

The transient algorithm used in this program is the method of characteristics (MOC) based

on an implicit scheme. A main feature for this program is that a sparse solver is included

in addition to the normal matrix solver. By saving only the non-zero elements in the

coefficient matrix described in Eq. (7.11), not only is the computing storage significantly
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reduced, the computing speed is also improved geatly compared to the normal matrix
solver, especially for a network with a large number of pipes. In NETTRANS, a linear
interpolation scheme is available for pipe network systems in which the Courant numher
for any of pipe reach is not equal to unity.

Since 1999, as part of this Ph.D. research some new features have been added in
NETTRANS and some modifications have been made in order to improve the computing

effìciency and user convenience. These new features and changes includes:

1. A steady state solver (Subroutine steady.for) was added. A transient calculation should

starts from a correct initial condition. The most common and easiest initial condition is
the steady state condition. An alternative way of achieving a steady state is by running a
transient process for a period of time. The use of a steady solver is more efficient.

2. Valves in a pipe network system can be considered in NB'I"I-RANS. Valves are a very
important component in pipeline networks. They are widely used in pipeline networks for
flow and pressure control. Despite the seemingly endless variety of valve types invented,

most of these complex behaviours are built up by combining several valve functions into
one unit. From hydraulics point of view, a valve is a head loss component. It can be

simulated by the orifice equation. Normally the opening of a valve is described by
parameter rdefined as

- CoA"
'L =- (7.4s)(CoA,)o

where (C¿Ar)o : open area for reference conditions A,IIy and LQs. The relationship

between the discharge and head loss through a valve at an arbitrary position is expressed

AS:

eo = acr J Mr (7.46)

in which c, = Æ is a constant coefficient for reference conditions.
,lM o

3 ' Three different types of unsteady friction model including Zielke's laminar unsteady

friction model, Brunone unsteady füction model and a modified Brunone unsteady

friction model have been included in the program. These unsteady friction models can be

switched on and off in the program by the control parameters in the input data file.
4' The size of a leak is treated as a time-dependent boundary condition, so a sudden break

of a leak can be simulated in NETTRANS. More importantly, the transient generating
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process by closing a small side discharge can be simulated using this type of boundary

condition.

5. A lumped parameter model to consider the effects of short dead ends on transient has

been added. The detail of this model has been discussed in Section 7 '7 '1'

6. Minor losses at pipe junctions can be considered in the program. The minor losses

coefficients are based on experimental results presented in Miller (1978)'

7. Some of the elements in the coefficient matrix never change during the calculation

since they are only related to the topology of the pipe network system. Therefore, in

NETTRANS these elements are only computed at the start of the calculations. This

improvement can save about 10olo computing time'

g. A subroutine to analyze the damping and frequency characteristics of the output

pressure (head) or flow rate at specified locations is included.

7 .9.2 Validation of NETTRANS

The accuracy and the efficiency of NETTRANS have been verified against freely or

commercially available steady state and transient programs and also analytical solutions.

The steady state conditions calculated by NETTRANS have been compared with

EpANET (version 2), which was developed by the United States Environmental

Protection Agency, and also with the experimental measurements from the laboratory

network at the University of Adelaide. When the minor losses are not considered for the

looped pipe network in Robin Hydraulics Laboratory at the University of Adelaide,

velocities calculated by EpANET and NETTRANS are identical and are presented in

Figxe 7.17. In both NETTRANS and EPANET, the friction is calculated based on the

Darcy-Weisbach formula. The lengths of the pipes in this pipe network are given in

Table 7.1, andother properties of the pipes and tanks are:

Water level in the providing Tankl Ë1r : 3.98 m

Water level in the outflow Tank2 Hz:7.45 m

Inside pipe diameter D:72.94 mm

Thickness of the PiPe wall e:7.63 mm

Pipe roughness e:0.0015 mm

Bulk modulus of the pipe (copper) E:1.20x1011N/m2
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Tank I

Pipel Pipe2

Pipe5

Pipe3

Pipeó

Pipe4

PipeT
3.66

3

2Tank
9

ç Figure 7. 17 The steady state velocity in a network calculated by NETTRANS and

EPANET without considering minor losses (m/s)

'When minor losses at elbows and junctions in Figure 7.5 are considered, velocities

calculated by NETTRANS are presented in Table 7.2. The calculation of minor losses in
NETTRANS is based on the methods described in Section 7.6.2. Velocities at two pipe

sections (pipe 1 and pipe 4) measured by two electromagnetic flowmeters are also

included in Table 7.2. The details of the measurements and the calibration of the

flowmeters are given in Section 8.2.6 in Chapter 8. The velocities calculated by
NETTRANS are very close to the experimental measurements.

Table 7.1 properties of the pipe network in Figure 7.17

Pipe No Upstream node Downstream node Length

I I 2 4.575

2 2 J 6.100

J J 4 t2.200

4 4 5 12.200

5 6 7 6.100

6 7 8 12.200

l 8 9 12.200

8 2 6 6.100

9 3 7 6.100

l0 4 8 6.100

ll 5 9 6.100

t2 9 10 3.050

2 4
2.1
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Chapter 7 Application of the inverse transient method for leak detection in pipe networks

Table 7.2 Steady state velocities in pipe network as shown in Figure 7.17 when the minor

losses are considered (m/s)

Pipe No. Upstream node Downstream node Measurements

1 I 2 2.45

2 2 3 7.72

3 3 4 1.36

4 4 5 1.19 1.18

5 6 7 0.73

ó 7 8 1

7 8 9 t.26

I 2 6 2.45

9 .) 7 0.13

10 4 8 0.36

11 5 9 0.17

t2 9 10 1.19

Reservoir
(30m)

\s
Leak

Constant InflowClr:5'0 x10 -s m2
[10] (20 Lls)

162m 762m
Outflow

Transient Initiation

Figure 7.18 Example small network (from Chen 1995)
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Chapter 7 Application of the inverse transient method for leak detection in pipe networks

Applications of NETTRANS in simulating transients have been compared with
INVCHART, which was developed by Chen (1995) and further developed and verified by
Vítkovskf (2001), and also to TRANSAM developed by Professor Bryan Karney at

University of Toronto.

A water distribution pipe network as shown in FigureJ.IS, which was introduced by
Pudar and Liggett (1992) and used in Chen (1995), is considered as the first example.

This network consists of 11 pipes and seven nodes. It is supplied from a reservoir and a

constant inflow at node 7. The pipe lengths for the network are shown in Figure 7.1g

below each pipe. All pipes are 254 mm in diameter with a wall thickness of 1.6 mm and

the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor for each pipe is f : 0.02. A leak at node 2 has a

lumped leak coefficient of C¿Ao:5.0x10-s m2, corresponding to an approximate leak hole
diameter of 13 mm. The inflow at node 7 is constant as 0.02 m3/s. The transient is

initiated by changing the outflow rate from node 4 as shown in Figure 7.19(a). At time /:
0.0 the network is at steady state conditions. More details of this network can be found in
Chen (1995). The transients at node 6 calculated using NETTRANS and INVCHAR and

TRANSAM are plotted in Figure 7.19(b) and the results are almost identical.
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Figure 7.19 Transient in a small network (from Chen 1995) (a) boundary condition at

node 4, (b) transients simulated using NETRANS, INVCHAR and TRANSAM

I rycuan is a program developed by Chen (1995) for leak detection and pipe roughness calibration
based the inverse transient method. Because INVCHAR was designed for inverse calculation and includes
six different interpolation schemes, this program has a complex structure and is diff,rcult for further
developments for transient simulation, for example to include unsteady friction models. When the author of
this thesis studied his Ph.D. research at the beginning of lggg, it was decided to develop another more
structured transient simulation program - NETTRANS

0
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- 
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Chapter 7 Application of the inverse transient method for leak detection in pipe networks

Transients measured from a single laboratory pipeline at The University of Adelaide

(Bergant et al. 2001) are used to validate the unsteady friction models in NETTRANS.

This single pipeline was introduced in chapter 4 and is repeated here for convenience.

The pipelin e is 37.2mlong and is made of copper pipe with a diameter of 22.lmm. The

wave speed in the pipeline was calibrated as ø : l320mJs. The transient was generated by

closing a downstream (valve 1) from a steady state of Qo: 1.132 xl0-4 m2ls giving the

Reynolds number of Re : 5800. Transients measured from two locations, downstream

valve and middle of the pipeline, are presented in Figxe 7.20. Simulation results

calculated using NETTRANS based on the h & kp unsteady füction model (Vítkovskf

2001) are compared with corresponding experimental measurements and shows good

agreement. In the simulation, unsteady parameters were set as k1:0'031 and kp: 0'0395

which were calculated using Eq- (7.7a).

Data acquisition and Processing

Tank 1

EL=z.0 A
B Tank2

C
Valvel D

EL{.0

Side discharge

Pressure Regulation

Figure 4.12 (repeated) Laboratory pipeline

l6'l
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Quasi steadyKa & Kp model

- 

Eperimentof Bergant

100 1m

0

-20

08 12 1.2

t¡me (9

Figure T.20Transients in a single laboratory pipeline (Re : 5g00)

7.9.3 NETFIT

NETFIT is a program that was developed in this Ph.D. research for leak (or blockage)
detection and pipe roughness calibration in pipe network systems based on the inverse

transient method (ITM). This program is comprised of two parts: NETTRANS, a forward
transient solver, and NLFIT, an inverse parameter-fitting program. NLFIT is a Bayesian

nonlinear regression program suite developed by Associate Professor George Kuczera at

the University of Newcastle. This program suite provides several minimisation methods

including the gradient-based Newton-Raphson (N-R) and Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M)
methods, and global-based searching methods including the genetic algorithm (GA) and

shuffled complex evolution (SCE) methods. NLFIT also provides a series of windows-
based interfaces in which the parameters and minimisation schemes can be chosen and the
convergence process and fitness of the searched parameter can be monitored. An example

window for edit mode is given inFigare 7.21. NETTRANS and NLFIT are connected

through two subroutines called inputt and model. Details of NLFIT can be found in the

NLFIT Manual (Kuczera 1994).
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Figure 1.21 Awindows interface of NETFIT

7.g.3 Validation of NETFIT based on numerical measurement data

Application of NETFIT to leak detection in a small network as shown in Figure 7.18 is

presented in this section using the numerically generated measurement data. The inverse

analysis requires the following information:

1. Initial and boundary conditions;

2. lîitial guess for the unknown leak parameters; and

3. Measurement data atnon-boundary nodes'

In the inverse analysis, the initial and boundary conditions are same as those in the

trafìsient analysis. The leaks are assumed at nodes 2,3, 5 and 6 (node 1 is a constant head

boundary condition, and nodes 4 and 7 are constant demand boundary conditions)' The

guessed sizes of leaks are assumed to be zero atthe beginning of the inverse analysis. The

transient measured at node 6 within period of 0s to 50s is used in the inverse analysis.
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The results of the inverse analysis using the L-M minimisation method are presented in

Figwe 7.22. The leak size at node 2, at which a leak is present, converged to the actual

value of C¿Ar: 5.0x10-s m2 after 5 steps of iteration. Leak sizes at node 3, 5 and 6, where

no leak is present, converged to very small magnitudes close Io zeto. In the L-M method,

no limit was put on the leak size. As a result, the size of a leak may be negative (node 3 in

table 7.3). However, the negative value is so close to zero that no significant influence on

the outcome of analysis. In the transient model, if a negative leak is fed back from the

inverse parameter fitting, the leak size is set to zero. The measurement transient and

transient calculated using the detected final leak parameters from the inverse analysis are

plotted in Figure 7.23, and are visually identical'
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Figure 7.24Inverse analysis based on SCE method

Table 7.3 Outcome of leak detection using NETFIT

Leak size Node 2 Node 3 Node 5 Node 6

Real values (m') 5.00x 10-' 0 0 0

L-M method (m-) 5.00x 10-' -1.00x 10-'

-SCE 
Method (m') 5.00x 10-' 8.17x 10-' J X X

The results of the inverse analysis based on SCE method are presented in Figure 7 .24. In

the SCE method, the leak size can be pre-set within a limit range. In this example sizes of

leaks at the assumed locations are set within 0.0-0.001m2. Because the initial leak

parameters are randomly chosen within this range, the sizes of the leaks are further away

- 
node 3 

- 
node 5

node6 
-node2
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from the actual values at the beginning of the inverse analysis compared to L-M method.

After about2000 iteration steps, the size of leak at node 2 converges to the actual value of
C¿AL:5.0x10-s m2 while the leak sizes at nodes 3, 5 and 6 converge to small magnitudes

close to zero. The final values of the sizes of the leaks are given in Table 7.3.

7.10 Summary

Compared to a single pipeline, a pipe network not only has more pipes and nodes, but also

has some special features including minor losses and dead ends. These features make
simulation of transients in a pipe network more challenging. The effects of minor losses

at elbows ancl pipe junctions and dead ends on transient evcnts are investigatecl in this
chapter and methodologies to simulate these effects in a transient model have been

developed. A program called NETTRANS for simulating transients in pipe networks has

been developed. The accuracy of this program has been verified by comparison with
other independent steady state and transient programs and experiment results from a

single pipeline.

The minor losses at elbows and pipe junctions are simulated using small "head loss,' pipe
sections in the transient model. The significance of minor losses on a transient event
depends on the flow rates at elbows or pipe junctions and the geometry (ratios of pipe
length to pipe diameter) of a pipe system. Minor losses tend to become more important
for a pipe system with smaller ratios of pipe length to pipe diameter, and with larger flow
rates.

Presence of a short dead end may significantly influence a transient event. An analytical
solution expressed in a Fourier series has been developed for transients in a pipeline with
a dead end' The analytical solution shows presence of a dead end change the frequencies

of the harmonic components. The significance of the effect depends on the parameter S¿

defined in Eq. (1.42), which is related to the location of the dead end, relative volumc and

wave speed of the dead end compare to the pipeline. A lumped parameter model, which
can be easily included in the MOC, has been developed to effectively simulate effects of a
dead end on a transient event.
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An inverse calculation program called NETFIT has been developed to apply the inverse

transient method for leak detection in pipe network systems. Applications of NETFIT

using numerically generated measurement data has shown that NETFIT can find the leaks

including leak location and leak size successfully based on different searching techniques

including the Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) algorithm and the shuffled complex evolution

(SCE) method.
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Chapter 8

verification of ITM for Leak Detection in a

LaboratorY PiPe Network

8.1 Introduction

As part of this ph.D. research, a three-loop pipe network has been constructed in the

Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering at the University of Adelaide to

investigate transients and to apply the inverse transient method in network systems. In

this chapter the construction, calibration and test results for leak detection observed

from this pipe network are described. The unsteady friction models including the h &'

kp model (Section 7.4) andthe Zielke model (Zielke 7971), which have been tested in

straight single pipelines (Bergant et al. 2001, vítkovsky 2001), are verified in this

chapter against measured transients in the pipe network. The effects of minor losses

from pipe junctions and effects of dead ends on the fluid transients, discussed in

chapter 7, are experimentally verified. This chapter presents the experimental

verification of the inverse transient method (ITM) for leak detection in pipe networks

based on real-rather than numerical model generated-measurement data'

8.2 Construction of the experimental apparatus

The design of the experimental pipe network commenced in March 1999 and

construction was completed in December 2000. It is located in the Robin Hydraulics

Laboratory in the Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering at the University
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of Adelaide. A diagram of the pipe network is given in Figure 8.1. The network is
made of copper pipe with a diameter of 75mm (3 inches) and is connected to three

tanks, Tank l, Tank2 and Tank 3 of Figure 8.1(b). The main body of the network is

horizontal with two vertical pipes connecting the tanks as shown in Figure S.l(a).

Flanged, one-quarter-turn ball valves are installed in this network for flow control in
order to simulate different network configurations, including single pipelines,

branched networks, pipelines with dead ends and looped networks. Transients can be

initiated in three ways: by adjusting the opening of a valve, by closing a side-discharge

valve, or by injecting flow into network using a piston or membrane. pressure

transducers used for acquisition of measurement data-for use in the inverse transient

method - can be placed at different nodes (Tl, T2, T3, T4, T5 T6 and T7 in Figure

8.lb) in the network.

Circulation System of the Looped Network

Unit: mm

Threeloop network

+

Rowmeter

V

Floor Level

30500

Pump

Reservoir

(a) Circulation of flow in the pipe network (Units: mm)
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chapter 8 verification of ITM for leak detection in a laboratory pipe network

8.2.1Pipes

The pipe network is made of DN80 copper pipes of length 6.0m. Details of the pipe

characteristics and pipe material properties are given in Table 8.1. During the design

of the experimental apparatus, pipes made of steel, stainless steel and copper were

considered. Copper pipes were chosen because of the corrosion problems associated

with steel pipes and difficulty in machining of stainless steel pipes and fittings. In the

network, pipes (also valve and pipe, transducer block and pipe, pipe and tank) are

cnnnecferl ¡rsino flqnopc ¡/nnn^or o¡lonfo-o\ ^. -L^,,,- :- D:-.-^ o õ Fl-uuøHLv¡o,, 4ù ùrr(rwlt rlr r.rëult o.z. Íld'Ilgg connecuons

rather than fixed welded connections were chosen so that some of the sections could
be replaced with pipes of different roughnesses or diameters; thus, the network can be

used for pipe roughness calibration and pipe blockage detection investigations. The

estimated roughness of the pipe inner wall (.f for all the pipes used in this study is

0.0015mm, giving a relative roughness of 2.0x10-s.

Table 8.1 Properties of the copper pipe (AS t432-lgg0)

6.0 + 0.01m
72.94 + 0.1mm

e 1.63 + 0.05m
Poisson's ratio Qu) 0

oung I tv (Ð 120 + 5 Gpa
pressure l,620kPa

During the design of the network, the length of each of the pipe sections was selected

carefully to make the Courant number of each section equal to unity. In this network,

the smallest computational unit is 1.525m. The main part of the pipe network (see

Figure 8.3) is located under the steel beam. The pipes are anchored with supports at an

interval of 1.0m in the axial direction. Extra restraints are included at the elbows and
junctions, where the flow changes directions.
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184
Copper pipe prp€Copper

adapter

Figure 8.2 Copper pipe flange adapter (units: mm)

Figure 8.3 The pipe network (l-copper pipe,2-pipe restrain, 3-flange adaptel4-
-steel 

beam, 5-steel column, 6-concrete floor, 7-a22mm single pipeline rig)

The strength of the pipes and brackets and the clearance of the pipe network above the

floor level and the deflections of the pipes were checked against Australian Standards.

8.2.2 Tanks

Three tanks are connected to the pipe network. Depending on the relative water levels

in the different tanks, these tanks can provide different flow conditions. As shown in

Figure 8.1(a), a pump is connected to Tank 1, which is located at the westem side of

the laboratory. Tank I is made of steel plate with a size of 6.20m x 1'53m x 1'35m

(length x width x height). when the pump is working at capacity with no other users

(some other facilities are connected with Tank 1) the water surface in Tank 1 is 3'98m
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above the level of the looped network as shown in Figure g.l(a). when the pump is
shutdown, the highest water surface is 3.86m above the level of the network.

Tank2 is located at the eastern side of the laboratory and is made of pVC. The size of
tank is shown in Figure 8.4. Two pipe legs from the looped network are connected

with Tank 2. A baffle with holes is placed near the bottom of the tank to diffuse the
water flow in order to make the water surface stable. The water flows over a square-

edged weir and then flows to a volumetric tank. In addition to achieving a stable water
surface, the square-edged weir is used as a flow measurement device in case that the
electromagnetic flow meters installed in the pipe network fail to work. The height
from the square-edged weir to the level of the looped network is 1.395m. The water
surface in Tank 2 above the level of the looped network ranges from 1.395m to 1.45m
tlepending on the flow rates at the weir.

Løgth 1500
Square-edged weir

l= t-

1000

{
B
o

t000

l

I
l

600

vvidrh

To volumetric tank

Square-edged weir

600

1500

Figure 8.4 Tank 2 and the square edged weir (units: mm)

Tank 3 is located vertically above the Robin Hydraulics Laboratory i¡ t¡e third floor
of the Engineering North Building at the University of Adelaide. The water level in
Tank 3 is about 14.5m above the network. Tank 3 is connected to the network using
two different types of pipes, 75mm copper pipes and r50mm (6 inches) steel pipes. In
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Chapter 8 Verifìcation of ITM for leak detection in a laboratory pipe network

this study, Tank 3 has not been used, and is isolated from the pipe network by closing

the valve Vl1 (see Figure 8.1b) for all the experimental tests presented'

8.2.3 Control valYes

An important feature of this pipe network is that 16 control valves have been installed

within the pipe network in order to obtain the flexibility of simulating different

network configurations and for other applications including pipe roughness calibration

and blockage detection. To minimise the disturbance on the flow in the network, one-

quarter flange ball valves, which have very smooth core profile and an inner diameter

equal to that of the copper pipe, were chosen. Two pictures of the flanged ball valves

are shown in Figure 8.5. The valve is made of stainless steel with a flange compatible

with the copper pipe flange adapter. The location and serial number (ranging from vl

to V16) of each valve is shown in Figure 8'1b'

Figure 8.5 The flanged one-quarter turn ball valve

8.2.4 Leak orifices

A primary purpose of the pipe network is to veriff the inverse transient method for

leak detection. Therefore, leaks can be simulated at different locations in the pipe

network. A number of brass blocks as shown in Figure 8.6 were machined and

installed in the network for installation of leak orifices and pressure transducers. The
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diameter of the leak orifice may be changed based on test requirements. In the present

network, leaks with diameters of D¡:5mm are installed atT3, T4, T5 and Tó and a

smaller leak with diameter of D1.:3mm is installed atT2,which is the one used in this
study' The orifice can be switched on and off using a small ball valve that is
connected with each orifice as shown in Figure 8.7. In this network, there are 7 brass

blocks (leak orifices) installed. Locations of these leaks and their serial number are

shown in Figure 8.1b.

I 02.9

Druck pressue trasducer

Leak orifice

Figure 8.6 Brass block for installation of leak orifice and pressure transducer (units:
mm)

Figure 8.7 The brass block in the network (1-copper pipe, 2-pipe restriction, 3-flange
adapter, 4-brass block, 5-pressure transducer, 6-transducer u-plifi"r,7-leakorifìce)
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8.2.5 Pressure transducers

pressure measurements are performed by Druck high-speed pressure transducers. A

brass block (as shown in Figure 8.6) was designed and machined for installation of a

pressure transducer to ensure that the pipe diameter does not change and the transducer

is flush with the inside of the pipe. The characteristics of the Druck pressure

transducer are given in Table 8.2. In present network, seven brass blocks are installed

as shown in Figure 8.1b. In this study, five Druck transducers at T1, T3, T5, T6 and

T7 are installed, and their locations and serial number are shown in Figure 8.1b' The

calibration results of the transducers are given in Section 8.3.2.

Table 8.2 Characteristics of the Druck pfessure transducers (PDCR-810)

strcs Values

Pressure range to

S tage 0 to 10V

tage to 100mV

0 ofpressure range

Temperature range OoC to 50"C

8.2.6 Flow meters

Flow meter sensor LCD output

Figure 8.8 The ABB flow meter
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Flow rates in the pipe network are measured by two electromagnetic flow meters.

Their positions are shown in Figure 8.1b. The flow meters were provided by ABB
International, and the characteristics of the flow meters are given in Table g.3. The
flow meter has the same inner diameter as the copper pipe, which is important in this
study to avoid disturbance of the flow. During the design of the experimental

apparatus, different types of flow meters that use pressure differences, turbines, and

ultrasound were considered. The present ABB Master electromagnetic flow meters

were chosen due to their high accuracy, less flow disturbance and reasonable costs.

Because they have a low frequency response, less than 3.0H2, compared to the water
hammer frequencies (larger than 6.0H2 depending on the network configuration), the

flow meter is only suitable for measuring steady state discharge. There are two output
channels for each flow meter as shown in Figure 8.8. One LCD output indicates

velocity and flow rate. The other channel is connected to the computer to measure and

record voltage signals. The LCD output can be programmed to requirement of the

user.

Table 8.3 characteristics of the electromagnetic flow meter (ABB MegMaster@)

Characteristics

rate range S)
Meter bore

0.5% range

emperafure range 0-50'c

8.2.7 Generation of transients

Two methods are used to generate transients in the pipe network apparatus. One

method is by closing an inline valve. This is a traditional method. Another is to close

a side discharge orifice. The side discharge orifice is connected to a fast-acting

solenoid valve. A photo of a solenoid valve installed in the pipe network in shown in
Figure 8.9. The diameter of the side discharge orifice is 5.0mm. The diameter of the

solenoid valve is 1.6mm. For the second method, a transient is generated with a

smaller disturbance of the steady flow in the pipe network.
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Figure S.9 A side discharge connected with a solenoid valve for transient generation

(i -copper pipe, 2-flange adapter, 3 -brass block, 4-pressure transducer, 5 -solenoid

valve and 6-ball valve)

8.2.8 Computer data acquisition and processing system

Data acquisition is performed on a 166 MHz Pentium personal computer using an

Intelligent Instrumentation data acquisition card and Visual Designer software. The

data acquisition card is of Type PCI-20428W-3, which can accept 16 single-ended

analogue input channels. The conversion of these analogue signals to digital signals is

performed with 12-bit resolution. The possible voltage ranges are *5V, +10V, 0-5V

and 0-10V, of which the range 0-10V was used in the tests. The card has a maximum

sampling range of 100,000 Hz ror one channel; however, depending on how many

channels are used, the maximum sampling rate is lower. The visual Designer software

provides an easy-to-use graphical representation of the data acquisition process. A

graphical example for a transient test is given in Figure 8.10. Control over the number

of input channels, sampling rates, processing of data and storage of the data in a file

are controlled via the software.
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DæiEna ./ Ru

Figure 8.10 A graphical plot window in the visual Designer software for a
transient test

8.3 Calibration of the network apparatus

Various properties of the experimental apparatus are needed for accurate

measurements. Calibration results, including the friction factors of the pipes,

properties of the pressure transducers, properties of leak orifices and the wave speed

are presented in this section. Calibration results related to the flow meters, square-

edged weir, and the ball valve are included in the Appendix E.

8.3.1 Pipe friction

The estimated roughness of the copper pipe is ¿ : 0.0015mm, giving a relative

roughness of elD:2.0x10-5. The Darcy-Weisbach füction factor, as calculated ÍÌom

the Colebrook-White formula, is presented in Figure 8.11 for different Reynolds

numbers. The friction factor of the pipes in the pipe network at steady state were

verified using the pressure difference measured between T2 and. T3 (Figure 8.1b) and
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the measured flow. Experimental results for steady state conditions below a Reynolds

number of 20,000 could not be plotted because the pressure difference was smaller

than the measurement resolution. A minor head loss coefftcient of 0.15 (at valve V6)

was applied in calculating head losses between T2 and T3 in the experimental

verifications.

0.1
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0.06

o Experimental

- 
colebrook-white formula

{
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)

0.04

0.02

tro
o
,,!

o
o
,h

¡

â

0.01

1000 10000 100000 1000000

Reynolds number Re

Figure 8.11 Steady-state friction factor

Minor losses at elbows and junctions in the pipe network are calculated based on the

formula of Miller (1993) as given in Section 7.6.2. The validation of these formula for

estimating the minor losses in the pipe network is presented in the Appendix E where

steady states at different configurations are calculated using the numerical model

discussed in Section 1.6.2.

8.3.2 Calibration of pressure transducers

calibration was performed for each of the five pressure transducers using a hand

pressure tester, the result of which for transducer B at T6 is in Figure 8.12, which

shows a linear relationship between the voltage and pressure. From a linear regfession

the i?2 term in each case is close to I (R > 0'99), indicating a good fit' Calibration

results for the other transducers are included in Appendix E.
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Figure 8.12 Callbration of the pressure transducer (at T6)

An important property of the pressure measurement is the error associated with each

transducer. Random error is caused by electromagnetic interference (EMI) from
environmental electromagnetic radiation. The error is visualised by observing the
scatter from the each pressure transducer. Figure 8.13 shows the scatter for the
pressure transducer at T3 (see Figure S.1b).
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Figure 8.13 Random effor in the pressure transducer: (a) Pump is shut down and (b)
Pump is operating

Assuming that the error has a normal distribution, the standard deviation of the random

error in the signal of Figurc S.13(a) is 3.lrnm when thc pump is shutdown. When the
pump is on, the standard deviation is 18.5mm, indicating that random error in the

signals is significantly larger when the pump is operating. This large random error is
caused by the vibration of the pipe network due to the pump operation. The standard

Transducer B (2 bar)

y=19.974x+38374
R2=l

(a) (b)
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deviations of the measured pressure at different locations are given in Table 8'4' Tests

conducted when the pump is shut down improve the accuracy of the leak detection'

Table 8.4 Standard deviation at pressure transducers

8.3.5 Calibration of leak orifices

The calibration result for the D¡:3mmleak orifice at T2 (see Figure 8'1) is given in

Figure 8.14. The orifice equation is fitted to the data using a standard least square fit,

which yields

Qr = 1.ox lo-6 (2gH ,)ontn (8'2)

0.00015

0.00012

0.00009

0.00006

0.00003

0 3 69
Head (m)

12 15

Figure 8.14 Calibration of the leak orifice atT2 (D1:3mm)

From the previous analysis in chapter 3, a leak with a non-theoretical relationship (å +

0.5) can be expressed by an equivalent theoretical leak (å : 0.5). The calibrated non-

theoretical relationship given in Eq. (8.2) can be expressed as a theoretical leak given

the steady head of HLo: 3'86m at the leak (see Eq' 3'35c)

Qr = 6.5x 10-6 (2gH ,)ot (8'3)

at

í)
E

ø
o
ol
IE
E
o
.9o

0

Transducers r1 (m) 13 (m) rs (m) T6 (m) T7

Pump ofÏ 0.0049 0.0031 0.0034 0.0052 0

Pump on 0.0243 0.0185 0.0242 0.029r 0.0151

Q L 
: 7 .oxlo-6 (2úr r)o 

o'n
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Since the discharge relationship of a leak is normally not known in advance, an

equivalent theoretical leak size CaAt:6.5 x10-6m2 is used in the following sections for
the leak detection analysis.

8.3.6 Calibration of wave speed

The theoretical wave speed for water in the thin-walled (D/e : 44.7 > 25) elastic
copper pipe is calculated as (Wylie and Streeter 1993)

K
p

2.I9xI}e

a 998

. 2.19x l0e x0.07294l+-1.00
120x10" x 0.00163

:1099m/s-KDl+_c.
Ee'

in which the dimensionless parameter c¡, dcscribing the effect of pipe constraint
conditions on the \Mave speed ('wylie and Streeter 1993), is chosen âs c1 : 1.0 for a
pipe anchored with expansion joints throughout.

(8.4)
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Figure 8.15 Calibration of wave speed

The wave speed is calibrated in a single pipeline case within the pipe network as

shown in Figure 8.16 (achieved by closed valves v3,v4, v6, v9 and v14). The
transient was generated by closing V13 from a steady state. Tn the pipeline as shown
in Figure 8.16, there are four short dead ends (consisting of the same pipe and with
length Lp: 0.23m) located at nodes of 4, 8, 16 and,26. Previous analysis in Section
7 '7 has shown that presence of dead ends decreases the harmonic frequencies of a
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transient event. In this study, the wave speed 'was calculated based on an inverse

fitting using the MOC (Figure 8.15), in which the wave speed was detelmined by a

trial and error to give the best match on the frequency of the measured transients' The

wave speed was determined as a: 7065m1s, which is used in the fuither analysis of

the experimental tests. If the wave speed is directly calculated from the dominant

frequency of the measurement using a Fourier frequency analysis, the wave speed is

1055m/s, which has been influenced by the dead ends. There are clear differences

between the theoretical and the calibrated wave speed. This may be due to the

uncertainties in the water and pipe properties (i.e. the elasticity of the copper pipe and

bulk modulus of the water).

8.4 Simulation of transients

Two groups of transient tests conducted in the pipe network are presented in this

section. The first group of tests was conducted based on a single pipeline

configuration as shown in FigUre 8.16. The second group of tests was conducted

based on a three-loop configuration' a more complex case' as shown in FigUre 8'20'

Within each group, two types of tests, with and without a 3mm leak at T2, were

conducted. Tests without leaks were conducted to calibrate the unsteady friction

parameters in the numerical model. Each t1'pe of test was repeated three times' The

sampling frequency for all tests presented in this chapter is 2000H2 at each transducer'

8.4.1 Experimental tests in a single pipeline layout

12.20m

"12

12.20m
4.575m 6,10m

-T\I T3TI

v3
À lesk v9

vl3

V4 C.^L =7.O x'lO 'm2

Figure 8.16 Layout of a single pipeline configuration

(Ht : 3'86m, Qo 
: 0J25Ll s)

v6
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For the pipe system shown in Figure 8.16 (testl, leak at T2 closed), a transient was
generated by closing valve V13 from a steady state of eo : 0.125lls, giving a

Reynolds number of Re : l9l4 (in the laminar range). The transient measured at T3
and simulation results -using unsteady friction models including kq & kp mod.el

(Vítkovskj' 2001) and Zielke unsteady füction model (Zielke 1968)- are presented in
Figure 8.17. In the simulation model, the pipeline is divided into 27 reaches and,2g

nodes. Each of the calculation units is equal to l.525mgiving the Courant number of
C': 1'0. The boundary condition at the downstream (node 28) is treated as a flow
boundary condition. The flow rate at node 28 is linearly decreased from 0.125lls to
0.0 within the period of 0.1s-0.135s. The unsteady parameters in k¿ & kpmodel are

determined by a trial and error process as k1 :0.02 and kp : 0.0. If calculated using
Eq. (7.7a) k¿:0.03.
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Figure 8.17 Comparison of transients measured from a single pipeline without a leak
and simulation results using different models (testr)

Since the Zielke model is physically based and was developed for laminar flow, no
calibration is needed to simulate transients in a straight pipeline for laminar flow.
However, Figure 8'17 shows that Zielke model under-estimates the damping of the
transient event compared to the experimental measurement. Since unsteady-friction
effects of a transient event can be reasonably estimated by the Zielke's model, the
discrepancy between the simulation and experimental tests suggests that there are

additional damping factors in the experiment. These damping factors may include the
dissipation at the flange connections, unsteady mixing at the junctions of dead ends

and pipe and viscous-elastic effects of the pipe material and water. Therefore, given
the good agreement between the k¿ & kp model and experimental results, the
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parameters used in h & kpmodel actually include these additional effects although the

model is called an unsteady friction model. In the author's view, if parameters h arrd

kp are fitted as described above it is more accurate to call the parameters unsteady

calibration parameters rather than unsteady friction parameters since unsteady

friction only accounts for part of damping and phase changes in a transient event'

As mentioned earlier, there are four short dead ends (L¿: 230mm, Dd: 72'94mm, a¿:

1065m/s) as shown in Figure 8.16. The effects of these dead ends on transients have

been considered numerically using a lumped parameter model presented in Section

7.7. Neither the experimental tests nor the numerical simulation results show

reflection from dead ends. This indicates a slow transient event' If the dead ends are

not considered in the simulation, a phase difference is observed as shown in Figure

g.18. Although good agreement between the experimental tests and simulation on the

phase of a transient can be achieved by adjusting the wave speed for this type of slow

transient er/ent, that is not the case for fast transients in which case the inclusion of

dead ends is necessary as discussed in chapter 7 (section7.7).
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Figure 8. I 8 Effects of dead ends on pipeline transients

By leaving the leak orifice at T2 open and sharply closing V13 from a steady state of

Q0: 0.125lls (at the downstream pipe of the leak), a transient event was generated.

The transient measured at T3 and the simulation results are presented in Figure 8.19'

In the simulation, two types of calibration parameters are considered, kA:0'03 and kp

: 0.0, which are theoretically calculated using Eq. (7.7a), and k1: 0.02 and frp : 0'0
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which were determined in the previous calibration test. Both simulations agree well
with the experimental results suggesting an insignificant dependence on the unsteady
friction parameters.

(b) kA= 0.02, kp= 0.0
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Figure 8.19 Comparison of transient measured from a single pipeline with a leak and
simulation result (tesfl L)

8.4.2 Experimental tests in the looped network

Two types of tests, with and without a 3mm leak at T2 (Figure 8.20),were conducted.
The transients were generated by closing valve v15 from a steady state of (]o :
0'25L/s for the no-leak case and Qo : 9.31lls for the leak case (measured at flow
meter F1). The Reynolds number of the flow in the network ranges from Re : 119 to
Re : 3518 for the no-leak case and ranges from Re : 19 to Re : 43g3 for the case of
with a leak atT2.

4.575m 6.10m 12.20m

T3T2T1\ T

v9

_1

I
|-

!

Figure 8.20 Layout of a three-loop network configuration

(Ht : 3.8óm, Qs : 0.25L/s)

Transients measured at T3 and T7 for cases of with (test2l) and without a leak (test2)
and the corresponding simulation results using the fu &, kp model (Section 7.3) and
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zielke model (zielke 1963) are presented in Figure 8.21 and Figare 8'22' In the

numerical simulation, the network is divided into 59 pipe units with equal length of

1.525mwith 57 nodes giving the courant number of c, : 1'0. The parameters in the

fu &, kp model are calculated using Eq 7.7(a). Because of the different Reynolds

numbers at different pipes, parameter k¿ raîfles from 0'033 to 0'1215 and kp ranges

from 0.041 to 0.2515. Parameters kl and kp at pipe P0 are the lowest since the flow

rate atpipe P0 is the largest while parameters at pipe L3 are the largest because of the

smallest flow rate in the pipe (see Eq.7.7a). Compared to the measurements, both the

h &, kpmodel andzielkemodel can simulate the first peaks of the transient correctly'

However, both models under-simulate the damping of the transient and there is an

obvious phase difference between the simulation and the measurement results'
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There are several possible reasons for the discrepancy between the simulation and
measurement results. Firstly, dissipation at the flange connections and the unsteady
mixing at pipe junctions may contribute additional damping on a transient event.
Secondly, air that dissolved in the water may be realised during the transient event,
and as a result, this should influence both the damping and phase of the transient. The
influences of dissolved and realised air in apipe network system on the fluid transients
are discussed in Section 8.4.3.
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In order to match the measurement, parameters in the h &. kpmodel are adjusted using
a tnal and error procedure. For the case of no leak (test2), the calibration parameters
in the numerical model were determined as ks:0.0g75 and kp:0.123. Simulation
results using the h &' kp model based on these adjusted parameter are given in Figure
8.23. Based on these parameters (k¿:0.0875 and kp:0.123), the simulation results
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for the case of with a leak at T2 are given in Figure 8.24. Simulated transients agtee

well with the measurements for both cases with and without a leak. In the numerical

simulation, the minor losses at elbow and junction are not considered because the flow

rates in the network are so small that the steady minor losses effects are negligible

based on the analysis presented in Chapter 7. Cases in which the minor losses cannot

be neglected are discussed in Section 8'4'4'

Given the capability of h & kp model in simulating transients in a pipe system, this

model is applied in this study for leak detection analysis.

8.4.3 Air in PiPe systems

During the commissioning stage of experimental tests, air dissolved in the water and

entrapped in the network caused severe problems on transient measurements' Figure

8.24agives a transient test that was significantly influenced by entrapped air in the

system. The test was conducted in the threeloop network (without a leak) as

described in Figure 8.20, and the transient was generated by closing valve V|5 from a

steady state of Qo: 0.30Lls (measured at flow meter Fl). compared to the results in

Figure 8.23 which were measured from the same network and the transients were

generated in the same way, the transients presented in Figure 8.24a decays much

faster. The period of the transient in Figure 8.24ais about 0.22s while that in Figure

8.23 is about 0.19s'
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Because the network was horizontal, air entrapped in the system was difficult to expel
for the network. As a remedial measure, air release valves were installed in the
network in order to get rid of the entrapped air in the pipe network before a transient
test. Before each test the system was flushed thoroughly. In addition, air that was
dissolved in the water may be liberated during a valve operation. For example, when
an upstream valve is closed, dissolved air tends to be released. Therefore, a procedure

for the valve operating order was designed in order to avoid release of the dissolved

air. In order to reduce the volume of dissolved air in the water during a transient test,

all the transient tests were conducted after the pump was shut down for at least half a

day; thus the air that was dissolved in the water during pump operation could be
released in the tank. Despite above measures, however, there is no guarantee that air
can be completely avoided during a transient event. Although two-phase transient
flow is not the main subject of this study, the influence of air on the transient
simulation and leak detection in a pipe network system is discussed in this section.
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A comprehensive study of two-component and single-component two-phase transient
flows is given in Chapter 8 of Wylie and Streeter (1993). For dissolved air in water, a
significant effect on a transient event is the decrease of wave speed because the air in
water reduces the bulk modulus of water. Figure 8.2 in V/ylie and Streeter (1993) is
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reproduced in Figure 8.25. Figure 8.25 shows that influence of air volume is more

significant for a lower pressure system such as the present network system because the

influence of air volume on the bulk modulus of water is more pronounced at a lower

pressure than at a higher pressure. Given the maximum water surface of H1: 3'98m

in Tank 1, an a\r volume of 0.001% in the network can reduce the wave speed to less

than 800m/s fiom the maximum value of 1010m/s. Dissolved air in water may be the

main reason for the discrepancy between the theoretical and calibrated wave speed in

Section s.3.6. The influence of the wave speed on the transients is investigated in the

pipeline as shown in Figure 8.16. Transients calculated using the Moc (based on two

wave speeds, a: l065mls and ø : 800 m./s are given in Figure 8.25a. In the Moc, the

unsteady parameters of fu & kp model and the boundary conditions are same as those

used in section 8.4.1. The decrease of wave speed from 1065m/s to 800 m/s increases

the transient period and reduces the magnitude of the transient.

0.5 1

tinc (s)

1.5 2

Figure 8.25alnfluence of wave speed on the transients in the pipeline as shown in

Figure s.16 (/4 : 3'86m, Qo:0j25Lls)

In addition to reducing the wave speed, dissolved air may be released during a

transient event and then the released air is trapped in the pipe network system.

previous research has been conducted regarding the influence ofthe entrapped air on

fluid transients (Martin 7976;Wylie and Streeter 1993.. Zhott et aL.2002)' compared

to a water hammer event in a pipe system without air, entrapped air tends to cause

extra damping and to reduce the frequency of a transient event due to the cushion

effects of the air (Lee and Martin 1999; Chaiko and Brinchman 2002)' Previous
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analysis in Chapter 3 indicated that a leak in a pipe system also causes damping of a
transient event. Therefore, a method is necessary to distinguish leak damping from
damping caused by entrapped air, otherwise, a leak may be perceived as entrapped air.

Previous analysis in Chapter 3 indicated that a leak causes damping of a transient
event; however, the leak (small size) has no influence on the wave speed (frequency)

of the transient. In contrast, entrapped air in apipe system increases both damping and
period of a transient event. Therefore, the presence of a leak in a pipe system can be
recognised by an increased damping, while presence of entrapped air is characterised
by an increased transient period compared to a normal situation.

8.4.4 steady-state calibration and transient calibration

In the previous experimental tests, the flow rates in the pipe system are so small that
the hydraulic head losses in the pipe system are negligible. Heads at different
locations in the pipe system are same as the head (1i) of the Tankl (Ë1:3.g6m). As a
result, no steady-state calibration is needed. In this section, cases of with larger flow
rates are discussed.

4.575m 6.10m 12.20ñ 12.2Om

-Tùt'I

TT

v3

T3

v4
ri A"

----+v9

vl4 ---+
Q,

v6

-F

Èl

Figure 8.26Layout of a single pipeline (Vl5 is fully open)

(Ht :3.86m, Hz: 1.43m, Qs: 7 .23Lls, ev: 0.ó3lls)

For the pipeline as shown in Figure 8.26,valve V15 is fully open an¿ valve V9 is
partially open. The water levels at two tanks are I\ : 3.g6nt auJ H2: 1.43m (distance

between the water level and the horizontal network). The steady flow at V15 is pr:
7 .23Lls and discharge atYg is Qr: 0.63lls. A transient event is generated by closing
v9. The transients, measured at T1 and T3, are plotted in Figure g.27.
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Figure 8.27 Transients from the single pipeline as shoìwn in Figure 8.26

In this case, the flow rates in the pipeline segnent within the network are not

negligible both before and after valve V9 is closed' As a result, the minor losses at

elbows ancl junctions (dead end junctions) are not negligible' As shown in Table 8'5'

if the minor losses are not considered, both the simulated steady flow rate (oo at vl5)

and the heads (at T1 and T3) are significantly different from the measured values' The

effects of minor losses on steady state can be considered by either adjusting the

füction factors in different pipe sections or using head loss elements (steady state

calibration) to make the simulation results, including flow rate and pressures, equal to

the corresponding measurements. Based on the adjusted friction factors, which give

the correct steady state conditions, the transient event is then simulated using suitable

calibration parameters k¿ and kp (transient calibration). Therefore, the calibration

process before a leak detection calculation includes the steady state calibration, in

which the steady-state friction factors and minor losses coefficients are determined,

and the transient calibration, in which the unsteady calibration parameters k; and kp are

determined

Table 8.5 Influence of minor losses on the steady state flow rates and heads

(b) At 11

Cases Flow rate
(Lis)

- ftead at tt
(m)

Head a{Tl
(m)

Measurement 7.26 3.s7 2.56

(without minor losses)
8.97 3.77 2.29

Simulation
(with minor losses)

7.26 3.51 2.s6
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When the flow rates in a pipe system are so small that the influence on the pressure

distribution in the system is negligible, steady state calibration is not necessary. The
head along the pipe may be assumed to be fairly constant at the value of the upstream
supply tank. In addition, previous analyses conducted in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 have
shown that the damping effect of minor losses (head loss elements) on a transient
event is proportional to the steady-state flow rates. Therefore, it is simpler and more
accurate to conduct a leak detection operation under condition of negligible flow rates
in a pipe system.

8.5 Application of ITM for leak detection

The Application of the inverse transient method (ITM) for leak cletcction using real
measurement data from the looped pipe network is presented in this section. Two
cases, a single pipeline layout and a three-loop network are discussed in Section g.5.1

and Section 8.5.2. All transient tests were conducted under a condition of a small flow
rate, high enough for transient generation but small enough so that minor losses (and
steady friction losses) are negligible.

8.5.1 A single pipeline case

For the single pipeline layout as shown in Figure 8.19 (leak at T2 open), the transient
measured atT3, as shown in Figure 8.19, is used in the ITM for leak detection. Six
possible leak candidates were assumed at nodes 4, g, 12, 16, 20 and 24. The
minimisation results using the Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) method and Shuffled
Complex Evolution (SCE) algorithm are shown in Table 8.6. The convergence of the
minimisation and the response of detected leaks (SCE method) in comparison of
measured transients are given in Figure 8.28. These results show that leak is
incorrectly found at node 4 by both methods with a larger leak size than the actual
value' The main reason for the failure to find the location of the leak is due to small
sensitivity of a smooth transient cvcnt, which lacks high harmonics, to the leak
location. This phenomenon was also observed in the experimental tests for the straight
single pipeline (Vítkovskjr 2001 ).
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Table 8.6 Application of ITM for leak detection in a single pipeline

L-M method (m')

8 0 -1.228-06

6

-020 0

- 
7.328-07

24 0 9.98E-07

1.996+00

1.00E-0',1
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Figure 8.28 Leak detection in the single pipeline uv gcP method (a) objective

function,(b).Responsebasedondetectedleakparameters
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As discussed in Chapter 3, a transient in a pipeline can be expressed in a Fourier
series. For an individual frequency z, leaks at different locations with different sizes
can have same response as long as these leaks have a same leak damping parameter

R¿ (Rnr : 9'4t 
-3: sin' (nmi) ). For a transient with enough harmonics, leaksA J2gH 

'o
at different locations along the pipeline cannot have the same damping parameter for
all harmonics except a symmetrical leak in a reseryoir-pipeline-reservoir system.

However, for a smooth transient event that lacks high harmonics and is close to a

sinusoidal signal, theoretically two leaks with different sizes at any location along the
pipeline can have the same damping parameter R,¡, This results in an ill-posed leak
detection problem with an infinite number of solutions. Figure g.29 shows that the
transients response based on the detected (incorrect) leak parameters given in Table
8.6 is almost identical to that based on the actual situation, a leak of c¿Ar: ó.5x10-6
m2 atnode 12.

0.5

E
F)t-
o
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o+

I
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0 1

Time (s)

'1.5 2

Figure 8.29 Response of different leak solutions: (a) a leak of c¿At: 6.5x 10-6 m2 at
node 72, and (b) six detected leaks given in Table g.6 (scE method)

The objective function based on the detected leak parameters is E :7.2m2 while based
on actual leak parameter is E : 9.3 m2 indicating a successful minimisation.
Therefore, if the size of a lcsk is not known, it is ilrpossible to locate the leak using a

sinusoidally smooth transient event. To better apply a transient for leak detection, the
transient event should have as many harmonics as possible. progress on generating

fast (but not large) transient event is under taken in this pipe network using

- 
(a) ore leak

--...- (b) six leaks
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controllable injections and vibrating membrane method (Lee 2002} A faster transient

event initiated by closing a solenoid valve is discussed in Section 8'5'3'

In additional to a smooth transient event, the simulation of boundary condition at the

valve V13 (node 28) influences the performance of ITM for leak detection' In the

simulation, node 28 is treated as a flow boundary condition of Qo: 0'125lls, and is

linearly reduced to zero within 0.035 second. The actual process of flow change is not

known and diffrcult to measure in the experiment'

8.5.2 A three'loop network

Application of the ITM for leak detection in a three-loop network, as shown in Figure

8.20, is presented in this section. A transient event was initiated by closing valve V15

from a steady state flow of Qo: 0'31L/s (measured at flow meter Fl) with a 3mm leak

located atT2. The transient was measured at five locations T1, T3, T5, T6 artdTT'

Measurements at T3 and T7, shown in Figure 8.24, ate used in the ITM for leak

detection. In the transient model used in the ITM, the network is divided into 59

calculation units and 57 nodes, and the unsteady parameters kt aîd kp are from the

transient calibration test that has been discussed in section 8-4.2'

Table 8.7 Application of the ITM for leak detection in a threeJoop network

Node

-Real 

size (m')

-t-M 

method (m')

4 0 4.17n.06

5

-0soB-00l6

20 0

24 0

-j.278-06
25 -1.82E-06

29 0

7

-04l 0
- 

9.638-07
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Twelve possible leak candidates were assumed at nodes 4, g, 12, 16,20,24,25,29,33,
37 and 41 (see Figure 8.20). The minimisation results using the L-M method and the
SCE algorithm are given in Table 8.7. These results show that the leak is incorrectly
found at several different locations by the L-M method and the SCE method. The
convergence process using SCE method and the response based on detected leaks are
presented in Figure 8.30. Figure 8.30 shows that response (measured at T7) based on
the detected incorrect leaks agree well with the measurement.
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Figure 8.30 Leak detection in the three-loop network by SCE method (a) Objective
function, (b). Response based on detected ieak parameters
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similar to the situation in a single pipeline discussed in section 8.5.1, the main reason

for the failure of leak location is because of the smooth transient event' For a smooth

transient event, which lacks high frequencies, leaks at different locations with different

sizes may generate the same or similar response. FigUre 8'31 plots the responses

(measured at T3 and T7) for two different leak cases, a leak of C¿Ar: ó'5x10-6rÊ at

T2andaleakofC¿A¡:3.88x10-6m2atT3'Theresponsesbythesetwodifferentleak

situations are almost identical. Due to this row sensitivity to leak location, in order to

apply the ITM for leak detection, a fast transient event is necessary.
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Figure 8.31 Transients for two different leak situatio-1:^(u]"uk of c¿A¡:6'5x10-6m2

atT2 anda leak of C¿AL: 3'88x10-or ' at T3)

8.5.3 Transients initiated by closing a solenoid valve

To generate a faster transient event aiming to improve the performance of the inverse

transient method for leak detection, two solenoid valve were installed in the network at

T3 and T6 (see Figure s.20). The closing time of the solenoid valve was less than 6

milliseconds. For a single pipeline layout as shown in Figure 8'16, where valve vl3 is

closed, transients generated by closing the solenoid valve at T3 are presented in Figure

8.32. The water level in Tankl was É{ : 3'86m and discharge through the solenoid

valve was Qs 
:0.044L1s.

leak at T3

- 

leak at T2
leak at T3

- 

leak at T2
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Figure 8.32 Transients generated by closing a solenoid valve at T3 (Figure g.16)

The transients simulated using the h & kp model are given in Figure g.32. The step
characteristic of the fast transient event in the first cycle of the transient can be
simulated by the model' However, after the first cycle, the transient quickly becomes
smooth, which means that higher frequencies decay quickly. In addition to unstea¿y
füction, dissipation at flange connections, mixing at the pipc junctions 1¡ay crntribute
to quick damping of higher frequencies. This rapid decay of high frequencies can only
be partially simulated in the h & kp model. Discrepancy between the simulation and
measurement at Tl is more significant compared to that at T3.
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Figure 8.33 Transients when the dead ends are not considered in simulation (no leak

case)

In addition to unsteady friction, the fast decay of the high frequencies observed in

Figure 8.32 may be caused by mixing at dead ends and dissipation at flange

connections. In the simulation presented in Figure 8'32, four dead ends at nodes 4' 8'

16, and 26 were considered. By neglecting these dead ends, the transients calculated

using the h arld kpmodel are given in Figure 8.33' In addition to a phase shift' the

shape discrepancy between the measurement and the simulation becomes more

obvious, which indicates the important effects of dead ends on a fast transient event'

Experiment (T3) ----'simulation (T3)

Eperiment(T1) ------ Simulation (T1)

I
rl !l !

ìr
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8.6 Summary

A three-loop pipe network has been eonstructed at The University of Adelaide for pipc
flow studies and development of advanced leak and blockage detection techniques.
The network is made of copper pipe with an internal diameter of 75mm, and is
connected to three tanks with constant water surface. This network is able to simulate
single pipelines, pipelines with dead ends, and branched and looped pipe network
systems. The pipe network is fully operational for tests.

Transients measured from a single pipeline and a three-loop network are simulated
using program NETTRANS for both cases of a leak and no leak. Due to the
dissipation and mixing effects caused by pipe connections, in addition to unsteady
füction, the instantaneous acceleration-based k¿ &. kp model is more suitable than
Zielke model to simulate transients from this network system. The effects of dead
ends are not negligible for both slow and fast transient events, and can be considered
by a lumped parameter model.

The application of the inverse transient method for leak detection is able to indicate
presence of a leak; however, it may or may not be able to locate the leak, depending on
the guessed leak location, due to insensitivity of leak for a slow transient event. Use of
a fast transient event may improve the performance of ITM for leak detection.
Improvements to the transient model for simulating a fast transient event from present
pipe network are needed.

Extra measures should be taken during transient tests to eliminate air in the pipe
system since air reduces the wave speed significantly. Air can be distinguished from a
leak during the calibration process since a leak causes damping on a transient event
while air also causes phase shift. Before applying a leak detection operation, the
model needs calibrations based on both steady state and unsteady state conduction. It
is simplcr and mofe acculatu to conduct a leak detection operation under the condition
of negligible flow rate in a pipe system.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis can be classified into four parts: (i) the development

of analyical solutions for transients in a pipeline including leaks, blockages and dead

ends; (ii) the development of new leak and blockage detection methods; (iii) the

development of computer proglams for transient simulation and application of the

inverse transient method for leak detection; and (iv) construction of a looped

experimental network and application of the inverse transient method in this pipe

network system. Conclusions for each of these parts are presented in each of the

following sections.

9.1.1 Analytical solutions for transients in a pipeline

In this Ph.D. research, several analytical solutions for transients in a pipeline system

have been developed. These solutions include analytical solutions for transients in a

pipeline including leaks under constant boundary conditions (in chapter 3) and

variable boundary conditions (in chapter 5), an analytical solution for transients in a

pipeline including blockages (in chapter 6), and an analytical solution for transients in

a pipeline including dead ends (in chapter 7). These analytical solutions that are

expressed in terms of a Fourier series, have provided significant insight into' and a

better understanding of, pipeline transient problems that are influenced by pipe

friction, and non-pipe elements including leaks, blockages and short dead ends'
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The goveming equations for transients in a pipeline for different cases of a non-pipe
(local) element including a leak, a blockage and a dead end have been derived. These
non-pipe element are considered in the goveming equations by using a delta function,
an innovative way that enables the influence of leaks (or blockages and dead ends) on
the transients to be explicitly expressed in the governing equations. Dimensionless
governing equations, Eqs. (3.17) and (3.1g) for the leak problem, Eqs. (6.13) and
(6'14) for the blockage problem, and Eqs. (7.37) and (7.38) for the dead end problem,
have been derived. Dimensionless parameters describing the effects of pipe friction
þarameter R), a ieak (parameter F¡), a blockage (parameter G), and a dead end
(parameter C) on fluid transients have been obtained. The definitions of these
parameters reveal the factors that influence the transients in terms of pipe friction and
non-pipe elements. For example, the influence of a blockage on fluid transients
depends on the flow rate in the pipeline and the wave speed, which is similar to the
pipe friction, while the influence of a leak on fluid transients doesn,t depend on flow
rate but rather depends on the pressure in the pipeline. The effects of a dead end on a
transient event in a pipeline depend on the volume ratio of the dead end with respect to
the pipeline.

The anal¡ical solution (Eq. 3.33) for transients in a pipeline including a leak shows
that transients in a pipeline under constant boundary conditions are damped by both
pipe friction and leaks. The steady füction damping is exactly exponential (if rR is
assumed to be constant), and leak damping is exactly exponential for each of the
individual harmonic components of the Fourier series solution. Leak-induced damping
of the total transient event is approximately exponential. Since the total damping
depends on the form of a transient in addition to the size and location of the leak, leaks
cannot be detected effectively by only measuring the overall damping of a transient
event. For an individual harmonic component, the leak-induced damping is
proportional to the wave speed in the pipeline and the ratio of leak size with respective
to the pipe cross-sectional area, and is also proportional to the square root of the
pressure in the pipeline. The leak-induced damping on of individual harmonio
component is influonced by thc location of the leak location in a form of sine square
(Eq' 3'32). The accuracy of the anal¡ical solution has been verified by a sensitivity
analysis and comparisons with the non-linear numerical results from the method of
characteristics under the condition of transients of small magnitude.
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The analytical solution developed in chapter 5 shows that a steady oscillation forms in

a pipeline under a continually varying boundary perturbation' The formation time and

the amplitude of the steady oscillation depend on the pipe friction, the leaks in the

pipeline and input signals. Under a variable boundary condition, the presence of a leak

in a pipeline reduces the amplitude of resonance frequencies of a transient, and almost

has no influence on the amplitude of non-resonant frequencies' The influence of the

leak on the resonant amplitude is frequency dependent, and depends on the leak

location and size (Eq.5.18)'

The analytical solution for transients in a pipeline including a blockage (F,q' 6'27)

shows that a blockage also contributes damping of fluid transients in a pipeline' Like

leak damping, the blockage-induced damping is exactly exponential for each of the

individual harmonic components. However, the blockage-induced damping on an

individual harmonic component is influenced by the location of the blockage in a form

of cosine square (Eq. 6.33) compared to a sine-square relationship for leak damping

(Eq. 3.32). The analytical solution is valid under conditions of small magnitude

transients based on the sensitivity analyses. The accuracy of the anal¡ical solution

has been verified by comparison with the non-linear numerical results from the method

of characteristics. Although the analytical solution , Eq. (6.27), was developed for the

blockage problem, this solution is valid for effects of any local head-loss element on

fluid transients in a PiPeline.

Another analytical solution developed in this thesis is for transients in a pipeline

including a short dead end. The condition for this analytical solution is that the dead

end is short so that the pressure in the dead end can be assumed uniform (neglecting

the wave propagation within the dead end). The analyical solution, Eq' (7'40)' shows

that presence of a dead end in a single pipeline changes the frequencies of the Fourier

components. The significance of the effects of the dead end depends on the parameter

s¿, defined in Eq. (1.42),which is related to the location of the dead end, relative

volume and wave speed of the dead end compared to the pipeline' Comparisons with

the numerical results based on Moc show that the analytical solution is accurate for

slower transient events and less accurate for the faster transient events'
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9.1.2 New leak and blockage detection methods

Two new leak detection methods and one blockage detection method have been
developed in this thesis based on the anal¡ical solutions. These new methods are (l)
leak detection using leak-induced damping of fluid transients; e) leakdetection using
leak-induced resonant frequency response; and (3) blockage detection using blockage-
induced damping of fluid transients.

Based on the analytícal solution developed in Chapter 3, a new leak detection method
that is able to detect, locate and quanti$r a leak in a pipeline using leak_induced
damping of fluid transients has been developed in Chapter 4. Based on the developed
leak detection method, the damping rate of an individual Fourier component is useful
for finding the magnitude of a leak while the ratio of damping rates between different
harmonic components is useful for finding the leak location. Leaks of 0.1% of a
pipeline's cross-sectional area or smaller can be detected and located based on
numerical analysis and experimental results. This method does not require rigorous
determination and modelling of boundary conditions and transient behavior in the
pipeline. Due to the symmetrical properties of the leak damping, the leak locations
obtained using this technique may or may not be unique depending on the leak
location itself and the transient event used. Sensitivity analysis shows that
lineanzation generates an insignificant error in both leak location and quantification.
Inaccurate steady-state friction determination (if it is used to fìnd the leak damping by
subtraction from the total damping), on the other hand, may or may not be significant,
depending on the parameters of the pipeline, and flow and the location of a leak. Also,
if subtraction is used to find leak damping, the added damping caused by unsteady
friction may become important. Because of larger relative uncertainties in estimating
pipe friction, the friction factor has a greater influence on the leak detection compared
to transient magnitude if the friction damping is obtained from the definition based on
the steady state conditions.

For transients in a pipeline under variablc conditions, a rcw technique that is able to
detect the presence, location and magnitude of a leak, has been developed by
examining the magnitudes of the resonant amplitudes of different frequencies. In
addition' since leak-induced reduction of resonant amplitudes depends on the
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relationship of the Fourier component and leak location (Eq. 5.18)' a leak can be

located by examining the leak-induced frequency response diagram' These techniques

have been verified to be successful based on numerical applications.

A new blockage detection technique by using the blockage-induced damping on fluid

transients has been developed in chapter 6 based on the analytical solution' The

technique is similar to the leak detection technique developed in Chapter 4' The

damping rate of an individual Fourier component is useful for finding the magnitude of

a blockage while the ratio of damping rates between different harmonic components is

useful for finding blockage location. Because the blockage-induced damping of fluid

transients depends on the flow rate in the pipeline, the blockage detection should be

conducted at a reasonable flow rate, which is the opposite situation to that of leak

detection. As a result, the magnitude of the blockage may not be accurately found

based on the sensitivity analyses that have been conducted' The sensitivity analyses

show that the error in friction damping, which is difficult to estimate, has a significant

influence on the calculation of the blockage magnitude and aless significant influence

on the blockage location.

The new leak and blockage detection techniques presented in this thesis do not need

rigorous determination and modelling of boundary conditions and transient behaviour

required in the inverse transient method and are simple to use and apply. However'

these methods don,t have the generality of the inverse transient method, and are not

generally applicable to complex systems such as pipe networks' Difficulties in

complicated geometries include the complex waveforms created by branches and loops

and demands, which may be difficult to distinguish from leaks and blockages'

9.1.3 Computer programs NETTRANS and NETFIT

In addition to the theoretical developments, two computer program' NETTRANS for

simulating transients in pipelines and pipe network systems by using the method of

characteristics (MOC) and NETFIT for leak detection using the inverse transient

method(ITM),havebeendevelopedinthisPh'D'research'
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Inclusion of a sparse matrix solver has significantly improved the calculation
efficiency of NETTRANS compared to the normal matrix solvers. A lumped
parameter model that can adequately consider the effects of short dead ends on fluid
transients in a pipe network without dividing the network into a significant large
number of computational units has been included in this program. Three unsteady
friction models including the zielke unsteady füction model, the Brunone unsteady
friction model and a modifìed Brunone unsteady friction model the called h & kp
model have been included in NETTRANS. Compared to the experimental tests for
single pipelines and looped networks, the h & kp model gives the best agreement;
however, the empirical parameters in this model have to be determined from
experimental tests for a non-leaking case.

Program NETFIT is composed of two parts, NETTRANS for transient simulation and
NLFIT developed by George Kuczera at the university of Newcastle for parameter
fitting based on Bayesian nonlinear regression. several minimisation methods are
available in NETFIT for parameter fitting. These methods include gradient-based
Newton-Raphson (N-R) method and Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) method, and global-
based searching methods including genetic algorithm (GA) and shuffled complex
evolution (sCE) method. NETFIT also provides a series of windows-based interfaces
in which the parameters and minimisation schemes can be chosen and the convergence
process and fitness of the searched parameter can be monitored. Applications of
NETFIT by using numerically generated measurement data has shown that NETFIT
can find the leaks including leak location and leak size successfully based on different
searching techniques including Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) algorithm and shuffled
complex evolution (SCE) method.

9.1.4 construction of a looped pipe network and experimental
application of the inverse transient method

A three-loop pipe network has been constructed in The University of Adelaide for pipe
flow studies and development of advanced leak and blockage detection techniques.
The network is made of copper pipe with a diameter of 75mm, and is connected to
three tanks with constant water surfaces. This network is able to simulate single
pipelines, pipelines with dead ends, branched and looped pipe network systems. The
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and recommendations for future work

apparatuses in pipe network have been fully calibrated, and the network is operational

for both steady state and unsteady state tests'

Transients measured from a single pipeline and a three-loop network were simulated

using program NETTRANS for both cases of with a leak and no leak' Due to the

dissipation and mixing effects caused by pipe connections in addition to unsteady

friction, the instantaneous acceleration-based h & kp unsteady friction model is more

suitable than the Ztelke unsteady friction model to simulate transients from this

network system. Effects of dead ends are not negligible for both slow and fast

transient events, and can be considered by a lumped parameter model.

Applications of the inverse transient method for leak detection can indicate presence of

a leak; hoyever, it may or may not be able to locate the leak, depending on the guessed

leak location, due to insensitivity of leak on a slow transient event' use of a fast

transient event improves the performance of ITM for leak detection' However'

improvements on the transient model simulating a fast transient event are needed'

9.2 Recommendations for future \üork

In the derivation of analytical solutions for the transients in a pipeline' the unsteady

friction damping on a harmonics is assumed to be exponential. Although this has been

experimentally verified to be an accurate assumption (section 4'8), it is expected that

an analytical solution may be available to describe the exponential characteristics of

the unsteady friction damping for laminar flow. Some effort has already been made in

this direction. By decomposing a transient event simulated by using the Zielke's

unsteady füction model into a Fourier series, it has been shown that damping of each

component is exponential, and the damping coefficient of each component depends on

the initial transient condition in the pipeline. This may give some indication of future

work on unsteady friction studies. If a theoretical relationship of the unsteady friction

damping can be obtained, the friction damping then can be theoretically estimated

rather than from a leak-free test.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and recommendations for future work

In addition to the theoretical investigation of unsteady friction effects on pipeline
transients, the modelling of unsteady füctional effects and other dissipation effects that
directly influences the performance of the inverse transient method for leak detection
is also a largely unsolved problem. The h & Ëp unsteady friction model has shown
reasonable agreement with the experimental results from the straight 22mm single
pipeline in the laboratory based on the parameters which are determined from
theoretical analysis. However, to simulate transients from the looped network in
which there are additional disturbances at pipe connections, the parameter used in the
h & kp mociel need to be experimentally determined in order to give the best match
between the numerical and experiment results. This discrep ancy maybe caused by the
disturbances at the pipe connections, which apparently influence the boundary
developments during a transient event. These connections are not uncommon in a real
pipe nctwork system. To fully understand the effects of these connections on the shear
stress during a transient event, a three-dimensional model or at least two-dimensional
model is needed.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Derivation of the analytical solution for the

transients in a pipetine (with a teak) under constant boundary

conditions (Eq. 3.33)

Thegoverningequationfortransientsinapipelinewithaleakis

u.' 
!) = +.l2R + F"õ(x' - .iU# + ZRF"õ(x* - **r)h* (41, repeated 3'27)

ô**t at*"

Consider a pipeline connecting constant upstream and downstream reservoirs so that the

boundaryconditionsforthedimensionlesshydrauliclineare

h"ç0, t\:0 and h"71, t\: g (42' repeated3'29)

supposing a transient is initiated in the pipeline, the initial conditions are

h* (*.,0) = /(x.) , una \p: 
g(r-) (43' repeated 3'30)

For a pipeline with a leak, the pipeline can be considered as two portions divided by the

leak with a small neighborhood2e as shown in Figure A1'

*r** E x* : 1.0

.l

Figure A1 A pipeline with a leak (repeated)

For all points in the pipe except the position of the leak, the linearized equation becomes

x* : 0.0 xr*- t

the wave equation,

#=#.'^# (o < r- 1x*r- Ð,6:,.+ e < x* <r¡ (A4)

The continuity of the pressure at a small leak (wylie and streeter 1993) gives

h. (*i- €,t*¡: h* 1x*r+ e't*¡ (44*)

Noticing the boundary conditions in Eq. (42), transient in the pipeline can be expressed

as (Levine 1997)

h' (*",t*) :Ët,(r-)rtn(nnx.) (0 < x- 1 x*r- e)'(x",+e < x- l1) (45)

n=l
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A common set of coefficients 4(/-) are necess ary in order to ensure the overall
continuity of pressure atthe leak (Levine 1997). Because of the continuous behaviour
of the pressure at the leak, Eq. (A5) is valid for the whole pipeline domain (0 < x. < 1).
The main pu{pose next is to find coefficient s, Tn(t*¡,that satisfu Eq. (A1).

Integrating Eq. (41) over a small neighborhood on either side of the leak gives

¡,i,"ô2h" o*. _ ¡ri*,rô2h. *znff)a*.J xi-c ô**2-* - J,;-,, ôf, 
-r zn 

ôi )ax 
(A6)

* !iurr,# 2RFLh.)6(x. - xl¡dx-

Letting a approach zeto, the first integral on the right hand side of Eq. (A6) is zero. Thus
Eq. (Aó) becomes

#li:!i=,'# 'u".)l*ïli': ua.-xi¡dx. (47)

Given the definition of Dirac delta function of IÏÏ ufr. - r;)dx. = 1, substituting Eq.

(45) into the right-hand side of Eq. (A7) gives

#lr.'-#1.î-,:,p[t" # 2RFLr,,tsinr'nxi)] (48)

Expressing the coefficient functions Tn in Eq. (45) by integrals in the two regions at
each side of the leak (Levine 1997) gives

- - *. 2T,(i) = + I:-" niçx. ,t.¡sin(nm"þx. (A9)xL

r,(i)=+l'r."r)(*.,t.)sin(nnx.þx" 
(A10)

where the subscript / on the h*7x*, /*) refers to the region to the left of the leak, and
subscript r refers to the region to the right of the leak.

Differentiating Eq. (49) twice leads to

d2 2T
n ,;.-" ô2 h; (*. ,t.) sin(nm^þx.

dt*2 xL ^+2dt
J0

Differentiating Eq. (49) and multiplying 2R leads to
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,^# : 
ï. [:'" 

,oø#Ðsin(n*.þx.

Adding Eq. (411) and (Alz),and substituting Eq' (44) gives

tL + zn41 -- 1 l:'-' a'hi @.-'t. ) sin(nnx. þx.
dt*, ' "" dt. x*, J o ôx*t

Applying integration by parts twice to Eq' (413) gives

(A12)

(Al3)

(414)

sin(ntmi) -0 (A15)

(A16)

(A17)

(A18)

#+znffi=+l
(n r)hi (**, t* ) cos(n tw*

in which

ôhi@. t ) ,irr{r^-)lt; -€
öc

)f; -' - (no)' ! r'," ri (x*,t.)sin(nm')dx' 
)

ø#Ð,i'{,ø,. )l"i 
- " : ø#"1

xL Ê

I'
lo

(n n)hi ("., /* ) cos(n ta-' )
L - E 

- @n)hi @i,f ) cos(ntai) - o

due to h.(0, t\: 0 according to the boundary conditions in Eq' (42)

(ro)' [i-" ,; (r* ,t')sin(nm.)dx" : (nn)2 7'"r',and

Substituting Eqs. (415), (416) and (A17) into Eq' (414) gives

# ., 
^ # = ilr#rl,; - ",i'(n 

^*,) - 
(n n)hi(xi, r. ) cos(' ^;))

- (nn)2 T,

SimilarlyforEq.(410)thatappliesontherightsideoftheleak'

dzT, +r^!L = r rl -ah,y.i,i)1, sin(nta.r)+ nnhiqx.r,t*)cos(nnx.r)
dt*' dt t-"il ôx lxL+E

- (nn)2 T^

Multiplying Eq. (418)bV *.,. and Eq' (Al9) by (1 - xi )' and adding gives

#*r^ffi:-rl

(A1e)

õh: ,t. )

T', -" ]
(x

x*r+€ ôx (A2o)

sin(nm'r) - (nn)z T,,

Substituting for the term in square brackets on the right hand side of Eq' (420) from Eq

(As)
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# . ro# = -ttlrr, # 2RF,ro) sinø^, l],i,, (n ^i)
- (ntr)2 T,

Taking the nth term out of the summation and rearranging

# . 12 R + 2 F, sin2 (n mi)l # + f@ tr)2 - 4 N, sin2 qn fi¡1r,,

= -2sin(nmtLËifC # 2RF,r) sin*ùl
ktn

The general solution of Eq. (A22) is (Kreyszi g 1999,pl}a)

(A2t)

(A22)

T,,(t. ) = n-(R+R"'¡r* lA, cos (ro)' -4kR,,L-(R+ R,r)2t* +

-8,, sin (rr)' - 4RR,L - (R + R,r), t. I + T,*(i )
(423)

in which

R,L: Flsin2(nta¡\ 
@24)

is the leakparameter, and 7,,(f) is aparticular solution to Eq. (A22). since normally
the values of R and R,¿ ãramuch smaller than unity, Eq. (A23) can be simplified as

T,(i) - 
"-(R+R,,)t+ 

(A, cosntx, * B,sinnn-)+7,*(i) @25)
substituting Eq. (425) into Eq. (A5) gives the general solution

h'(** ,r-) = å þ-<n+n,,,ti fel, "osçnrrt*)* 
Bn sin(nn.)fsin(nm.)|+

n=l

Ë k," (t.)srn(nm-)| (A26)

n=1

using the method of undetermined coefficients (Kreyszig lggg), a particular solution
for Eq. (A22) can be expressed in form of

7,,,(t.) =

zc^ !

I
k=l
k+n

Ë
k=l
k+n

LCr++corToQ.)l

h (A27)

+ 2C 0, !' h. 1r., r' ¡ sin(km. þx-

where C¡1and Cnãre the undetermined coefficient. Substituting Eq. (Ã27)to Eq. (A26)
and noticing the orthogonality, the second summation term in Eq. (A26)is equal to zero.
Therefore, the general solution to Eq. (41) subject to the initial and boundary conditions
in Eqs. (A2) and (43) is

(*. rt*)
rQ
o ôt"

*)dr*kmsin(
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h* (x* ,t')= i þt^.^' "'l(1, cos(nrt.) + B,sin(ntrt.)]sin(zø.¡) (428, repeated 3.33)

Appendix A

(A29,repeated 3.34)

(430, repeated 3.35)

n=l

The varues of Fourier coefficients in Eq. (A2g) are calcurated using the initial conditions

as

An =2 J
sin(ntac.)dx. (n:1,2,3,""")f (x.)

0

u 
^ 

= #r{tzg1t.¡rin(nm.)dx' 
+ A,Rl (n : 1,2,3,""")
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Appendix B: Fourier transform of ù transient period by

period

When a time-domain transient (measured at a particular location "*; 
is divided into

sections period by period as shown in Figure Bl, each transient period can be expressed

as a Fourier series based on Eq' (3'33)'

to* to'+T t +27 +37
0.04

s

o.o2

0

-0.o2

-0.04

0 2 4 6 B 10

t l(L la\

Figure Bl. A time-domain pipeline transient (generated by Moc)

For the first Period P1:

h* (x* ,t*) =iþ-to.o'r " lA,cos(ntTt.)+ B,sin(nnt')]sin(nør-))(^.' f < ts.+t') (Bl)
n=l

where /o* : starting time of analysis , and t' : dimensionless period defined u' I :

Tl(Lla),in which T: natural period of pipeline

For the second Period P2:

For the case in Figure B 1, C : 2'0'

h'(** ,/;) = Ë þ<n+n*trllA,cos(nnt)) 132)
n=1

+ B,sin(nrtl)]sin(nø*)) for (t[ +7. < ú < ti + 27.)

Setting tî = t. + T. and noticing the periodic property of the sinusoid functions give

h. (** ,t* + T. )= i "-t^*^ 
'Ð'* þ-ß*o"" lo, cos(nnt" ) (B3)

n=l

+ B,,sin(nnt-)]sin(zrrar.¡) for Q; ti < ri +2.)

- 
IVE¡ASURÐ(NilOC)
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For the ith period P¡

I
n=l

Setting ti = t" + (t - l)Z.gives

h* (x* ,t'+ (i - l)r-) :i"-'^*o,)(i-1)r* 
þ<n+n,;i

,1=7

þ<n* 
n,sri 

f,l, cos(n nti )

+ Bnsin(nntl)þi"1r^.¡) for (ti +Q-r)T. <t: <t[ +íT.)

@

h. (x. ,ti):

lrA, cos(nrt.)

Q;.f <t[ +7.)

(84)

(85)

(810)

(811)

+ B, sin(nnt-)]sin(n za-¡)

A similar Fourier series is now fitted period by period to the "measured,, transient data
given in Fig' Bl (created by Moc). For the ;ú period transient the fitted Fourier series
is

It* ()c^ ,t* + (i -l)7.)= Cá') + tlr:, cos(mnr.) + Dg sin(mrt.)f
(86)

for (rJ+. i .ri+T')
The Fourier coefficients CáD , Cf) and D!) aredefined as

ti+7*
Co I lo

h'(x" ,t* + (í -l)T.þi
I

(87)

(88)

(Be)

T

cl,' = I I ,:.'- ,* (*' ,t' + (i - 1)2") cos(mnt.)dt.

Df,' : I I,';.",' (r*,t* + (i - r)7. )sin(mnt. )dt*

Substituting the theoretical solution of h*(x., f +çi-t¡Z-) from (85) into (B7) gives

1 i :.t.Ë e-(R+Rn,re-t)r' þ-ø***tr lrA, cos(nnt. )Ct":T*J';' 7t ,

+ B, sin(nttt. )lsin(n m. )I d,
Thus

, [, :+ äsin(n 
m. ) e-(n+À'¿ x'-r )7' 

J,;'.^ þ- 
< n* n 

"t 
i 

fA, co s(n nt. )

+ B,sin(rtn.)l] dr'

The integral term in (8il) is zero (Abramowitz and,Stegun rg72). Therefore,

Cá,) : O
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Substituting the theoretical solution of h*6*,r*) from (B5) into (88) gives

(813)

+ B, sin(n rt. )] sin(n za. )\cos(mnt. )di

Thus

¡(i) - ¿ 
i.irr1, tv*¡e-(o*^,1)(i-1)r' I,';-t.1n-t^. 

nÐt'lA,cos(nrt.) 
."14)em - T. l,

+ B,sin(nnt-)] )"ot1t lTt.)dt.

The integral term in (Bla) is zero except when n: m (Abramowitz and Stegun 1972)'

Then (814) is exPressed as

U-ß+ 
Rø)(t'o+T+) 

- 
"-(R+ 

RÐti
sín(n m' ) A n 

¿-(R+ 
R 
"t)u -Dr' (815)

C: (R+ R,r)T.

Similarly by substituting (85) into (89) the Fourier coefficient D'(Ð is expressed as

c!,, = I !;.'. äe-(R+R,)(¡-t)r' 
þ-<n*n"'t'' lA, cos(ntrt. )

¡ (i) - - 
n-( 

n+ R¿\uå+r*\ - n-lR+ 
R'-)tí 

sin(n m. ) B,,g-( 
R+ R nt\(i-t)r'

" n (R+ R,r)T

The amplitu de n/i) for a component n attheith period P¡ is

"-(R+ 

R^)(å+r\ 
- e-G+ 

R,)r;
sin(nm. Al + Ble

r)

E:'' = - (R+ R,r)T

E:, -(R+.R,¡¿ Xt-l)r'e

-(.R+Ä,¿ )(i-l)1'

(816)

(B17)

(818)
or E:,

"-(R+ 

R,)Qå+r\ 
- 

"-(R+ 

R,r)ti

sin(nra.) A] + Ai is the amPlitude of the
where E:t' = - (R+ R,r)T.

component n atttre first Period'

Each Fourier component is exponentially damped in time' The damping rate of

componentnis(R*Rnt),whichistheparametertobedetermined'
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Appendix c: Derivation of the analytical solution for the

transients in a pipeline (with a leak) under variable boundary

conditions (Eq. 5.7)

Thepartialdifferentialequation(P.D.E.),boundaryconditions(B'C')andinitial

conditions (I.C.) for u(x* ,t*) derived in chapter 5 are repeated here

u'u, =+.l2R+ Fr6(x. -.;r#
A*-, At*' 

L- - - t

p.D.E - x.l2R+ Fr6(x. - xi¡1n. øcos(ø r-) (C1' repeated 5'4)

+ x* E* o)2 sin(ø r.)

B.C. v- 10, /-¡ = 0 
' 
and v- (1, /*¡ = 6 (C2' repeated 5'5)

I.C. y* (r*, 0) : 0 {*t : x' Er cù (C3, repeated 5'6)

To solve Eq. (C1) subject to Eq. (c2) and Eq. (c3), the variable v(x*'/*) can be

expressed as

v* çx* ,t'¡:it',(r.)sin(n zn-) (C4)

n=l

For all points in the pipe except the position of the leak, the Eq' (cl) becomes

+ = +. r^# + x. l2Rf' (t. ) + f ' (i )l
ôx*' ôt.'

Integrating Eq. (C1) over a small neighborhood on either side of the leak gives

I:;#*. : Iï-t#+zR#+ x.t2Rf'(i¡+ r'1i¡tldx' +
(c6)

(cs)

(c7)

I:,::J#+ x. f '(t.)tF,6(x. - xi¡dx.

Letting a approach zeto, thefirst integral on the right hand side of Eq' (c6) is zero' Thus

Eq. (C6) becomes

ov
I ,.- uf-" - xi¡dx. + F,f'(il!"Ï i dtx. - xi¡dx.

I
l+
lx,.l.
lxt

+€

-€
-Fr

Av

ôx ôt L

Given Iir-: Ur.- - x*r¡dx" = 1, and [ ,. =*. Af* - xi¡d'. = x'* ' substituting Eq' (Ca)

into the right-hand side of Eq' (C7) gives
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sin(nta"þx.

. ^) *, * *.xL-sO-vt(x,t )

Ov

Ox

I ar-l @

lxi+e ôx.lxi-e n=l

r,ffisin("ùf (i)+ Frxif

Because the independent sets of eigenfunctions are separately orthogonal, the coefficient
functions v, inBq. (c4) canbe expressed by integrals in the two regions at each side of
the leak. To the left of the leak

r,() = 3 I:t-"vj(x",r.)si n(nnx.þx. (c9)JcL

and to the right of the leak

v,(i) = + I).."rîo. ,t.)sin(nm,)dx, (c10)

where the subscript I on the v*(x*, /*) refers to the region to the left of the leak, and
subscript r refers to the region to the right of the leak.

Differentiating Eq. (C9) twice leads to

d2[/n 
= 

2

dt*z xi ^*2ot
J

,i-" ô2vi (x. ,t.)
0

sin(nta.þx'

(c8)

(cl1)

(cr2)

(c13)

(ct4)

Differentiating Eq. (C9) and multiplying 2.iR leads to

ft-€

0

Adding Eq. (C1t) and (CI2), and substiruting Eq. (C5) gives

d2v dv i
iþ*zR!+:31 ^"2Ox

0

where

-î li " ..[2Rf'(t")+ f'(t')lsin(nta*þx.

!, 
-" 

*. lZþf'(r-) + /"(r-)lsin( nlxc* þ* =

_ 212 Rf ' (i )_+ f " (t. )l 
rs¡n(n 

m_T) _ xi cos(n twï) _,

xL ' lnof ---- n" J

2

xL

Applying integration by parts twice to the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (C13)
glves
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I
;,-" ô'vi(** ,t*) sin(nm.þ: L õui @.

0 ôx
*2 xL ôx

in which

t ) ,in{ror.)lt;2

xL

l

avi .,t.)rin(r-.)lr*r-" 
=ar;9r,t.)l _ sin(nm.r)-0 (c16)

ôx' '10 Òx lxt-e

(nn)vi(**,t*)cos(nm.r[t 
- € =1nn)vi@i'i)cos(nnxi)-0 (c17)

due to u-10, r) : 0 according to the boundary conditions

and (n n)' I :'-" "i 
(x* ,t*) sin(n zø- ) dx* = (n o)' * ''" ' 

(C 1 8)

Substituting Eqs. (c16), (c17) and (cl8) into Eq. (cl5) and then into Eq' (Cl3) gives

I

# * z.!t- = ilr*nl,; _,,i'rn M;) - (nn)vi(xl,r.)cos( "ù) (cle)

(c1s)

(c20)

(c2r)

x", cos(nnxi) l- (nr)2V,
n7f

Similarly for Eq. (C10) that applies on the right side of the leak'

Av

ox
dzvn +r^4L=_? l-

dt*' '-'- dt' Fîl- fr; * "tt(' 
**') + nmi(x"' r' ¡ "o'{'-i)],t. )(x

_2l2Rf '(t. ) + f" (t' )lr- cos(n z) 
-siw(nry,i) * 

xi cos(ntae.r) )- (nn)2 T,-T', nn (no)', nnt

Multiplying Eq. (C19)bV *i and Eq' (C20) bv (l - x*r)' andadding gives

# +znff = -,1 ü+Ð[, 
. " 

4#Ð\0, 
- "].int,-tr

* 2 cos(n r)Í2Rf ' (t. ) + f ' (t' )l - (n r)2 I/,
nlT

Substituting for the term in square brackets on the right hand side of Eq' (C2l) from Eq'

(c8)

#*zn!L:-z
2 cos(nn)lLRf '(t') + .f '(t. -(nx)zT^

{åþ 
44sin(kmit)* o,*. ¡'(r.)}sin(n øri¡

)
+

nlt

Taking the n'h term of Vnoutof the summation and rearrangrng
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+9 +l2R + 2FL sin2 (nnx.,)l{P + (nn)2 r/,(i )
2cos(nn)f2Rf '(i) + -f '(t')l

nft -znrxif '(i¡sinlnnxi¡ (k tn)

- 2 sin(n m,,Ë 
l" 

{p 
"i"(o^;)]

The general solution of Eq. (c23) is (Kreyszi g r999,pg9 and p10a)

(c23)

(c27)

-t/,,(t') 
- e-(R+R,,)t+fA, cos (nr)'- (R + R,,r)2 t* +

B, sin (rn)'- (R + R,,r)'t*l+I/,r(t.) +V,r(t")
(c24)

in which

RnL: F¡.sin2(nta]) 
e25)

is the leak parameter. A special solution to Eq. (c23) can be given as v,{t*) + r¡,2(t.)
with each part accounting for each of two right-hand-side terms of Eq. (c23)
respectively' Actually the second term on the right-hand side does not influence the
solution due to the orthogonality property. Therefore, Eq. (c23) is simplified to

+9 + 2lR * n,,l{P + (n n)2 v, (t. )

2cos(ntr)l2Rf ' (c26)
-21,r.f '(t.)

(i)+ -f"(t.)l
nfi

in which 1,, = Frxisin(nnxi)

substituting f (i) = Esin(o r.) into Eq. (c26),the right hand side of Eq. (c2ó) is

2cos(nn)[2kUotcos(a t.¡ - øa, sin(at t. )l
-2P,rUacos(ø r-) (C2g)n7T

Assuming nn+ ø (this presumption is only needed if there is no damping in the pipeline
system where a resonance will occur at nn: ø) apafücular solution of Eq. (c26)can be
determined by the method of undetermined coefficients, accordingly as

-t/o?") 
=fA,ocos(a; t'¡ + B,osin(ø r.)] ç2g)

Substituting Eqs (C2s) and (C29) into Eq. (C26) and equating the coefficients obtain

A=np

al(nn)2 -,Ð'l-2b(R+ R,r),
- ot l' +12(R + R,,r)atl2 (c30)

2a(R + R,r), + b[(nn)2 - a2

l'z +12(R+ R,,r)atl2

[(nn)'

B=
np

[(nn)z - a2
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where o-4Ulatcos(nr) -2p,rEa, b--28a1-2os(nn) ç32)
nlt nlt

Therefore, the general solution for Eq' (C26) is

V 1t. ¡ = 
"-(R+R'ùt' 

lA,, cos(ntrt" ) * B, sin(nrt. )] (C33)

+ A,o cos(o t*) + B,esin(ø r-)

The coefficients An and Bnin1q. (c33) can be determined from the initial condition Eq'

(C3) as

2ïatcos(nfl , $+ R,r)A,o-- atB* 
(C34)A,=_A,oandBn -T*T

SubstitutingEq3.(C33)and(C34)intoEq.(C4)givesthegeneralsolution

v(x* ,t* ¡ =i"^^*^*)È lA, cos(nnt. ) + B , sin(nxt- )] sin(n za. )
n=l (c35)

*i{A,rcos(ø t" ) +B,psin(ø r.)}sin(nzm.)
n=l

whichisEq.(5.7)presentedinChapter5,andtheFouriercoefficientsinEq.(C35)are

defined as

alhtr\z -o'f-zb(n+ R,r)o pA*=ffi)DnP

An : -A'o
28. atcos(nn\ (R+ R^r)A,o - aB,o

:
' (nr)" nlT

1 F* 12 cos(nn)
o - 4KE. øcos(ntr) 

-2Frxisin(nnxi)E" cÐ , aÍtd u :-12 
,owf

2a(R+ R,r)t+bl(nn)z - @'f

l(nr)'-r'l' +[2(R+R,r)at] 2

B
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Appendix D: Derivation of the analytical solution for the

transients in a pipeline with a short dead end (8q.7 '40)

The partial differential equation (P.D.E.), boundary conditions (B'C') and initial

conditions (I.C.) for the transients in a pipeline (with a short dead end) under constant

boundary conditions are repeated here

P.D.E # =[l+cá(x. -ùrg++znffi (D1)

B.C. h. (0, t.)= 0, and h. ç1, t.'¡ = g (D2)

I.C. h* (x*, 0) = f (x.) ôh. E-'.' O) 
= g(x.) (D3)

dt

For a pipeline with a dead end, the pipeline can be considered as two portions divided

bythedeadendwithasmallneighbourhood2easshowninFigureDl.

x* :0.0 xa x* : 1.0*+t+c
*d

T
Figure D1 A PiPeline with a dead end

For all points in the pipe except the position of the dead end, the linearized equation

(Dl) becomes a wave equation,

ô'h" =ô'h" *2Rq
n *2 ¡,*2 Aiòx ot

Noticing the boundary condition as those in Eq. (D2) and the continuity of pressure at

the lumped dead end (wylie and Streeter 1993), the transients in the pipeline can be

expressed as (Levine 1997)

h* 1x.,t* ¡ = f T,(t. ) sin(n m. )
n=1

Integrating Eq. (D1) over a small neighborhood on either side of the dead end gives

Ê::y.-,t.. = I::::r# + znffiax. * I :;'(# . 2R#þ @' - x)¡dx' çoe¡

Letting e approach zero, thefirst integral on the right hand side of Eq' (D6) is zero' Thus

Eq. (D6) becomes

(0 < x- l1)

(D4)

(Ds)
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= G # + 2RC 4rl.: ! * õ(*. - x)¡dx.

Given the definition of Dirac deita functiotr of 
J 1'* 6(x. - x)¡dx. : l, substituting Eq.

(D5) into the righrhand side of Eq. (D7) gives

#1r."-#1., -,=ä1"#+zncffiisi"1,n)t] (D8)

Because the independent sets of eigenfunctions are separately orthogonal, the coefficient
functions T, inBq. (D5) can be expressed by integrals in the two regions at each side of
the dead end. First, to the left of the dead end

7,,(t'): 
I I:' ' hiqx. ,t.¡sin(nta*þx. (l9)

and to the right of the dead end

T,(i) = + I).,';1*. ,t.¡sjn1nnx.¡dx. @10)

where the subscript / on the h*?x*, r*) refers to the region to the left of the dead end, and
subscript r refers to the region to the right of the dead end.

(D7)
ôh. lx) + e

ñ1,:-"

Appendix D

,in{r^.)l*:

(Dl1)

(Dt2)

(D13)

Differentiating Eq. (D9) twice leads to

ôh

ðx

Differentiating Eq. (D9) and multiplying 2,R leads to

2R + = 4 I :, 
-' 

2R 
ah; @-.-,t' ) 

sin(n m. þx.dt. x)Jo ôt.

Adding Eq. (Dl t) and (Dt2), and substituting Eq. (D4) gives

+ . 2R + : 1 Í 
¿-" ô'I!!) 

sin(nnx. þx.dt"' dt. x) J o 
ôx

Applying integration by parts twice to Eq. (Dl3) gives

#.'o#:+l
(nr)hi@. ,t*)cos(ntu.

i@ t )

,l;d-€
- (no)' IÏ-" ,; f; ,t.¡sinqnta-¡dx.

in which
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+t

x¿-t
sin(ntw)) -0 (D1s)

(D16)

(D17)

(Dl8)

(D22)

(n flhi (**, t' )*.{, -- )1") 
- t 

= (n n)hi (*)' t^ ) cos@ m)) - 0

due to h.(0, f): 0 according to the boundary conditions in Eq' (D2)

and (ro)' I"'-'^;(x-,r-)sin( 
nm'¡dx* =(nr)2 *',"'

Substituting Eqs. (D15), (D16) and (Dl7) into Eq' (D14) gives

I

# ., o# = ilr#n[; - ",i'tn,D,) 
) - (n r)hi(xi, r. ) cos(' ù 

)

- (nn)2 T^

SimilarlyforEq.(Dl0)thatappliesontherightsideofthedeadend'

Multiplying Eq. (DlS)bV ú and Eq' (D19) by (1- x, ¡' and adding gives

_l-
-2 sin(n m)r1l" # + z nc ffi sin{ t ø) ¡]

k+n

The general solution of Eq. (D22)is (Kreyszigl999'p104)

sin(nta)) + ntrlti@',,t. )."rf,-lll @19)

- (nn)z T,

d'T,, *zn4!u = -zl 
ôh;6.t.)l anþ:t) I " 1dt*' ni="1---u¡ l{*" l*)-tI ozo¡

sin(nra)) - (nn)z T,

Substituting for the term in square brackets on the right hand side of Eq' (D20) from Eq'

(D8)

# *roffi: -rË[,t # + zncffi)sin(knc))l'i"t'^]l - (nn)2 r' (D21)

Taking the n,h term out of the summation and rearranging

l1+2C sín2 tr*)l#+2R11+2C sinz (nùf# + (nr)z7^
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T,(i ) = e-R'* fAn cos
(rtr)' 

_ R2 t, +
I +,S,

(D23)(ro)'
B, sin - Rt t.f +7,"(i)

1+ ,S,

in which

s¿:2Csin2@*ì) 
(D24)

is the dead end parameter, ard r,,(f) is a particular solution to Eq. (D22) and has no
influence on the solution of h*(x*,t*) due to orthogonality (Appendix A). since normally
the value ofi? is much smaller than unity, Eq. (D23) can be simplified as

T,(t.) = e-R,* (An cos),t* + Bnsinbt.) +T^(t.) (D25)

in which 2 nft
(D26)1+,S,

substituting Eq. (D25) without T,,(f)into Eq. (D5) gives the general solution

lx* (x* ,t*)= Ë þ*'- l(l,cos1.Lt*)* B,sin(zr.)]sin (n^,)I
n=l

(D27)

which is the Eq. Q.ae presented in Chapter 7
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Appendix E: Additional calibration results of the pipe

network

81. Calibration results of pressure transducers
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E2 Calibration of flowmefer and squareedged weir

Two flowmeters were calibrated using the volumetric tank at the eastern end of the

laboratory. The calibration results, including LCD output and voltage signal output

connected with the data acquisition computer' are given in Figure E2' Since the LCD

outputs have been calibrated by the manufacturer, they are almost identical to the flow

rates measured by the volumetric tank'
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15

Voltag€ofF2M

2

0 0.5 2 2.5 3

Figure E2 calibration result of the flowmeter (a) LCD ontput, (b) digital voltage
ouþut

The discharge over the rectangular square-edged weir is calculated by (Rehbock
equation)

ew:]Jzsc*øn." (El)

where å : width of the weir (: 0.6m), h: water level head above the weir, c¡y: weir
coefficient (: 0.652 based on the calibration as shown in Figure E2), and,p : weir
height (: 0.4m). The square-edged weir was calibrated using the volumetric tank with
results in Figure E3. The surface of the weir is 1.395m above the level of the looped
network. The head of the water surface (h) inTank2 ranges from 20mm to 50 mm
depending on the flow in the pipe network. The accuracy of the weir for flow
measurement is within 0.05L/s.

(b2)
Gdibration of Flo¡yrrcter F2

y=3.9869x-3.7656

f=r

2s2
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E3 Calibration of ball valves

Calibration result of the control valve is given in Figure E4. The characteristics of the

control valves are calibrated in steady state by measuring the head loss and discharge

through a valve at different opening positions. At a full opening position' which

corresponds ø: 1.0, the valve parameter defined in Eq. (7.46) is cv:0'0028'

1

P

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0 0.2 0.4 0'6 0.8

Dimensionless valve oPening /

Figure E4 Calibration of the flanged ball valve
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E4 Simulation of steady flow in the pipeline

The steady state conditions at different flow configurations were simulated and
compared to the experimental results. The purpose of the simulations was to veri¡i the
minor losses induced by the elbows and pipe junctions. previous analyses in chapter 6
and Chapter J have shown that minor losses are important when the flow rate in the
pipe network is not small enough. In present pipe network, when the flow rate is less
than 1'OL/s, given a minor loss coefficient of (,K¡) 7.5 ata junction, the minor head loss
(KilQF/2!a2) caused by such a pipe junction is less than 0.005m. Such a small head
loss is lower than the resolution (0.01m) of the pressure transducers. As a result, the
minor losses caused by elbows and junctions are only important, and are considered
when the maximum flow rate is larger than 1.0lls. Actually, when the flow rate is
smaller than l '0L/s, both friction loss and minor losses are negligible. The heads at
different locations in the pipe network are equal to the head in the provide Tank.

Table El configurations of steady-state tests (c--valve closed; o--valve opened)

Valves A B C D E
V1 o o o o o

v2 o o o o o

c o o c o

c o c o o
5 c o c o o

c c c c c

c c o o o

c c c c c

c c c c c

o o o o o
1 c c c c c

v12 c

o

c c c c
v13 o o o o

v14 c c o o o

vl5 o o o o o
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Results presented in Table E2 shows that the minor losses from the elbows and

junctions are important in calculating the steady states when the network is fully

operating (maximum flow rate) at different configurations' If the minor losses are not

considered, simulated steady state conditions (flow rates and heads) are significantly

different from the measurement results. Inclusion of these minor l0sses is important in

a transient simulation. Analyses in chapter 6 and chapter J have shown that minor

losses (head losses elements) cause frequency-dependent damping of a transient event'

TableE2Comparisonsofsimulationandexperimentalresults

(Num. I: without minor losses, Num' II: with minor losses)

Cases F1

(L/s)

F2

(L/s)

T1

(m)

T3

(m)

T6

(m)

T7

(m)

A

Exp' 7.26 111 3.57 2.56

Num. I 9.26 9.26 3.72 2.3t

-Num.II
7.25 7.25 3.57

B

Exp. 7.47 7.47 3.69 4.07

Num. I 9.67 9.61 3.69 2.38

- Num.II '7.41 7.46 3.69 2.86 1.59

C

Exp. 10.16 5.44 3.21 3.04 1.83

- Num. I 14.42 7.2r 3.39 - 1.82

Num.II 10. t5 5.44 3.21 1.83 1.83

D

Exp' 9.4t 5.26 3.41 2.93 7.75 3.37

Num. I 13.44 6.72 3.46 2.t8 1.'.19 2.67

Num.II 9.41 5.26 3.4r 2.93 3

E

Exp 10.20 5.17 3.23 2.95

Num. I 15.28 7.20 3.33 2.18

Num.Il 10.21 5.17 3.23 2.95 1.85 3.63
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